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The notion of battles as the irreducible building blocks of war demands a single verdict of each
campaign—victory, defeat, stalemate. But this kind of accounting leaves no room to record the
nuances and twists of actual conflict. In Somme: Into the Breach, the noted military historian
Hugh Sebag-Montefiore shows that by turning our focus to stories of the front line—to acts of
heroism and moments of both terror and triumph—we can counter, and even change, familiar
narratives.Planned as a decisive strike but fought as a bloody battle of attrition, the Battle of the
Somme claimed over a million dead or wounded in months of fighting that have long epitomized
the tragedy and folly of World War I. Yet by focusing on the first-hand experiences and personal
stories of both Allied and enemy soldiers, Hugh Sebag-Montefiore defies the customary framing
of incompetent generals and senseless slaughter. In its place, eyewitness accounts relive
scenes of extraordinary courage and sacrifice, as soldiers ordered “over the top” ventured into
No Man’s Land and enemy trenches, where they met a hail of machine-gun fire, thickets of
barbed wire, and exploding shells.Rescuing from history the many forgotten heroes whose
bravery has been overlooked, and giving voice to their bereaved relatives at home, Hugh Sebag-
Montefiore reveals the Somme campaign in all its glory as well as its misery, helping us to realize
that there are many meaningful ways to define a battle when seen through the eyes of those who
lived it.

About the AuthorJamie Oliver es un fenómeno de la gastronomía y el chef británico más
solidario. A lo largo de sus dieciséis años de carrera televisiva y editorial, ha inspirado a
millones de personas alrededor del mundo a disfrutar de la cocina y ha enseñado el valor de los
productos frescos y sanos.Motivado por el deseo de transformar la vida de las personas gracias
a una buena educación alimentaria, ha iniciado múltiples proyectos a través de su fundación, la
Jamie Oliver Food Foundation, y su campaña anual Food Revolution Day.Jamie Oliver empezó
a cocinar a los ocho años en el pub de sus padres, el Cricketers, en Clavering (Essex, Reino
Unido). Tras acabar el colegio, emprendió su carrera como chef hasta llegar al River Café,
donde un equipo de televisión lo descubrió. Tras este encuentro nació su aventura mediática
con el programa The Naked Chef. En 2001 dejó atrás dicho programa y puso en marcha el
restaurante Fifteen, en el que aún hoy continúa formando a jóvenes menos privilegiados en el
oficio de los fogones. Unos años después, su activismo alimentario logró grandes cambios en
los comedores escolares de Gran Bretaña.La Jamie Oliver Food Foundation trabaja a nivel
mundial para ayudar a jóvenes en paro a través de sus restaurantes Fifteen en Londres,
Cornualles y Ámsterdam, además de amparar los centros Ministry of Food en el Reino Unido y
Australia, donde se imparten clases prácticas de cocina para novatos. A través de su fundación,
Jamie inició también varios proyectos en las escuelas con el objetivo de enseñar a los niños a



cultivar y cocinar sus propios alimentos. Jamie regenta varios restaurantes, entre los que se
incluyen el Barbecoa, en Londres, y la cadena Jamie's Italian, con locales en todo el mundo.
Actualmente escribe para su propia revista, Jamie Magazine; aparece en sus canales de
YouTube, Jamie Oliver's Food Tube y Jamie Oliver's Drinks Tube; y tiene 16 libros publicados,
cada uno con su propio programa de televisión.Jamie vive entre Londres y su granja de Essex
con su mujer, Jools, y sus cuatro hijos, Poppy, Daisy, Petal y Buddy.
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Expectations of victory had never been higher. The ‘Big Push’ was about to begin.For seven
days, as part of the softening-up process before the great advance, British and French artillery
had been pounding the German front line to the north and south of where it was bisected by the
River Somme. However, the point where the German line scaled the heights that dominate
Beaumont Hamel, a sleepy French village 11 miles north of the river, was receiving some of the
closest attention. It was one of several German strongpoints where British miners, supported by
the infantry, were hoping to administer the coup de grâce.Unbeknown to the Germans, the
miners had hacked their way through the chalk, until they had hollowed out a 350-yard-long
tunnel that ran from behind their own line, east of the village of Auchonvillers, to beneath the part
of the heights known as Hawthorn Redoubt, on the German side of No Man’s Land (see map
4).1 Then, having packed the mine with 40,000 pounds of explosives, and having connected
wiring, detonators and guncotton primers, they had scuttled back to the area behind the British
front parapet. There, they joined the other 230,000 British soldiers, who along with their French
counterparts to the south, represented the largest strike force assembled since the German
invasion of France in 1914.2 Now the British infantry were only waiting for the commanders of
the tunnelling companies controlling this mine, and the mines secreted under a series of other
strongpoints in the German front line, to push down their plungers, before they charged over the
top.Geoffrey Malins, a British cameraman, who at this crucial juncture had come to the British
front line to film Hawthorn Redoubt, the strongpoint on the Beaumont Hamel heights that was to
be exploded (see map 4), described for posterity what some soldiers were expecting to be the
defining moment of the war, in the following terms:Time 7.19 a.m. My hand grasped the handle
of the camera . . . Another thirty seconds passed. I started turning the handle . . . My object in
exposing half a minute before . . . [zero hour] was to get the mine from the moment it broke
ground. I fixed my eyes on the Redoubt. Any second now. Surely it was time. It seemed to me as
if I had been turning for hours . . . Why doesn’t it go up? I looked at my exposure dial. I had used
over a thousand feet. The horrible thought flashed through my mind that my film might run out
before the mine blew. The thought brought beads of perspiration to my forehead . . . Then it
happened.The ground where I stood gave a massive convulsion. It rocked and swayed. I gripped
hold of my tripod to steady myself. Then, for all the world like a gigantic sponge, the earth rose in
the air . . . hundreds of feet. Higher and higher it rose . . . [Then], with a horrible grinding roar, the
earth fell back upon itself, leaving in its place a mountain of smoke . . .3The explosion certainly
stunned the German defenders, who were already struggling to cope with the regular
bombardment. According to one of the survivors in the 119th Reserve Infantry Regiment, the
26th Reserve Division unit that manned the Redoubt:[It made] such a loud bang . . . that it was
clear it was not made by the firing of any gun. It was accompanied by an enormous smoke cloud
which reared up into the air in front of [our] . . . 9th Company, while stones rained down onto the
position . . . The explosion killed the men in three of the Company’s sections . . . and entombed
those in the dugouts nearby . . . [Afterwards], the surrounding field was as white as if it had just
snowed, and, cut out of the side of the hill, [we could see] the yawning mouth of an [enormous]



crater, 50–60 metres across and 20 metres deep.The explosion was the signal for the attack.
Wave after wave of enemy troops emerged from the British trenches and walked towards us,
their bayonets glinting in the sun . . .4The cameraman on the British side of No Man’s Land,
Geoffrey Malins, also reported the infantrymen’s advance:[After] the earth was down, I swung
my camera round on to our own parapets. [Men] . . . were [climbing] over [them] . . . and
streaming along the skyline . . . Then another signal rang out, and from the trenches immediately
in front of me, [more of] our wonderful troops went over the top. What a picture it was! They went
over as one man . . . [and crossed] . . . the ground in swarms . . . still smoking cigarettes. One man 
actually stopped in the middle of No Man’s Land to light up again.The Germans had by now
realized that the great attack had come. Shrapnel poured into our trenches. They had even got
their crumps . . . into . . . our boys before they were half way across No Man’s Land. But still they
kept on.At that moment my spool ran out. I gave it to my man in a dugout to take care of,
impressing on him he must not leave it under any circumstances. If anything unforeseen
happened [to me], he was to take it back to Headquarters.5But Malins was not the only British
witness to the great events unfolding. An account written by a signaller, stationed in a forward
position a few hundred yards to the south, takes up where Malins’ statement was cut off:I [had]
watched . . . the lads mount the firestep, and . . . spring up the ladders onto the parapet . . . with
mixed feeling[s] . . . Many slid . . . back [as soon as] they . . . reached the top, killed or
wounded . . . The survivors [had] worked their way through our barbed wire in the face of the
fierce shell and machine-gun fire, leaving [behind] many of their pals . . . They went up the long
incline in perfect order, dropping to the ground every now and then, as if on an exercise on
Salisbury Plain, regardless . . . of the intense shelling and small arms fire around and ahead of
them. The line thinned as men fell, but [it] never faltered, [and] at last they vanished from sight,
into the inferno on the ridge beyond . . . All that we could see was the bursting of heavy shells,
and [over the sound of the artillery, we heard] . . . the rattle of machine guns and small arms
fire.6One of the German machine-gunners, whose weapon was ‘rattling’ on the next height, a
mile and a half to the north, in the trench sector protecting the hilltop village of Serre, was
Unteroffizier Otto Lais. He described how the distinctive ‘calm, solid, regular tacking’ of the
machine guns could be heard ‘above all [the] . . . rumbling, growling . . . and wild banging of the
[artillery and infantry guns]: “tack-tack tack-tack”. One gun “tacked” with a slower rhythm, while
another gun “tacked” faster . . . It was an ominous melody as far as the enemy was concerned.
Whereas it reassured and calmed our infantry.’7No account has yet come to light by any
member of the British unit, the 2nd Battalion, the Royal Fusiliers, whose men rushed forward to
occupy the lips of the gigantic crater, gouged out of the chalk, on Hawthorn Ridge. Perhaps none
of them survived, or perhaps what they observed was too awful for them to want to replay it in
their mind’s eye in all its gory details.8 However, the following description of the aftermath of the
explosion, by the aforementioned witness in the German 119th Reserve Regiment, suggests
that there must have been at least one exquisite moment for the attackers, when they would
have believed that all the digging underground – at great personal risk – had been



worthwhile:Near the crater, the British soldiers encountered no resistance . . . [This was
because] the [9th] Company’s 3rd platoon had been trapped in a big dugout where three of the
four exits had been buried. The sentry was trying to break out of the fourth exit, which had been
reduced to a very small hole, [when the first British soldiers reached the German position] . . .
Before he could get out, he was killed with a thrust from a [British] bayonet, and his falling corpse
knocked down the men who were standing on the [dugout] stairs behind him. A German officer
retaliated by shooting the sentry’s assailant in the face with a flare, a response which prompted
the attackers to lob hand grenades and smoke bombs into the dugout. But the trapped Germans
refused to surrender, banking on their regiment to send up reinforcements to rescue
them.9Subsequent events proved they were right not to give in immediately. Even as the
Germans cowered in their subterranean refuge, hoping against hope that their attackers would
run out of hand grenades before blasting them to kingdom come, British fortunes all of a sudden
nosedived: the waves of British attackers in the northern sectors of their line, who had advanced
at 7.30 a.m., zero hour for all troops not in the vanguard attacking the area around the mine on
Hawthorn Ridge, were swept aside by a wall of bullets fired by the German machine-gunners,
isolating those who had advanced ten minutes earlier, just after the mine exploded.Evidence of
this comes from Otto Lais, the machine-gunner protecting Serre. The following extract from his
account describes how, after repulsing the first British attack, the relatively few guns operated by
him and his fellow machine-gunners dashed British attempts to take Serre once and for all:After
the confusion and panic caused by our unexpected resistance, and the heavy casualties, the
English redeployed. Then, for the next two hours, wave after wave of their troops attempted to
beat down our door. They fearlessly ran towards our positions, only to be shot down before they
could get past our wire. [Only] the most intrepid made it to within 20 . . . metres of our
guns.Those following took shelter behind their fallen comrades, some of whom were still
groaning and moaning. Many of these men whimpered as they hung, fatally wounded, on the
remnants of our wire. The survivors took refuge behind the small slope by our wire, where, like
mad men, they fired at us without taking the time to aim their guns carefully . . . We fired at the
stakes holding up the wire . . . and our bullets ricocheted onto the slope occupied by the English.
It was not long before the enemy fire coming from behind the slope petered out . . .[However]
new waves emerged [from the English trenches] . . . only to sink back behind their parapets.
[Then their] officers ran forward, in a [vain] attempt to inspire their men to follow their example . . .
Numerous helmets became visible, but they disappeared again immediately after bullets from
rifles and machine guns sprayed the position, where they had been taking cover. After that, no
more English officers left their trenches, the sight of the battlefield demoralizing any would-be
attackers.Lais’ account of 1 July concludes with what he witnessed that evening:Our losses
were very heavy, but the enemy’s were unimaginable. Whole companies and battalions of
English troops lay on the ground, having been mown down in lines, swept away. No Man’s Land
in between the English and German positions was full of miserable scenes. There was no more
fighting. It was as if the surfeit of misery had frozen any action . . .An English medical team



appeared . . . with an unfolded Red Cross flag . . . Where to begin? Whimpering men were calling
out from nearly every square metre of ground. Our own medical orderlies helped out, wherever
they were needed. The victims, who moments before had been [regarded as a threat because
they were] the enemy, were now just injured fellow human beings, who could be handed over to
their own countrymen [without fear of reprisals].10No Man’s Land opposite Hawthorn Redoubt
and the area around the crater, which was swiftly reclaimed from the British, could only be
described as ‘horrific’ by the writer of the 119th Reserve Regiment’s regimental history. He went
on to report that ‘Poison gas [released by the British troops during the days before the attack]
had whitened [No Man’s Land] . . . and made the grass look as if it was corroded. Corpses,
dressed in khaki brown uniforms, and wounded soldiers, lay in hundreds between the enemies’
lines.’ Piles of the dead from both sides lay beside the chalk that was heaped up around the rim
of the crater. The only redeeming feature from the German point of view was the re-emergence
from the earth of one of their buried officers with a few of his men. ‘They dug themselves out just
as the last of their supply of air was about to be used up.’11Given the extremity of the torment
experienced on the battlefield, it is astonishing how long it took for accurate news of the disaster
to reach those in command. The contrast between the nightmarish chaos in and between the
front lines, and what initially filtered back to the British commanders miles to their rear, could not
have been more striking. There had been what amounted to mass slaughter of a substantial
proportion of the British VIII Corps’ troops, who had tried and failed to capture the German front
lines at the northern end of the Somme front. That did not just apply to the men with VIII Corps’
29th Division, who had been attacking the German trenches to the north and south of the mine
on Hawthorn Ridge, near Beaumont Hamel. It also aptly described the plight of VIII Corps’ 31st
Division, whose annihilation opposite Serre, the next village to the north, has been described by
machine-gunner Otto Lais.Yet for a considerable time the headquarters of the 4th Army, the unit
under General Sir Henry Rawlinson that was supposed to be masterminding the attack from its
chateau in Querrieu, some 14 miles south-west of the Hawthorn Redoubt, was oblivious to the
pain and suffering on the front line. At 8 a.m. its first situation report relating to VIII Corps
complacently concluded: ‘The whole of the Corps reported over the German front line.’12It was
11.30 a.m. before the 4th Army war diarists sounded a note of caution, stating in relation to the
29th Division: ‘Enemy have retaken front line and cut off troops that got through.’13 Over three
hours passed before the 4th Army recorded, at 3 p.m., that the bulk of the 29th and 31st Division
troops were ‘back in our own front line’.14 However, as late as 10 p.m. on the night of 1–2 July,
orders were still being given to the 31st Division telling them to ‘attack . . . and try to join up with
two battalions still believed to be in Serre’, even though no such units were there.15Similar
excessively optimistic reports glossed over the horrendous casualties sustained without material
gain opposite many of the other strongholds in the German front line attacked by British troops
on 1 July.16 The only true breakthrough made by British forces occurred at the southern end of
the Somme line, near the villages of Montauban and Mametz. (The French also broke through to
the south of the 4th Army.)17 But even in and around these two villages the victory was



inconclusive, because Rawlinson failed to authorize renewed attacks quickly enough beyond the
prearranged objectives of the first day. This permitted the Germans to regroup before the breach
in their line could be widened and exploited.Due to the frustratingly slow communication back
from VIII Corps’ front line, it is not surprising, given what appears in the 4th Army war diary, to
discover that the first words in General Rawlinson’s personal diary for 1 July, recording his view
of the events up to 9.20 a.m., reads: ‘The battle has begun well . . . We captured all the front line
trenches easily.’18 The second entry, made at 12.15 p.m., was equally optimistic, asserting that
‘The VIII Corps has taken Serre.’ Only at 3.15 p.m. did Rawlinson come closer to the truth: ‘The
VIII Corps have been pushed out of Serre and Beaumont Hamel.’An equally ill-informed view of
operations may have prompted Rawlinson’s superior, the British Commander-in-Chief General
Sir Douglas Haig, to comment the next day that the British casualties ‘cannot be considered
severe in view of the numbers engaged and the length of line attacked’. But this was on the
basis that he believed there were ‘only’ 40,000 men killed, wounded or missing.19 Later analysis
showed that casualties on 1 July 1916 were in excess of 57,000 (including at least 19,000 men
killed), a huge total for just one day of operations, and one that certainly could not be sustained
on a daily basis during what was likely to be a lengthy campaign.20How had it come to this?
How could the British Army with its overwhelming numerical superiority (nineteen British infantry
divisions fighting against five German divisions), and with the tactical advantage of being able to
choose the time and the place to launch its attack so that it could maximize its troops’ efficiency
by preparing for the battle, have contrived to lose more men in a single day than it had ever lost
before?21 And why had it failed to follow up the one decisive breakthrough made on 1 July, the
exploitation of which might perhaps have justified such high casualties?2: Paradise LostEngland
and Northern France, November 1915–May 1916(See map 1)At the beginning of 1916, that is
six months before the commencement of the ‘Big Push’, the British Expeditionary Force (the
BEF) in France and Belgium consisted of thirty-eight infantry and five cavalry divisions (in
excess of 987,000 men). They held around 67 of the 87 miles of trenches that stretched
between Boesinghe, near Ypres, Belgium, in the north and the Somme near Curlu, France, in
the south.1 The trenches to the south were held by the French Army, and they ran all the way to
France’s border with Switzerland. The Belgian and French Armies held the trenches to the
north.2This long line of trenches was the legacy of the German attempt in August 1914 to invade
and take over Belgium and France. Thanks to British, French and Belgian resistance – which
encompassed celebrated actions such as the BEF’s retreat from the area around Mons in
Belgium in August 1914, as well as the Anglo-French counter-attack on the Marne in France the
following month – the German advance was halted. Whereupon both sides dug in on the terrain
they then occupied, thereby putting an end to what is sometimes referred to as the war of
movement. The result was a stalemate, with British, French and Belgian trenches snaking from
north to south through Belgium and France opposite an equally long German line.Subsequent
attempts by the Germans, and the French and British Armies, to cut through the entrenched
lines opposing them, had proved fruitless, raising the question: would it ever be possible? The



French and British generals believed they could break the deadlock, if they were only given
enough guns and ammunition, provided they did not repeat the errors made in the previous
operations. With that in mind, in the course of a conference at Chantilly, France, in December
1915, they reached an agreement as to what they should do next. The two countries would
mount a major offensive during 1916 at more or less the same time as the Russian planned
offensive on the Eastern Front.Such plans required more boots on the ground. Over the next
months, the British recruitment drive led to a dramatic increase in the size of the BEF. By 1 July
1916, the date when the planned offensive commenced, the number of men under British
command on the Continent had risen to in excess of 1,488,000. They were divided up into fifty-
eight divisions. The commander of each of these divisions controlled three brigades, which in
turn contained four battalions, battalions being the units of around 700 to 1,000 men who
actually did the fighting in the front line. These divisions were in turn controlled by the
commanders of eighteen corps, and these corps answered to the commanders of four armies
(see map 1).3 All of these troops acted under the direction of the British General Headquarters
(GHQ) commanded by General Sir Douglas Haig.Given that many of the regular full-time British
troops had become casualties during the initial German offensive, the core of the British Army in
1916 consisted of inexperienced volunteers. Their units are sometimes referred to collectively as
the New Armies. They largely consisted of the men raised following the fabulously successful
recruitment campaign featuring the charismatic Secretary of State for War, Field Marshal Earl
(Horatio Herbert) Kitchener, as well as some of the so-called ‘Derby men’. These were the last
volunteers recruited pursuant to a scheme instigated by Lord Derby, Director General of
Recruiting, shortly before conscription was introduced for single men in Britain in January 1916.
Conscription was only extended to cover married men four months later.4Many of the pre-
conscription volunteers served in Pals battalions, the generic name given to those battalions
whose recruits had a link either with a particular profession or an area. This enabled volunteers
to enlist alongside friends and acquaintances. The downside was that these Pals battalions, like
the other recruits raised by Kitchener, were full of novices who knew nothing of army life, let
alone what it took to survive and fight in trenches. There was also the risk that if casualties in any
particular unit were high, whole families or even whole communities could be more or less wiped
out.The top British generals cited the rudimentary training offered to these new recruits as the
reason why they adopted pedestrian tactics on the battlefield. But that excuse was far from being
the only explanation for what went wrong. Long before the beginning of the planned offensive,
there was abundant evidence suggesting that the British Army was not the efficient force it was
portrayed to be, and if more politicians had served in the ranks as well as on the generals’ staffs,
the government would have been in the know as well.It is easy to see why Members of
Parliament might not want to muck in with the lower ranks, or even with the junior officers. The
facilities laid on for them in France were often basic to say the least. A portrait of the kind of
privations and primitive conditions that the newly arrived soldiers had to put up with can be
gleaned from the diaries and letters of four soldiers who served in the same battalion: the 22nd



Battalion, the Manchester Regiment, one Pals battalion that was to be entrusted with a
particularly important role in the attack being planned.Like many of the Pals battalions, the 22nd
Manchesters, also known as the 7th Manchester Pals, contained a substantial number of middle-
class professionals, some of whom were already making their mark in civilian life when war was
declared. They included a barrister who was to become a Member of Parliament and the
government’s Solicitor General after the war, a future editor of the New Statesman and two
university lecturers.Most of these professionals and intellectuals were officers. However, Harry
Tawney, a left-wing university lecturer of economic history, whose work would one day lead to
him being referred to as one of the brains behind the post-war Labour Party, refused to take the
commission offered to him, preferring to serve initially as a private and subsequently as a
sergeant. It is largely thanks to Tawney that we know about some of the hardships men in the
ranks had to endure, as well as the inefficiencies within the Army which were particularly galling
for those who were often dismissively referred to as the ‘poor bloody infantry’.If one can believe
the reassuring letters that Tawney sent to his wife Jeannette before going to France, he handled
the trench-digging training exercises surprisingly easily for a man approaching middle age who
was not used to physical exercise. He was thirty-four years old at the time of writing. In one such
letter he wrote: ‘It was quite hard work digging them. One uses a pick and a spade. But I found I
could do it as well as the others and am only a little stiff today.’5He found grenade-throwing
practice more exacting. It involved ‘getting into trenches and throwing small bags filled with earth
as imitation bombs,’ Tawney informed Jeannette. ‘It is more difficult than it sounds, for the
trenches are very narrow and deep, and if one knocks the side, one would probably be blown
up.’6 However, both activities were preferable to ‘squad drill of which we are all heartily sick’,7
Tawney concluded.His battalion left Lark Hill, the army base on Salisbury Plain, on 10 November
1915, and after a brief delay in Folkestone the men were shipped to Boulogne, the entry port for
many of the BEF units sent to France. The departure was particularly hard to bear for those with
young families. The resulting homesickness prompted Charlie May, a twenty-seven-year-old
captain in the 22nd Manchesters, to scribble a series of heartfelt entries addressed to his wife
Maude in the diaries he wrote up each day he was away from his family. It is an extraordinary
record, given that unlike so many World War I diaries it does not just list the day’s events. It
provides a full account of May’s hopes and anxieties, and contains countless professions of love
both for Maude and for Pauline, their newly born daughter.‘When shall we meet again?’ he wrote
wistfully on the eve of the battalion’s departure for France, continuing: ‘When will the time come
when we can once more set up our home and recommence our life of utter happiness? Ah
Maudie, how little I realized where happiness lay until this old war came along and it was denied
me.’8The letter that Tawney wrote to his sister Mildred on 22 November 1915 describes the
conditions that the members of his battalion had to endure on their arrival in France:When we
first landed, we had two rather bad days. First an awful night under canvas in rain which lasted
for about 24 hours and made the whole place a swamp. Then after about 4 hours in cattle trucks,
a march of some 15 miles in which we contrived to lose our way. Since then . . . we are billeted



with . . . the peasants. I and another sergeant sleep in a little hut, one half of which is occupied by
a pig, [albeit] a very clean and quiet one . . . We sleep on straw with a blanket each.9Captain
May, who was less enamoured with the simplicity of peasant life, and who appears to have
regarded his absence from his idealized home as something akin to paradise lost, analysed their
resting place less enthusiastically. According to his diary, Brucamps, the village where they had
ended up (sixteen miles north-west of Amiens), stank because of the mounds of dung piled up
beside each house.10 Its inhabitants were filthy. Not that you could blame them. There was no
running water, and May’s men had to design and dig their own sewage system. Bracing route
marches were necessary to ward off the icy cold. Within days of their arrival, the ground was
carpeted with snow. To add insult to injury, the peasants overcharged the battalion for the
firewood that the soldiers had to burn to keep warm, only lowering the price after some hard
bargaining. This prompted May, referring to a stereotype that was then commonplace amongst
the officer class, to complain: ‘I think the French peasantry [must] have Hebrew blood in their
veins in degrees of varying intensity.’11Complaints about the cost of firewood must have been
the last subject on the minds of recruits on their way to the Somme from sunnier climes. The
reinforcements that were to swell the ranks of the BEF prior to the battle were not all from Britain.
There were also soldiers from British dominions such as South Africa and Canada, and by the
beginning of 1916 the Australian and New Zealand contingents in Egypt, who were eventually to
serve under British command in France, contained well in excess of 100,000 men.12The
following account of the scene at Sydney’s Wooloomooloo Wharf on 30 September 1915 as
Private R. W. Harpley, an Australian Imperial Force recruit, left Australia, highlights the wave of
patriotism which swept through the dominions after the news reached them that their mother
country needed their help if they were to overcome their common enemies, the Germans and
the Turks:Just before entering the Wharf, all civilians were stopped . . . So the . . . farewell took
place in the main street . . . We then boarded the transport ship Argyleshire . . . When all were
aboard, the people were allowed onto the Wharf. They streamed in until the Wharf was just one
mass of people . . . Almost everyone had a roll of streamers. These they threw up to the soldiers
on the boat until there [were] . . . streamers of every colour imaginable from one end of the ship
to the other . . . It presented the most beautiful sight I have ever witnessed.It had such a glorious
effect as the boat was swinging out that I believe it brought tears from every soldier’s eyes, mine
being no exception. It was about 10.30 a.m. when we moved off from the Wharf. We then put out
to middle harbour and anchored until 5 p.m. when we finally set out on our long voyage to
Egypt.13The following extract, from a letter written by Leslie Kenney almost three months earlier,
records how tears of a different kind were shed as he and his fellow signallers, part of the New
Zealand Expeditionary Force’s 6th Reinforcement troops, left Wellington in New Zealand. His
letter starts with the words ‘Dear Mother’, and continues:I will never forget our departure from
Wellington Wharf. During our parade through the principal streets of Wellington, I was proud to
be among the boys. I only realized in a dim sort of way what had caused so many people to
assemble along our route. It was easy to call a cheerful ‘Goodbye’ to the many people whom I



recognized, to the girls, Len, Ern and the kiddies. Even when I called out to you just before going
onto the Wharf, I was so sure of seeing you on board, and saying ‘goodbye’ properly, that I
hadn’t given the final parting a thought.So when I got on board, I scrambled . . . onto one of the
lifeboats where I was sure of being seen . . . I semaphored Len as to your whereabouts . . . He
[semaphored] back that you were too upset to see me . . . The news came as a blow. It was . . .
not until then that I realized your share of the sacrifice. I kept on deck somehow until the ship
cleared the wharf.The last few minutes of leaving were like a huge and awful nightmare. The
swaying, yelling people crowded on that wharf, and that beastly band assembled on that crane
platform playing patriotic airs, the ship’s frantic whistling as she cast off and backed slowly out,
simply smothered with khaki clad men on her side nearest the Wharf, and with a list as if she
would capsize any minute, is a memory which will last a lifetime.14At least the 22nd
Manchesters and the Australasians had time to acclimatize before going into action. That was a
luxury denied to men like Private Arthur Wrench, who on 15 November 1915 was shipped from
Southampton to Le Havre, the other commonly used route for the BEF’s reinforcements. He was
to make up the numbers in the 4th Battalion, the Seaforth Highlanders, part of the 51st Highland
Division.Before he had time to enquire why more men were needed, Wrench was whisked off to
the Béthune sector, and within two days of arriving in France, found himself marching towards
the front. He had to learn the ropes quickly.The more experienced soldiers roared with laughter
when, on the way, Wrench remarked that he could hear the rumbling of thunder in the distance.
That was his first introduction to the sound of gunfire. No one was laughing when during
Wrench’s first night in the trenches, the company sergeant-major asked for volunteers to bury
the dead in No Man’s Land. Wrench’s account states that he only stepped forward because he
thought the sergeant-major was being facetious. But it was no joke. ‘There were plenty of them
there . . . ,’ he wrote:[Before burying them] we . . . [had to take] off their identity disks and . . . [give] 
them to the Company Sergeant Major . . . We heaped the earth over perhaps 50 bodies before
we were spotted [by the Germans], and sent back to our trench by [their] machine-guns. It was
the most gruesome sight imaginable to come into this so suddenly, and see these men lying
mutilated and half decomposed, and black with the effects of poison gas.It was all the more
shocking for men such as Wrench, because it was the first time they had been outside their
comfort zone. He himself had never travelled abroad before. It is not surprising, then, that for
such men life away from the trenches was equally perplexing. Wrench was also appalled by his
fellow soldiers’ drinking habits, especially those who drank until they passed out on the floor.It
was only after he and his comrades were drenched during a compulsory church service that
Wrench relented a little. He could understand why, in these circumstances, they might wish to
drink away their sorrows afterwards, acknowledging that ‘this other “spiritual” happiness’ was
necessary ‘to counteract the ill effects of the drenching and cold [encountered] on the church
parade’.His growing tolerance for the soldiers’ habits did not, however, stretch to his comrades’
preoccupation with women. On 14 December 1915, nearly a month after arriving in France,
Wrench wrote:I am disgusted . . . with all the discussions and stories the fellows generally



indulge in, and if they are not talking objectionably about the virtues of any particular girls in the
village, they may be telling their experiences with other disreputable females in certain houses.
Tonight some of us were squatted round a table in an estaminet drinking coffee and blathering to
Mademoiselle Floré Lété, who is an incorrigible flirt. She showed us a few dozen photographs of
different British soldiers, which she hurriedly hid in her blouse as her mother
appeared.15Perhaps it was fortunate he was not with the 1st Battalion, the Lancashire Fusiliers,
when they were given permission to sample the nightlife in Armentières two months later.
According to the Lancashire Fusiliers’ Corporal George Ashurst, the estaminet he visited was full
of soldiers, all drinking what they referred to as ‘ “vinn” blanc’. However, the real attraction was
the five women up in the bedrooms. ‘The steps leading up to the bedrooms were full. [There
was] a man on every step waiting . . . [his] turn,’ Ashurst reported. All was going well until the
battalion’s padre walked in. He was horrified by what he observed and asked ‘Have none of you
any mothers? Have none of you any sisters?’ The padre then flounced out, promising to report
what he had seen to the colonel, which he duly did. It was the last time they were allowed out for
the whole evening. A curfew was subsequently imposed two hours after dark.16The privates in
the 22nd Manchesters, and presumably those in other units, might have enjoyed similar
horizontal refreshment had they been left to their own devices. A note that Captain Charlie May
wrote in his diary on 15 November 1915 stated that Canaples (11 miles north-west of Amiens),
the village where his men spent much of their leisure time that month, had a ‘café wherein two
young ladies dispense drinks, or just as readily, photographs of themselves in the nude’. To this
he added the observation:It was not possible for me to sample either of the chief wares of the
café, but I understand it has been [full] . . . of my . . . company, and the only reason why any of its
stock is [still] in the possession of its proprietors, is the acute penury of my high-minded privates,
who have not been paid for over a fortnight. I had intended paying them this morning, but a wise
Providence decreed that I should forget the Acquittance roll. Thus a prolonged [period of]
depravity has been avoided.17Wrench’s chastity and Ashurst’s tale of unbridled lust and the
poverty-stricken Manchesters’ frustration probably represented only half the story. One wonders
whether the sexual exploits of Eddie Bigwood, a private in the 7th Battalion, the Worcestershire
Regiment, were more typical. Like many who enlisted under the Derby recruitment scheme, he
had enlisted as a soldier on his eighteenth birthday, and had had little, if any, experience of a
sexual nature involving women before he was shipped to France. That was what made a trip to
White Star, a brothel in Rouen, so appealing. However, when the clanging of a bell as he and his
mates entered the brothel prompted four or five beautiful girls to come running down the corridor
to greet them, clad only in wispy transparent lace, the ‘virgin’ soldiers turned tail and ran for their
lives.18The prospect of being chased by nubile young women was not confined to houses of ill
repute. The Anglo-Irish officer Frank Crozier, at the time in question a major in the 9th Battalion,
the Royal Irish Rifles, has described how the young daughter of the house, where he was
billeted on arriving in France, took to visiting him when he was in bed. She wore nothing but her
nightdress. On the first night she used the pretext that she was bringing him a hot-water bottle.



The next night she was slightly more direct, asking him whether he was happily married, and
whether he had any children. Crozier could not help but observe how ‘her long hair nestles
round her neck and over her shoulders’. Fearing that he would not be able to resist her a third
time, and knowing ‘it is a dirty bird who fouls its own nest’, he quit the billet before he was
tempted to do something he might regret. It was only later that he learned it was routine for many
billets to offer sex as an optional extra.19Some British soldiers found that the French girls on the
game were less of a threat outside the confines of a brothel. Lieutenant Lawrence Gameson, a
doctor with the 45th Field Ambulance unit, recalled how while doing a bit of sightseeing, which
involved walking around the cathedral in Amiens, ‘a little caressing lady took my arm, and asked:
“Where are you going darling?” I told her and passed on’, without feeling harassed or
intimidated. ‘These girls for the most part do not solicit in the cruder London manner,’ he
commented. ‘Rather they suggest in a way entirely without offence that they are at your
service.’Having said that, Gameson’s journal also contains an account of how one French
prostitute tipped a bottle of scent over a fellow officer. This did not go down well with their
colonel. At dinner that night, he sniffed disapprovingly and said ‘Fisher, really!’20While drinking
French beer and wine and sleeping with French women spiced up long evenings spent out of
the trenches, there was plenty of time during the day to concentrate on the main reason for
coming to France: how to break through the German line and how to hold a position once it was
taken. Digging trenches, shooting and practising moving through a wood were all on the training
agenda, as was advancing on replicas of No Man’s Land and the enemy front line. Great pride
was taken in making one’s own unit the best in the division.21However, sometimes even the
keenest soldier tired of the comradeship and communal living. Captain Charlie May’s diary
makes it only too clear how he chafed against the enforced lack of privacy. On New Year’s Eve
1915–16 he would have given almost anything to have been left to his own devices. Solitude
would have permitted him to daydream about what it would be like at home. As he confessed to
Maude, who he hoped would one day read what he had written, May was happiest when
slipping away on Lizzie, his horse, and riding through the countryside around Canaples so that
he could, as he put it:imagine that you were with me and that we had the open countryside to
stroll through as so often we have done in the dear days before all the world were soldiers . . . I
thought of you as we strolled there, Lizzie with her reins slack wandering where she would . . .
and I longed that you could have been with me for I know how you would have loved it and how
happy we two would have been. The green rides of Epping came back to me in a flash. You in
that black spotted muslin dress you used to wear looking cool and lovely, so that I just asked
nothing more than to walk along and gaze at you dumbly, like any simple country lout gazes at
his maid.22Such romantic yearnings were evidently absent from the letters he actually sent to
Maude. On 13 January 1916, May wrote in his diary:I have a letter from you tonight in which you
ask if I love you . . . My dear girlie. How can you ask me such a question? To me, it seems so
impossible you could ever think otherwise. And yet. I expect my letters are rather matter of fact,
and contain little reiteration of my affections. I must try and write more softly . . . I can



understand . . . you hunger for letters more full of unadulterated love, more truly personal
missives, less everyday and plain. Here . . . one is liable to forget that personal outlook. We are
all so absolutely in the same boat that one gets to look upon enforced separation from one’s
dear ones as an affliction common to all, and therefore to be borne as such.I long . . . to see you,
to clasp you in my arms and hug you. And I long with all my heart to see my Baby, my sweet,
pure and precious Pauline. Her little pert face looks up at me from out her photo so lifelike that I
can see her as though she was in this very room . . .There. I have given myself the pip, as I knew
I should. Too long dwelling on things such as these are not good for one here. It is better not to
think too much if one would bear a smiling face about one’s work.23Perhaps ‘thinking too much’
was the reason why Major Frank Merriman, the barrister in the battalion, always looked so
miserable. He constantly had a ‘doleful’ expression, and rarely if ever smiled.24 Never could a
man have been so inappropriately named. That put him on a collision course with Captain Alfred
Bland, his subordinate in the battalion’s A Company, who according to May, ‘grins from morn to
eve, swears he is enjoying himself top-hole, and I believe, really is’.25Merriman and Bland’s
personality clash was highlighted by their different reaction to the battalion being ordered to
move from its original position on the Somme to one further to the east opposite Mametz. In
spite of the fact that the relocation meant they would have to forget all they had learned about
their original sector, Bland thought the move would be ‘great fun’ and a ‘great experience’,
whereas Merriman pessimistically stated: ‘If this transfer is accomplished without a very grave
disaster, I shall be surprised.’26Matters came to a head between them on 18 January 1916.
May’s diary entry for that day stated: ‘Poor Bland is in rather serious trouble. Major Merriman has
charged him before the CO with using insubordinate language, a most serious [allegation] . . . if it
is true.’27 Bland countered by secretly giving to the 91st Brigade’s staff captain his version of
what had happened.28 A hint of what he told the staff captain is contained in a remarkable letter
that Bland sent to his wife Violet on the same day. It included the following damning analysis of
Merriman’s character:He is of the genus fox, weasel, stoat, ferret and rat . . . He is cunning,
smooth faced, double tongued, uncertain in temper, ferocious, predatory and given to burrowing
underground. He is a born intriguer, rejoicing in pulling secret wires, striving to undermine other
people’s reputations, gloating over their mistakes, making the worst of their errors, always
imagining evil, always eagerly searching after vicious motives, stooping to wilful invention to
cover up any mistakes of his own, and piling up damnation for others if thereby he can save his
own face . . .He is a parasite. He makes friends of those who will improve his future prospects . . .
He ignores or pushes aside all others . . . He gets the ear of the powers that be, and by subtle
suggestion and careful deference, worms his way into their confidence and having won his way
maintains his position by deliberately artless flattery, constant court and persistent attentions . . .
In fact my dear, he is the rankest poison I have ever met . . .He is working day and night to out
our present Second in Command and to take his place . . . So he plays eternal court to the CO,
busies himself with the Second in Command’s job . . . and takes every chance of improving the
occasion, catching up any casual word of criticism and hastening to clinch it with a wise head



nodding and murmured agreement. Oh he is a detestably false creature . . .29What Violet made
of Bland’s character assassination has not been recorded. Certainly, to a dispassionate third
party it appears hyperbolic, even comic. However, the fact that Bland and Merriman were
supposed to be preparing to go over the top together, which might require one of them to risk his
life to save the other, made the enterprise very dangerous. Because Merriman was loathed by all
the other officers, and mocked by the ‘other ranks’ to the extent that in Bland’s opinion ‘they will
never follow him’, the situation became even more untenable.There were, it seemed, only two
ways out. Either Merriman would be ‘accidentally’ shot by one of his own men, a real prospect
according to another of Bland’s letters to Violet,30 or Merriman would disgrace himself in the
trenches. In yet another letter to his wife, Bland observed that during their last visit to the front
line, Merriman had had ‘the jumps’, suggesting that his nerve was about to fail him.31Eventually,
a third option presented itself. During a subsequent stint in the front line, Merriman was so
unpleasant and difficult that his company’s NCOs were in open revolt. Two of them refused to go
back into the front line with him again and applied for a transfer to another unit. That gave Bland
the opening he had been waiting for. He sent a report on Merriman to the colonel.Merriman was
reprimanded and shortly afterwards he applied to join the 4th Army’s headquarters as its judge
advocate, leaving the way clear for Bland to take over his command.32 It was the right result for
the Army, but it had taken a long time to sort out, raising questions about whether similar
problems were prevalent within other units, and even further up the hierarchy.Harry Tawney’s
experiences certainly suggested that something was badly wrong. His letters are full of
grievances concerning Army inefficiency. Even a simple act such as handing out plates and
clothing resulted in inordinately long delays: ‘People in the Army seem to have absolutely no
idea of time and no capacity for organizing anything at all,’ he complained to his wife Jeannette.
‘With a little foresight the whole business could have been done in about half an hour’, instead of
the two long hours it had taken.33Much more serious, given that the men were about to
participate in an offensive, was the failure to provide adequate equipment. By all accounts the
first spell of the 22nd Manchesters in the trenches was traumatic, not because of any assault by
the Germans, but because it was wet and muddy and because appropriate clothing had not
been supplied. ‘It would not be so bad if the Army had any idea of how to dress soldiers,’ Tawney
told Jeannette. ‘But in this, as in other matters, they appear to know nothing about their own silly
business. What one ought to wear is fisherman’s oilskins with waders up to our chest. The great
coats they give us suck up all the water and mud there is, and become, after a few hours, of an
intolerable weight.’34In another letter concerning the same spell in the trenches, which Tawney
wrote to his friend and brother-in-law William Beveridge (already a respected economist, who
later achieved immortal fame as the author of the Beveridge Report, the basis of the modern
welfare state), he grumbled:Their incompetence in these minor practical matters is . . .
astonishing . . . As to packs, an even more important matter, for it is the marching which ‘kills’
most men, instead of a rucksack hanging down the middle of one’s back, what we are given is a
thing like a lady’s hatbox, an evil thing at all times, but an instrument of torture on one’s back.Oh,



these soldiers! Perhaps they are good at astronomy or poetry . . . But as to war! If only they
would clear out and leave it to be settled by a committee of civilians! . . . Their cardinal rule is
never to admit a mistake or to accept any suggestion from anyone who cannot give it as an
order. What is called discipline is mainly, after a few elementary matters have been learned, a
code of rules for preventing any sort of new idea struggling into the august presence of the
authorities.The pedagogic vices – . . . [little] ability, cocksureness, ignorance of the ordinary
affairs of men, predominate in some high military quarters to a degree which would cause
explosive laughter in civil life.And one might . . . smile. One might even . . . laugh, while these
great little men stamp and fume, and gnaw their moustaches, and abuse their subordinates for
their [own] mistake, and behave like the schoolmaster of fiction [were it not so serious]. I see one
of these [men] fairly often. He has the power to send some 1000 men to be killed. And I come
away between laughter and tears.35One can easily imagine Jeannette Tawney dining out on
one incident covered in the letter her husband sent her shortly before Christmas 1915:Today the
Quartermaster sent for me and began scolding me for not taking over various properties which
do not exist in the usual army style, meeting every attempt to explain with: ‘Don’t answer me
back’, and finally threatening to take me before the CO. (Tawney was supposed to find suitable
billets for the battalion when out of the line.)He is a vulgar little animal, who has probably never
been accustomed to exercise any authority, and behaves to one as the baser sort of nouveau
riche behave to their domestic servants. You can imagine the kind of beast and its ways. What is
more to the point, he does not appear to know his job, and is therefore doubly severe on his
subordinates. He was very angry with me because he lost his temper, and I had the impudence
not to be frightened.36However, in spite of all the threats, Tawney was not reduced to the ranks,
and his wife probably marvelled at how he was able to transform an ugly argument into an
amusing anecdote. But behind the laughter he was making a serious point. The British New
Armies were full of incompetent officials. It might not matter if they abused their subordinates
unfairly concerning the minor administrative matters such as those mentioned by Tawney. But it
could be a matter of life and death if such individuals were ever let loose with a gun in the
trenches.This was something that Lieutenant Edgar Lord, of the 15th Battalion, the Lancashire
Fusiliers, was soon to find out. He learned from bitter personal experience just how dangerous it
could be to share the same field, let alone the same trench, with some of his brother officers.
During the first half of 1916, Lord was one of several hundred officers and NCOs who had the
misfortune to be invited to Beauval (around 15 miles north of Amiens) to watch an exhibition of a
new weapon: the Stokes light mortar, which could be used to lob 50-pound bombs shaped like
toffee apples (they consisted of a spherical bomb attached to a long pipe) over the German
parapets into their trenches:We sat down in a field near . . . [where] the Trench Mortar Battery . . .
personnel . . . were preparing for the show . . . when suddenly we heard [the] . . . cry: ‘Run for
it!’ . . . I . . . had only gone a few yards when I felt rather than heard a tremendous explosion . . . An 
enormous roar rent the air, earth and pieces of metal flying everywhere . . . Everyone there was
hit with either or both. Two more explosions followed . . .When we gathered our scattered wits . . .



my right thigh felt as if it had been beaten with a heavy stick . . . [and] the [right] leg of my
trousers felt warm and sticky . . . A few yards away a man lay groaning across a few strands of
barbed wire . . . I bandaged him [up. Then] . . . I had to ask Doncaster to attend to [my] two small
wounds . . . As the pain became more severe, I found it more comfortable to lie on my stomach. It
was at least an hour before the ambulances arrived to take us away. Only one man was killed
outright, but several died later from the seventy or eighty casualties.Only later did Lord discover
the cause of the explosions. An officer had accidentally ‘released a striker which fired a ten-
second fuse. Instead of throwing the shell into an empty emplacement or traverse, he dropped it
where it was, among all the bombs – and ran for it.’ He escaped without a scratch!37The only
‘crime’ that matched not knowing how to handle a weapon with which you were entrusted was
rashly putting the lives of the men under your command at risk. Before the ‘Big Push’ started,
there were many commanding officers who fell into this latter category. That meant Lieutenant-
Colonel H. G. Powell, commander of the newly formed 8th Battalion, the East Surrey Regiment,
was one of several senior officers who did not measure up. In September 1915 he shocked 2nd
Lieutenant P. G. Heath, who at eighteen years of age was one of his youngest subalterns, into
disobedience when he instructed him via his company commander to supervise the digging of a
trench joining up two salients in the front line at 8 o’clock that night. Given that at 8 p.m. it was
still broad daylight, Heath was understandably appalled. ‘I could feel myself trembling,’ he later
wrote in his memoirs, ‘for the order practically amounted to a death sentence for me and my
platoon.’ Fortunately, the colonel quickly revoked the order when he heard what Heath had to
say about it, but it was just one of a string of incidents which made it clear that this battalion, like
many others, had to fear its own officers almost as much as the Germans.38It should be
emphasized that most of Harry Tawney’s wrath was not aimed at the battalion officers below the
rank of colonel. ‘[The] poor devils . . . are kicked about like we are,’ he wrote to William
Beveridge:But I never met anyone who had been in the game for a year or so, who did not damn
the staff. Of course one never has much direct evidence of their incompetence. That is the worst
of the military system. One never can bring one’s superiors, the men who make the really big
blunders to book. And as there is not, and cannot be, any military public opinion in England . . .
they escape scot free, or with nothing worse than a peerage! . . .There are so many strands
pointing in the same direction, from the imbecil[ic] waste of time over training, to . . . tragic affairs
such as Neuve Chapelle [the first of several British attempts to break through the German line
during 1915], I fancy there must be something in the general feeling that the Higher Command is
not up to the game.39When Beveridge received this letter in England, he might have wondered
whether Tawney was exaggerating. But in fact Tawney had made a good point. Behind the
superficial veneer of competence presented to the outside world by the British Army’s top brass,
which led the politicians and most British citizens to hope that they had everything under control,
there really was something very worrying going on.3: A Gentleman’s AgreementNorthern
France, February–May 1916(See map 1)The British Army’s inefficiency, when it came to
organizing the most basic actions, might have been excused if only its generals had sensibly



carried out their most important task of all: the planning of the great attack.Unfortunately,
unbeknown to the public in general, and in particular to those poor soldiers who would have to
go over the top, the fault line, which ran through the Army’s middle ranks, stretched right to the
top. Although to outside observers there seemed to be unity within the high command
concerning how the attack should be conducted, there were hidden fissures deep down beneath
the surface resulting from the divergent strategies of Britain’s top generals.On the one hand,
there were the flamboyant views of General Sir Douglas Haig, the fifty-five-year-old Commander-
in-Chief of the BEF, the eternal optimist. He was adamant that any attack plan should be
ambitious, and should be calibrated so that there was at least the chance of a decisive
breakthrough. If the plan worked, he wanted the coup de grâce to be administered by his
beloved cavalry, the branch of the Army where he had earned his spurs.On the other hand, there
were the more pessimistic opinions voiced by General Sir Henry Rawlinson, the fifty-two-year-
old commander of the British 4th Army, the unit selected by Haig to carry out the Somme attack.
If asked, he might have agreed that Haig was the British Army’s equivalent of Don Quixote,
because like Cervantes’ fictional anti-hero, Haig did not face up to the real nature of what he had
to attack.1 Lessons learned from making previous assaults on the Western Front had convinced
Rawlinson that Haig’s plan to break through the German multilayered trench systems in one
great rush, while desirable in theory, was unachievable in practice.The 4th Army’s commander
believed the most that could be accomplished on the first day of the Somme attack was the
penetration of the front network of German barbed wire and trenches (often referred to
misleadingly as their front or 1st Position, ‘system’ or ‘line’, even though it contained several
trenches running more or less parallel with each other). The reason for Rawlinson’s relatively
unambitious approach was his realization that to be sure of taking a trench system, his artillery
had first to cut the protective wire and pulverize the trenches. It was hard to accomplish this if the
trench system targeted was too far away from the artillery, as was the case with the Germans’
2nd Position on the Somme, particularly if it could not be seen from the British line. That explains
why Rawlinson advocated pausing after capturing the first position while the artillery was
dragged forward. Only then could the next stage of the attack commence, which would involve
the softening up of part of the German second line, before the second assault went in.Rawlinson
famously referred to his strategy as ‘bite and hold’. It required the attacker to bite off one line of
the German trench system at a time, and when selecting the objective, not to be too
greedy.2The different expectations of Haig and Rawlinson certainly made the planning of the
attack more complicated. But those expectations did not inevitably mean that the approach of
one of the generals had to be totally ignored. Compromises reached after such creative tension
can often capture the good points of both sides of the argument.However, for creative tension to
produce constructive results, it is essential that the opinions of both sides are given equal
weight. That was not the case in this instance. During the year leading up to April 1916 when the
Somme plan was formulated, Haig had established a hold over Rawlinson way in excess of what
should have been the case given their relative status. It meant the 4th Army’s commander was



constrained when it came to challenging Haig’s tactics.The seeds of Haig’s unhealthy
ascendancy, and of the resulting disaster that eventually ensued on the first day of the Battle of
the Somme on 1 July 1916, were sown at the time of the BEF’s very first major attack in France.
During the advance towards Neuve Chapelle on 10 March 1915, Rawlinson had made a
mistake. He instructed the general of one of the divisions within his IV Corps to use a unit to
back up the assault on the German front system, when it should have been kept back so that it
could carry on the advance after the 1st German Position was breached. Rawlinson had
compounded his error by blaming the subordinate major-general.Matters came to a head when
the major-general complained that he was unfairly being made a scapegoat, and Rawlinson,
humiliated, was forced to apologize. Field Marshal Sir John French, the then commander of the
BEF, was all for sacking Rawlinson, but Haig, who as commander of the 1st Army was
Rawlinson’s immediate superior, successfully argued he should be given another chance. Haig’s
verdict, noted in his diary, was that ‘Rawlinson is unsatisfactory in this respect, loyalty to his
subordinates. But he has many other valuable qualities for a commander on active
service.’3However, there were consequences. Although Haig’s intercession meant that
Rawlinson was reprieved, it effectively neutered him. Unless there was a dramatic change in
circumstances, never again could he challenge Haig without transgressing the unwritten rule
between gentlemen. This states that if a man saves your life or reputation, then you must treat
him like a brother and never betray him.Rawlinson would have been particularly susceptible to
the obligations imposed on him by such a rule. He was the archetypal English gentleman of the
old school, whose actions, and sense of right and wrong, were strongly influenced by his family
and their history. It was his family he had to thank for the baronetcy he had inherited, and their
values would have been reinforced by the lessons about morality and chivalry he would have
picked up while a pupil at Eton. Britain’s most prestigious public school was famous for the way it
transformed the sons of rich and aristocratic families into pillars of the community. Although
Haig, who had been a pupil at Clifton College, a less well-known public school, did not belong to
the Old Etonian ‘club’, his money, contacts, and subsequent education and position meant that
he was to be treated as if cut from the same cloth.The rule that required Rawlinson to pay back
Haig in kind would have been all the more applicable in this case, because of the way Haig’s
support acted as a shield against Sir John French on an ongoing basis. It was clear that French
had a grudge against Rawlinson. Haig had told Rawlinson that Sir John had referred to a
previous incident where Rawlinson had displeased him; in October 1914, Rawlinson had, wisely
as it turned out, not complied with French’s order to ‘move on’ Menin, Belgium, during the battles
that are known as 1st Ypres, and this had angered French. Now French wanted Rawlinson to be
told that this was to be his last warning.4 The mental torture inflicted on Rawlinson by this
comment was exacerbated by the fact that for weeks afterwards, whenever their paths crossed,
French had either totally ignored him or was studiously cold towards him. This naturally led
Rawlinson to fear that French would seize on some other pretext to have him sent home.It
prompted Rawlinson to write in his diary: ‘I know Sir John will never forgive me for what I did at



Menin, because he knows he was wrong and I was right. He is a vindictive little person and
harbours resentment for years, so I don’t fancy I shall get any help from him.’5Throughout this
very difficult period, Rawlinson was comforted by the knowledge he had Haig’s support. That
had been made abundantly clear to him. As Rawlinson recorded in his diary, after mentioning Sir
John’s verdict, Haig had ‘then said he was quite prepared to fight my battles for me, and I might
have every confidence in him. It was very good of him and I am certain I have a good friend and
staunch ally . . . [thanks to] his strong character and personality.’6Rawlinson’s daily jottings in his
diary refer back to Haig’s steadfastness concerning this incident time and again. Whenever
French’s behaviour made him feel insecure, he would add a note repeating in substance the
mantra he had recorded after his talk with Haig: ‘I feel quite sure I shall get justice in DH’s
hands.’7With the benefit of hindsight, Haig’s promise that he would fight Rawlinson’s battles for
him has a sinister ring about it, given what transpired. As will be demonstrated below, Haig was
able to use his hold over Rawlinson to dominate him, and to require him to fight the Somme
battle in the way he desired. However, at the time when Haig made the promise, it is likely that
the thought that this might be the end result never entered Rawlinson’s mind.The fact that
Rawlinson could not challenge him might not have mattered so much had Haig not become so
sure that his strategy in 1916 was the correct one. This confidence was partly a product of his
religious belief. On the eve of the Battle of the Somme, he would write to his wife Doris: ‘I think it
is . . . Divine help which gives me tranquillity of mind, and enables me to carry on without feeling
the strain of responsibility to be too excessive. I try to do no more than do my best and trust to
God.’8 As events would reveal, such tranquillity of mind when faced with opposing views could
be very dangerous.There may have been another reason why Haig was so confident that his
tactics were correct: three months before he looked at Rawlinson’s plan for the Somme attack,
Haig’s sister Henrietta informed him that their dead brother George had contacted her via a
medium: he wanted Haig to know that God was letting Napoleon advise him.9 Whether or not
Haig positively believed the medium was telling the truth, it would not be surprising if the
possibility gave his confidence a boost.But Haig’s willingness to trust his own judgement was
also influenced by his upbringing and education.10 As the rich scion of one of Scotland’s best-
known whisky dynasties, the Haig Distillery being the family business, he was used to having
what he wanted and doing things his own way. This sense of entitlement did not spring from a
belief that he was especially intelligent. Although, unusually for a regular soldier, he had been a
student at Oxford University (1880–3), where he read French, Political Economy and Classical
History, there is some suspicion that he owed his place more to his name and connections than
to his brain. He took a so-called pass degree, rather than an honours degree, which would have
required his work to be graded, and Brasenose, the Oxford college he attended, was known to
be interested in providing an education for those who were more of a sporty than an academic
disposition.While up at Oxford, Haig certainly showed more interest in what was happening on
the polo field (he played polo for the university), and in drinking clubs such as the Bullingdon,
than in lecture halls. There was little chance of his shining in the debating chamber or the



theatre, where other high-flyers cut their teeth. Haig was shy and often tongue-tied, to such an
extent that some have called him inarticulate.However, neither his inability to express himself
fluently nor his limited academic prowess stood in the way of his being accepted within the top
strata of British society. Thanks to his sister Henrietta, who had married a friend of Edward, the
Prince of Wales – subsequently Edward VII – Haig was a regular guest at parties attended by the
royal family, a privilege that also led to his being on speaking terms with Edward’s son, who in
1910 was to be crowned George V.It was only after he had come down from Oxford, while
serving in the cavalry, that Haig experienced his first major setback. His initial attempt to secure
a place at the prestigious Staff College at Camberley was scuppered because he failed his
Maths exam. While there was a good excuse for what happened – the exam was unexpectedly
made more difficult that year – it raises questions as to whether he had the desire, or capacity, to
rigorously analyse a difficult problem. Fortunately for Haig, his admirers in the Army did not see it
like that, and he was eventually given one of the Staff College places that were in the gift of the
Adjutant-General.11While there, Haig was such an able student that he was already being
talked about as a commander-in-chief in the making. And afterwards he was helped on his way,
as was the norm for talented young officers, by various high-flyers in the Army who were to
become his patrons. One such patron was the Quartermaster-General Sir Evelyn Wood, who
had realized Haig was going to rise far after reading some of the thoughtful papers he wrote
about the cavalry. Another was John French, a cavalry officer, who would himself rise to the top
of the Army, becoming Commander-in-Chief of the British Expeditionary before Haig took over
from him in December 1915. French gave Haig a leg up just when he needed it after Haig had in
his turn saved French’s Army career, and prevented him from being declared bankrupt, by
lending him £2,500. In 1899, when French went to fight in the Boer War as head of the cavalry,
Major Haig accompanied him as his Chief Staff Officer.But it was lessons learned from a series
of events on the Western Front, during the months before he became the Commander-in-Chief,
that were to make the biggest impact on Haig’s self-belief and confidence. What he learned from
the 1st Battle of Ypres, at the end of October 1914, had nothing to do with the part he as corps
commander had played in the rearguard action that held up the Germans. Rather the battle
taught him that the Germans had thrown away their great opportunity to break through the British
line because they did not have sufficient reserves at hand to penetrate the gap they had
created.12In his capacity as commander of the 1st Army, Haig had also seen how the failure to
handle reserves correctly had halted the advance of Rawlinson’s IV Corps after its breakthrough
at Neuve Chapelle. Although his own forces were not on the receiving end during the 2nd Battle
of Ypres in April 1915, Haig learned similar lessons from the German failure there to exploit their
breakthrough achieved thanks to the use of gas.13 Last but not least, the fact that he had been
asked to replace Sir John French as the BEF’s Commander-in-Chief due to Sir John’s failure to
make reserves available to exploit the breach in the German line at Loos on 25 September 1915,
only served to emphasize the same point. All these events left Haig with the unshakeable
conviction that whatever the resistance from his own side, he should never fail to exploit an



opening through lack of ambition at the planning stage.Haig would have preferred to make his
first advance as the BEF’s Commander-in-Chief in the Ypres sector rather than on the Somme. A
breakthrough in Flanders would have given him more scope to disrupt German operations
behind the front-line systems. However, bearing in mind Lord Kitchener’s instructions on his
being appointed, which contained the order that he must ‘support and co-operate with the
French’, Haig felt obliged to accede to the request by General Joseph Joffre, the sixty-four-year-
old Commander-in-Chief of French forces, that they should make their big push together on the
Somme.14When this offensive was first discussed, the French were offering to take the lead,
attacking with forty divisions on a 25-mile front, leaving British forces to cover the remaining 14
miles targeted with twenty-five of their divisions.15 However, the German attack at Verdun on 21
February 1916 changed all that. French efforts to defend Verdun (see map 1) meant that
available French units ebbed away, leaving Haig wondering at one point whether the Somme
offensive would end up being an all-British attack with no French participation.16Fear that
Britain would be bled dry led some members of the British Cabinet’s War Committee to withhold
their consent for such a massive undertaking. It was only the passing of time without a suitable
alternative strategy being agreed, together with pressure from the French, that finally persuaded
the War Committee on 7 April 1916 to give Haig the go-ahead for his Somme campaign.17It
would have made sense for the War Committee to have appointed a representative who would
have been privy to all Haig’s correspondence concerning the planning of the great attack. If they
had taken that precaution, it is possible that both Haig and his immediate boss, General Sir
William Robertson, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, would have resigned in protest on the
grounds that the Commander-in-Chief was not being trusted.Haig and Robertson were certainly
not above challenging the politicians’ supremacy. In May 1916 there was a stand-off between
the two soldiers and the War Committee over whether the politicians had the right to tell Haig to
make do with fewer horses on the Continent. There was a shortage of shipping, and the shortfall
would have been reduced if no more horses were sent out to the Western Front. The discovery
that the War Committee were thinking of looking at such a subject prompted Haig to write a letter
to Robertson saying that the question of how many horses he needed was his responsibility. The
Army Council supported its Commander-in-Chief.Not surprisingly, this upset the majority on the
War Committee. David Lloyd George, one of its members, accused Haig of being ‘insolent’, and
stated that the effect of this letter was to tell the War Committee ‘to mind their own business’ and
not to interfere with Haig’s. That was ‘most improper . . . They had a perfect right to investigate
any matter connected with the war that they pleased.’ A constitutional crisis was only avoided
after Robertson diplomatically requested that Haig should not be reprimanded since he had only
expressed his views in a private letter that was never intended to be shown to the War
Committee. The War Committee members agreed, and eventually no action was taken. More
significantly, Haig, helped by Robertson, had effectively barred the politicians from monitoring
the way he exercised his command, a development that was to have unfortunate
consequences.18It meant there was what Rawlinson referred to as a kind of military dictatorship



run by Haig and General Robertson.19 Once the politicians handed over the reins of power to
them, permitting Haig and Robertson to fight the battle, there was no effective means of
controlling them. The situation was made all the more dangerous because Robertson, the man
who sweet-talked the War Committee into approving the Somme offensive against their better
judgement, did not check that Haig was keeping to the letter of what was effectively the small
print of the politicians’ agreement. Robertson had only persuaded the War Committee to back
the offensive at the beginning of April 1916 by promising its members that their Commander-in-
Chief would be prudent. ‘If he was convinced that the French intended to leave all the fighting to
him, then he would shut down at once,’ he told them. ‘General Haig was properly alive to the
situation and would not do any foolish thing.’20Then, at the end of May 1916, when faced with
the French generals’ demand that the British ‘should make some big movement’ and Joffre’s
comment that the French ‘force at Verdun was now reduced to 22 divisions’, Robertson told the
War Committee what appears to have been another white lie. Although Haig had just written to
him stating that he was hoping to use his cavalry to exploit any success enjoyed by the infantry,
Robertson calmed the nerves of the War Committee members by telling them that Haig had ‘no
idea of any attempt to break through the German lines’. According to Robertson, Haig would
restrict himself to ‘dégager’ (relieving) the French.21 The French generals were afraid they
would not be able to carry on fighting if the Germans were not diverted away from Verdun by the
Somme attack.22By the time the War Committee approved the principle of the offensive on 7
April, Haig had already seen Rawlinson’s first draft of the Somme attack plan, which had been
forwarded to him four days earlier.23 It was a curious mixture of restraint and recklessness. It
was restrained in that in the southern half of the front, the assault was to be restricted to an
attack on the German front-line system, the one exception being that the village of
Contalmaison, which was east of the front system, would be targeted as well. The focus on the
front line meant that although the front would run from the Maricourt salient in the south to Serre
in the north, there would be no attempt to take the German second trench system, south of the
road running from Albert to Bapaume, which bisected the centre of the area to be attacked (see
map 2, and note 24 which describes what is meant by the Maricourt salient).24 The second
system south of the road was more than 4,000 yards from the British front line, making it harder
for the artillery to take out than the second system north of the road which (as shown in map 2)
was for the most part nearer, in some places much nearer.Even north of the road, the attack was
in the first instance to be confined to the front system. The troops would only be authorized to
attack the second system after the first system had been captured, and the renewed advance
prepared, a process that Rawlinson estimated might take three days.The targeting of the village
of Contalmaison, which, as mentioned above, was to be the most ambitious target south of the
road, and the village of Pozières, which straddled the road, was particularly crucial since they
would become important bases for the subsequent attack on the second trench system south of
the road. The latter advance would only be attempted after the objectives specified in the plan
had been taken.The reckless nature of the plan sprang from the fact that some of the key



lessons gleaned from the failed operations on the Western Front during 1915 had been ignored.
One such lesson had been enunciated by Brigadier-General Charles Budworth, who at the time
had been Rawlinson’s artillery adviser within IV Corps. In a report sent to Rawlinson after the
Battle of Loos in September–October 1915, the last of the four offensives masterminded by
Rawlinson and Haig in that year, Budworth had stated that Rawlinson could not be sure of
obliterating a trench so that it could be taken without heavy losses unless he used one heavy
howitzer for each 100 yards of front.25 (In simple terms, a howitzer is a ‘gun’ whose shells do not
fly directly from the gun barrel to their target, but which instead loop up into the air before falling
steeply onto it.) When Budworth specified that these howitzers must be ‘heavy’, he was referring
to those whose calibre (internal diameter) was in excess of 6 inches.Rawlinson’s plan, while
implicitly paying homage to Budworth’s recommendation, disregarded it. The 4th Army
commander had extended the definition of heavies to include 6-inch howitzers. That sleight of
hand would have enabled Rawlinson to claim, without any justification, that the number of
howitzers possessed by the 4th Army to cover the front selected by him complied with
Budworth’s specification. Using the Rawlinson definition of ‘heavy’, he was able to claim he had
at least 200 ‘heavy’ howitzers (those with a calibre of 6 inches or more). If each ‘heavy’ howitzer
could cover 100 yards of front, this meant that Rawlinson ostensibly had sufficient firepower to
take out 20,000 yards of front-line trenches.26It was this calculation, and the knowledge that he
could use in excess of 160,000 men (more than eight men per yard attacked) from the
seventeen infantry divisions he had been told were at his disposal, which gave Rawlinson the
statistics he needed to underpin the front he had chosen for his attack. It was to be the east of
Mametz to Serre line, which from south to north measured around 20,000 yards.27Rawlinson’s
adaptation of the Budworth ruling might have been acceptable if there had been any controversy
about whether the 6-inch howitzers could stand in for the heavier artillery. But there was no
uncertainty about this. Budworth’s report stated unequivocally: ‘I am not of the opinion that any
artillery, except howitzers of the heaviest nature, are likely to cause material damage to German
trenches . . . The fire of 6" howitzers . . . is no doubt demoralizing and to a limited extent
destructive to the enemy’s personnel . . . but its destructive effect on deep trenches is distinctly
limited.’28Even after stretching Budworth’s ruling in this way, Rawlinson realized he had still
fallen short of what he knew Haig would expect. ‘I . . . doubt his acquiescing in the scheme
without my convincing him verbally,’ he scrawled in his diary on 3 April 1916, the day when he
sent in the plan. Next day he added: ‘I daresay I shall have a tussle with him over the limited
objective, for I hear he is inclined to favour the unlimited with the chance of breaking the German
line.’29Perhaps he would have made more effort to produce what he knew would be expected
had he not been fortified four days earlier by a meeting with the Secretary of State for War, Field
Marshal Kitchener. This was a man whom Rawlinson did not just respect for what he had done
concerning the recruitment of the New Armies, but who during the earlier part of Rawlinson’s
career had been a much admired mentor. Kitchener had told Rawlinson that given the French
were not in a position to undertake what he called a big offensive, ‘it would be unwise of us to



make an attack “au fond”, incurring 50 or 60,000 casualties which could not be
replaced’.30Rawlinson’s argument in favour of his less ambitious plan was certainly persuasive.
In his proposal he argued:It does not appear to me that the gain of 2 or 3 more kilometres of
ground is of much consequence, or that the existing situation is so urgent as to demand that we
should incur very heavy losses in order to draw a large number of German reserves against this
portion of our front. Our object rather seems to be to kill as many Germans as possible with the
least loss to ourselves, and the best way to do this appears to me to be to seize points of tactical
importance, which will provide us with good observation and which we may feel quite certain the
Germans will counter attack . . . under disadvantages which will conduce to heavy losses [on
their side].But Rawlinson lessened his chances of convincing his Commander-in-Chief to accept
his – and Kitchener’s – approach by failing to specify all of the risks that would have to be taken if
a more ambitious plan were to be adopted. He did not, for example, go on to give a complete
analysis as to why a deeper attack was tantamount to having a ‘gamble’. His report refers to
there being ‘serious risks’ should he attempt to attack both the first and second systems north of
the road ‘in one rush’. But what he was principally referring to was the risk of incurring ‘very
heavy losses’ in front of the second system if the barbed wire protecting it had not been
destroyed before the system was attacked. No mention was made of the even more fundamental
danger referred to in the following questions: would the targeting of the second system as well
as the first system before the advance commenced dilute the strength of the artillery barrage on
each yard of trench within the first system, to the extent that Rawlinson’s troops would be
stopped in their tracks or mowed down by the German guns before they even reached the first
system?It was Rawlinson’s failure to deal with this crucial issue that permitted Haig to believe
that he had answers for all the problems that might emerge as a result of making a deeper thrust.
In Haig’s reply, which was included in the letters written by his right-hand man, Lieutenant-
General Lancelot Kiggell, the Chief of the General Staff, he brushed aside Rawlinson’s warning,
albeit using the quaintly formalized language of the day, requiring ‘that further consideration may
be given to the possibility of pushing our first advance further than is contemplated in your
plan’.31Of all the changes that Haig was requesting this was the most controversial. He wanted
the German second system to the north of the Albert to Bapaume road to be taken on the first
day, rather than several days later, as suggested in Rawlinson’s original proposal. Although Haig
– and Kiggell – were too decorous to state that explicitly in their letters, Rawlinson immediately
understood what they were after. On 14 April 1916, the day he received their orders, he
scribbled in his diary: ‘It is clear that DH would like us to do the whole thing in the rush.’32Width
was also a problem. Haig wanted the attack to be made on a wider front than Rawlinson had
proposed. He asked Rawlinson to see whether he could include an attack on Gommecourt, the
village to the north of Serre, which was the northern limit in Rawlinson’s first draft, and he
ordered Rawlinson to link up with the adjacent attack by the French to the south. With that in
mind, he wanted the southern portion of the attack to be extended to include the capture of
Montauban and the nearby Briqueterie.As if that was not ambitious enough, Haig asked



Rawlinson to start thinking about where he would advance after the first day’s attack. He wanted
Rawlinson to adopt the overall strategy for the campaign, which required British forces to turn
towards the east after the German positions between Montauban and Fricourt had been taken
(the initial attack in the south would involve an advance from south to north).As for the risks
specified by Rawlinson, Haig claimed they could be provided for by bringing up supporting
troops and artillery, which could for example withstand any counter-attack that might be
launched by the enemy. ‘It is . . . wiser to act boldly in order to secure at the outset points of
tactical value which it may be possible to reach, rather than to determine beforehand to stop
short of what may prove to be possible in order to avoid risks,’ Haig directed.33Notwithstanding
Rawlinson’s failure to point out the most important pitfall inherent in the extra depth of the thrust
that Haig was requesting, no one can say that prior to the attack the 4th Army commander did
not himself appreciate the dangers which were part and parcel of Haig’s demand. Three and a
half weeks after reading the Commander-in-Chief’s response to his plan, whilst informing Haig
that he would need five extra heavy howitzer batteries to cover the additional 2,500 yards of
extra front within the Montauban sector (the number of ‘guns’ presumably having been arrived at
with reference to the Budworth formula of one howitzer per 100 yards), Rawlinson informed Haig
that the extension also involved his covering an additional 13,500 yards of support and
communication trenches.34 This reply, sent to GHQ on 10 May 1916, showed that Rawlinson
fully understood the principle that if the attack was to go deeper into the German lines, there
would be more trenches for the artillery to target.35The fact that he fully appreciated the risks
Haig was asking him to take is perhaps even clearer if one refers to the following extract from the
entry concerning the Montauban extension that Rawlinson wrote in his diary on 18 April 1916,
the day before he sent off his comments on the changes requested by Haig:I am not at all sure
that we can undertake this further objective with the guns we shall have. If we have to do too
much, we shall water down the bombardment to such an extent that we may not get in. So I am
rather inclined to oppose Montauban in the first objective. I know it will make the negotiations
with the French more difficult, but I am responsible for the attack by this Army and must
deprecate taking on too much.36But for some unexplained reason, Rawlinson did not explicitly
apply the principles underlying his diary note, and the aforementioned 10 May letter to GHQ, to
the extra depth Haig was requiring him to tackle during the first day of the attack on the northern
half of the Somme front.This failure was repeated in the memorandum that Rawlinson sent Haig
on 19 April 1916. In it he stated that while he could cater for the extra yards of front in the
Montauban sector, by using one of the divisions he had originally earmarked for the reserves, it
would be impossible without the provision of extra guns. But there was no reference to how the
extra depth of the attack requested by Haig to the north of the Albert–Bapaume road made it
essential that he should be given extra artillery for that as well. The following extract shows how
Rawlinson merely reiterated the incomplete analysis of risk already mentioned in the original
plan:It still seems to me that an attempt to attain more distant objectives, that is to say the
enemy’s second line system . . . involves considerable risks. I however fully realize that it may be



necessary to incur these risks in view of the importance of the object to be attained. This will no
doubt be decided by the Commander-in- Chief and definite instructions sent to me in due
course.37The only points on which Rawlinson would not give way related to the suggested
attack on Gommecourt (he stated he did not have the resources to include it in his plan), and the
form of the artillery softening-up process. In his original plan Rawlinson had favoured a
bombardment of between forty-eight and seventy-two hours over the alternative, a hurricane
onslaught lasting just five to six hours. Haig had queried whether the former option might
forewarn the Germans of what was to come, only for Rawlinson in his considered reply to
counter that the hurricane version would not give the gunners time to cut the wire in front of the
German trenches, which would take several days. Furthermore, it would be impossible to do that
at the same time as bombarding the German trenches. The bombardment would throw up dust
and smoke, concealing the wire from the artillery observers, who needed to see clearly in order
to be able to direct the gunners’ shells onto it.38Haig would eventually give in to Rawlinson on
both these points.39 Gommecourt would be attacked by Lieutenant-General Edmund Allenby’s
3rd Army, and Rawlinson could carry out his methodical bombardment. But because Rawlinson
never challenged Haig’s implied demand that he should attack the second system north of the
road during the first day of the attack, it stayed in the plan.Rawlinson’s failure to make his case
properly and stand his ground on this important issue raises questions concerning his
competence and integrity. Did he realize that Haig’s plan was so impractical that it unnecessarily
put the lives of his men at risk, yet refuse to challenge it robustly because of his personal
circumstances? Did the gentleman’s code of honour require him to let Haig win the argument
over the depth of the attack as a reward for saving Rawlinson’s career in the wake of the Neuve
Chapelle affair? And did this trump his duty to protect his men by insisting the plan should be
workable? Or was Rawlinson so overwhelmed by the huge task he had been set that he really
did not appreciate the scale of the shortage of artillery? The aforementioned analysis of his
concerns relating to the Montauban extension suggests that the former explanation is more
likely than the latter.Whichever is correct was beside the point as far as the situation of the
British infantrymen was concerned. Following what had been planned by their two most senior
generals, they were to be ordered to attack a German defence system, consisting of deep
trenches and dugouts, which far from being obliterated, as they would be assured was the case,
in many areas would not even be touched. It was a disaster waiting to happen.4: The Build-
UpThe Somme, April–June 1916(See map 7)Whatever their views of their leaders, most British
soldiers at least started off believing that their generals could be trusted to support them with an
adequate artillery barrage. Or they gave them the benefit of the doubt. When the 22nd
Manchesters’ Captain Charlie May, whose battalion was holding the front line opposite Mametz,
was told on 13 April 1916 that his unit would have to cover a wider front during the coming attack
than had previously been anticipated, he wrote in his diary: ‘The Staff appear very confident of
our superiority in guns . . . All we can hope is that their confidence may be justified.’1However,
this trust, which meant so much to soldiers in the front line, was quickly dissipated if a



commander blotted his copybook. There was plenty of scope for that to happen during the lead-
up to the big attack, especially in those units ordered to mount preliminary operations. The
battalions holding the front line were frequently ordered to send their men out on probing trench
raids. These raids were partly carried out to capture German soldiers, or to report on the state of
the German barbed wire and their dugouts for intelligence purposes. But they were also viewed
as a test, a kind of dress rehearsal for the big day, to check out the relative strengths of the
opposing forces.In the course of one such raid during the night of 2–3 June, the 22nd
Manchesters attacked the enemy’s trenches at Bulgar Point, the site of a German listening post
near Mametz (see map 7), following what May described as a ‘terrific bombardment’.2 In spite of
this and of intensive training before the operation on a replica of the German trenches, the raid
went spectacularly wrong. Out of the sixty-four men who went out into No Man’s Land, there
were thirty-one casualties including all four officers, two of whom were killed.3Given that all
these officers came from Captain Alfred Bland’s A Company, one can imagine the sense of
foreboding that must have dominated his wife’s thoughts after reading his letter giving her the
bad news. Although Bland did not say it in so many words, he was in effect telling her that by the
law of averages his own days might also be numbered. ‘It’s extraordinary. All the original A
Company officers are gone,’ he wrote:and I alone am left. Yes, at one blow, we have lost 4
officers [in a raid] . . . As a show it was a success. They did considerable damage, obtained two
prisoners and dealt destruction to a great many more. The only hitch was the enemy wire, which
had not been cut [in the right place] by the artillery . . .[Lieutenant Eric] Street, was last to leave
the Boche trench, ran [the] greatest risks and got [caught] fast in the wire. Burchill went across to
help him and received a fatal stomach wound, and [Lieutenant Edmund] Cansino did likewise,
and so far as we know was killed in attempting to save Street.4Given the anguish which such a
letter must have provoked, it was fortunate perhaps that Bland spared his wife the gory details.
Some of them can be reconstructed from Captain May’s record of what he observed through the
trench telescope when he peered over the parapet the next day:Poor Street, Cansino and one
other unidentified [man] can be plainly seen tangled in a heap among the German wire right
under their parapet. A Boche sentry is mounted over them, and keeps popping his head up
every now and then to have a look at them. I saw him first through the telescope, and the sudden
apparition of his great face caused me to think him a fiend from hell gloating over his victims . . .
Street was a married man with three children, and Cansino was also married (with a baby on the
way). It’s a sad business.5But what added insult to injury was the ill-informed explanation
proffered by a major presumably acting under the instructions of Lieutenant-General Henry
Horne, XV Corp’s fifty-five-year-old commander, who as the only artillery officer to command a
corps on the Somme should have known better. Instead of admitting the true cause, which as
May and Bland could have told him was the failure by the artillery to cut through the German
barbed wire in the right place, the following extract from Horne’s condolences sought to blame
faulty intelligence: ‘The fact that the air photo [taken by the Royal Flying Corps] did not reveal the
existence of the trench described as Reserve Supply in the report is most unfortunate. Had it not



been for this, the raid would have been conducted with but little loss.’6The casualties in the
course of the Bulgar Point raid were just one of a series of traumatic events that members of the
22nd Manchesters witnessed before the main attack. At first, much of what went wrong was
swept under the carpet so that their families would not be alarmed. Entries in their diaries and
correspondence are full of statements confirming they were in a relatively safe section of the
front.Lieutenant William Gomersall, another officer from the battalion whose letters survive, even
went so far as to describe his actions in the trenches as if they were a game played during a kind
of action holiday. In one letter that he sent to his younger brother and sisters in December 1915,
he thanked them for their welcome birthday gift of chocolate, adding:I only wish I could send you
a souvenir or something from here . . . Next time I go up into the trenches, I shall have to try and
remember to send a birthday present from each of you through a rifle to those beastly old
Germans, and say that one from Mabel, that one from Enid and that from Eddie. What do you
say? . . .I am getting just like I was when I was your age . . . [I am] mudlarking for all I’m worth. [I
am] up to [my] . . . eyes in it in the trenches. The majority of us couldn’t be seen except [for] our
faces and shoulders for cakes of mud . . . I splash and mess about in [the] mud, and am getting
to enjoy it as much as you . . . [I] feel just like a bunny . . . rabbit when I burrow in[to] my dugout to
go to sleep, or run away from the Germans when they start to be nasty and throw things at us.
They are not sportsmen are they?In another letter that Gomersall sent to young Eddie on
Christmas Day 1915, he wrote:No Eddie old man I am not killed. You needn’t worry. I’m having a
fine time out here, almost as comfortable as being in England. I will write you many more letters
yet, if you only write to me, and then when I come home we shall have a right jolly fine time. What
do you say?I saw [Santa Claus] . . . a few days ago . . . and told him to call at 69 Queen’s Road,
Urmston . . . and leave something there for all of you . . . As he is out here, he may be a little late
in coming, but tell me if he did come in your next letter will you old sport.I hope you are having a
real good time. I am. I have bought . . . a turkey and will have a fine feed tonight and . . . I’ve got
dates, muscatels [raisins], chocolates, butterscotch [and] cakes, and then from May in London,
I’ve got a Christmas pudding, more chocolate, dates and cigars. So you can see I have . . . got
more than my share and I wish you were all here to share . . . them [with me].7But as time
passed, with both sides patrolling No Man’s Land each night and letting off their guns, it was
inevitable that eventually someone would get hurt. Captain Charlie May had a taste of what was
to come, after one of the officers found a dead German sniper during the night of 21 February
1916. ‘They got his rifle, shoulder straps etc.,’ he wrote in his diary. Four days later he recorded
the sequel: ‘Cotton came in to breakfast with us. He brought the little bible which Burchill had
taken from the body of the dead German on the night of his patrol exploit . . . It was a kind of
children’s testament filled with gaudy prints . . . On the fly leaf was the name Hermann
Stampa . . . and over this in a child’s handwriting the word “Dada”. War is very sad . . . I suppose
he had a wife and kiddie somewhere, filled with pride for the daddy who was a soldier, and now
stricken with grief for the daddy who is missing.’8Five and a half weeks later there was another
incident, only this time the injuries were closer to home. On 6 April, the day before the War



Committee finally signed off on the Somme offensive, the Germans shelled the 22nd
Manchesters’ positions opposite Mametz, killing three NCOs and wounding three men. ‘I saw
the killed go down the line,’ May recorded in his diary. ‘It was a pitiful sight . . . English soldiers
battered to pieces . . . Gresty, a lad who was a sergeant of mine before he went to D
[Company] . . . was about the worst. His poor body was full of gaping holes. It was very, very
sad.’9Because most of May’s correspondence is missing, we may never know what, if anything,
he mentioned to his wife Maude about these tragic events. If he kept them from her, one can say
for certain that Gomersall was less reticent. Concerning the 6 April incident, he spelt out the
following details to his family:Towards the end of the strafe, I had been talking to . . . [the] three
[NCOs] cracking jokes and generally making light of the whole thing in front of the men . . . and
during the few moments I was away, one ripping fellow, a lance corporal, passed me and went to
them and, picking up a chunk of a shell quite hot which had just dropped beside him, said:
‘Nearly got a Blighty that time Sergeant’, and then burst into laughter at his escape. At the same
moment my other sergeant, a public school boy, joined the three, accompanied by a private. And
then a high explosive shell . . . burst right bang among them. I returned a few minutes later to find
my platoon sergeant, Sergeant Gresty, killed outright, two corporals . . . also killed, Corporal
Gandy and the private wounded, and my other sergeant . . . an absolute nervous . . . [wreck, his
condition brought on by] . . . the terrific shock. They were soon removed, but . . . I shall never
forget the sight of them as long as I live.10Given the frankness of his disclosures, it is not
surprising to hear that Gomersall’s parents, who had been lulled into complacency by his
previous correspondence, were horrified to hear what he was being subjected to. They were so
unhappy with what he had told them that Gomersall felt obliged to apologize for upsetting them.
‘I am sorry to hear my Thursday letter filled you with sadness,’ he wrote. ‘ . . . I hate to feel I have
made you think of such things, and perhaps I ought not to have mentioned it . . . Please try
and . . . forget all about it. Such things happen daily . . . That happened to be right in my own
platoon. When all is said and done, we were really very fortunate, and I should think that
scarcely 1 per cent of enemy shells ever do any damage.’11Captain Alfred Bland also became
increasingly indiscreet. It had not started that way. He had even gone so far as to withhold a
rather frightening letter he had written to his wife in February 1916. If Violet had received it, she
would have heard how on one occasion German shells rained down on the area he was
inspecting behind the front line, the last missile missing him by just a few yards. Bland, who
always saw the good side of every aspect of life, regarded the fact that he had not been hurt in
spite of the shell landing so close to him as a good sign. Only a direct hit would kill him, the blast
from near misses being smothered by the soft earth. That made it much more unlikely he would
be injured or killed. ‘The chances of walking into one are terribly remote,’ he wrote. ‘It’s [no] . . .
more dangerous than the 5th of November, unless you have . . . bad luck, as in crossing
Piccadilly Circus [an accident] might happen to the civilest of civilians.’Nevertheless the letter
remained with him in France until, hardened by the tragedies he witnessed, Bland eventually
could not understand why he had ever thought his wife should not see it. On 18 June he sent it to



her, along with the letter he was writing to her that day.12Five days earlier Bland had written to
Violet to explain how he only kept sane by making a conscious effort to shut down his emotions.
It was not just the sight of:those two lads as they were last seen the day after [the Bulgar Point
raid] lying dead on the German wire . . . The other day a trench mortar of ours was defectively
charged. Result: the 60 pound projectile just toppled over the gun muzzle, exploded, and ignited
a good 100 in [a] store nearby. The explosion shook the earth for a mile a[round] . . . obliterated
20 yards of trench, [and left behind] . . . a huge crater. One of my men . . . was buried and killed. I
supervised . . . digging [him] . . . out.One becomes absolutely callous. You chat with a sentry,
move on and a moment after he is dead. You send out a wiring party under a trusted sergeant. In
half an hour that sergeant has a chance bullet through his head.But . . . the cause is good. The
end will come. We make the most of all good things that come our way. We love each other. We
sing and laugh and chat, and eat and drink. We avoid unpleasant thoughts, because unpleasant
things are too close and frequent, [and] we are all homesick.13Shortly after Bland wrote about
his stiff upper lip, the orders covering the big attack were at long last handed down to the
battalion’s company commanders. ‘It is to be quite soon, within a fortnight I believe,’ May wrote in
his diary.14 He had already guessed that the time for the offensive was approaching. Since 7
June, leave had been shortened and granted less frequently, and numerous troops were moving
forward, filling the district around the Bois de Tailles, where the 22nd Manchesters were
resting.15As for the ammunition for the artillery, it was, as May put it: ‘pouring up, that for the
heavies by motor transport, that for the lighter fry, by wagon and limber. Two convoys of the
latter, each of them fully 500 yards in length, passed the Bois at sundown,’ he wrote on 16 June.
‘It was a great sight.’ It inspired him to comment: ‘It is marvellous this marshalling of power, this
concentrated effort of our great nation . . . to the end of destroying our foe. The greatest battle in
the world is on the eve of breaking. Please God it may end successfully for us.’16Even as May
watched, new arrangements were being made by the British and French commanders for the
deployment of all this firepower. Three days earlier, because of the vulnerability of the French at
Verdun, and a linked political crisis in Paris, the date for the Somme attack had been hurriedly
scheduled for 25 June. The attack date was only put back to 29 June late on 16 June, after
situation reports came in stating that circumstances on the ground at Verdun – and in the French
Chamber – had been stabilized.17This correlation between the state of the fighting at Verdun
and the ‘Big Push’ underlined how the two great battles had become inextricably linked. The
Somme offensive may have started off being just another attempt to take the fight to the
Germans. But by mid-June it was as much a diversionary attack as an attempt to break through.
If the offensive achieved nothing else, it was hoped it would at least force the Germans to
transfer their reserves away from Verdun, thereby rescuing the French, and enabling them to
keep fighting.Whether or not the latest date change had anything to do with the 22nd
Manchesters’ move the next day back into the relative comfort of the billets at Bonnay, some six
miles south-west of Albert, the move softened May’s heart and prompted him on 17 June to
write another entry that was particularly aimed at Maude: ‘I must not allow myself to dwell on the



personal . . . But I do not want to die. Not that I mind for myself. If it be that I am to go, then I am
ready. But the thought that I may never see you or our darling baby again turns my bowels to
water. I cannot think of it with even the semblance of equanimity.’18Captain Bland also had cold
feet. The next day he informed Violet: ‘Even after six months of active service, I cannot properly
reconcile my heart to extinction.’19 That did not stop him enjoying the short time he had before
the trial that lay ahead. The fact that he knew survival was not guaranteed made the short period
of respite in Bonnay all the sweeter. While they had the chance, he and the other officers with
horses went out riding. He described the route thus in his letter of 18 June: ‘The way runs
through fields of richest wheat, sprinkled with cornflower and poppy, scabious and charlock,
vetch and clover, our dear geraniaciae, herb Robert . . . and all the sky blue pinks. Below us lies
the river occasionally visible through the deep woodland green, exquisite.’20But Bland appears
to have been even more ecstatic after discovering that he really had triumphed over Major
Merriman. In a letter to Violet that he started on 22 June, just hours before the beginning of the
softening-up bombardment for the big attack, Bland mentioned that: ‘Merriman turns up now and
then . . . He is still technically Officer Commanding [A] Company, but I am king de facto. The C.O.
said the other day, in reference to future movements: “You’ll take the Company, Bland, whether
Merriman comes back before or not. I’m not going to have him upsetting [it] . . . again.” I laugh
inwardly, you know not how much, when I turn back to past events . . . and think of tables
turned.’21By 23 June the build-up had reached fever pitch. The Bray to Corbie road became, in
May’s words, ‘one incessant stream of heavy laden motor lorries’. It was a stirring sight. ‘It should
certainly not be for want of ammunition if this time we do not make a huge success of the
venture,’ he wrote in his diary, little realizing that Rawlinson had been ordered to cut back the
planned bombardment due to a shortage of ammunition. Three days earlier the 4th Army, at
Haig’s request, had cancelled some of the concentrated artillery bombardments Rawlinson had
counted on to destroy the German trenches. The majority of the bombardment by heavy
howitzers on the second day of the softening-up bombardment were also cancelled.22This
further curtailment of the artillery, which had been inadequate enough without the reduction, was
worrying. As Haig stressed in one of his final messages to the 4th Army’s corps, Rawlinson had
been given, if not an open goal to aim at, a never-to-be-repeated window of opportunity: British
intelligence was claiming that the enemy holding the trenches opposite the 4th Army consisted
of a surprisingly small force, just thirty-two battalions belonging to some five divisions. This
meant that when Rawlinson’s troops first attacked, he and the eighteen divisions initially made
available to him would, in Haig’s words, have ‘considerable numerical superiority’.23If Haig had
known the reason for this uncharacteristic German oversight, his exhortation might have been
even more emphatic. The oversight only existed because of an anomaly, an aberration that was
likely to be swept away at any minute: General Erich von Falkenhayn, the fifty-four-year-old
German Chief of the General Staff in charge of the German Army, had temporarily taken leave of
his senses by backing his intuition, and favouring it over the kind of hard-headed analysis of the
facts that is second nature to most Prussians. Falkenhayn was Prussian-born, and before the



war had risen to be his country’s War Minister. It was this extraordinary phenomenon, a Prussian
leader who ignored the facts, that gave Haig’s armies a chance in a lifetime, in spite of all the
errors he and Rawlinson had made.Falkenhayn’s intuition told him to ignore all the evidence
which suggested that the British and French were planning to make their counter-stroke on the
Somme, following on from the German attack at Verdun. Such disregard for the facts horrified his
critics, who feared that if Falkenhayn’s ‘mania’ went unchecked, he could end up losing
Germany the entire war.One of his harshest critics was Prince Rupprecht, the outspoken forty-
seven-year-old Crown Prince of Bavaria and commander of Falkenhayn’s 6th Army. This unit
was located just to the north of the German 2nd Army under General Fritz von Below, which held
the trenches opposite Rawlinson’s troops, and the French to the south. Rupprecht cited a string
of factors at the beginning and in mid-June that all pointed to the Somme being the next Anglo-
French target in the near future. Amongst the most persuasive evidence was a statement by
Arthur Henderson, the Labour Party minister within Britain’s coalition government, who, at the
beginning of June 1916, spoke to a meeting of munition workers. When asked why the Whitsun
holiday should be taken after the end of July rather than in June, he had apparently replied: ‘How
curious we all are. It should suffice to say we have only asked for a postponement until the end
of July. This fact alone should speak volumes.’ ‘This does speak volumes,’ Rupprecht
commented in his diary. ‘It contains the clear proof that in a few weeks there is going to be a
great English offensive.’It appeared to corroborate agent reports stating that the attack would be
made after Whitsun. But it was far from being the only evidence. First and foremost there was the
sharp increase in the number of trains arriving behind the enemy lines, suggesting that troops,
weapons and ammunition were being transported into the area. Then there were the reports that
fresh trenches were being dug, and the French civilians south of the Somme were being moved
out of the area. English troops withdrawn from opposite the 6th Army had been seen moving
towards the Somme. The observation that a crack French regiment had been seen digging in
south of the Somme also looked ominous. Last but not least, shortly before the commencement
of the preliminary bombardment, Rupprecht learned that the French had cancelled all leave prior
to 30 June.Some of what Rupprecht was hearing was probably fed back to him from the first and
second positions on the Somme itself. The German soldiers there could not fail to notice how the
build-up was progressing. In his post-action report Sergeant Karl Eisler of the Reserve Field
Artillery Regiment 29, who occupied an observation post in a tower near the chateau at
Contalmaison, reported: ‘From 20 May onwards we saw the frenzied activity behind the British
front lines. From our observation post . . . we watched endless columns of lorries passing each
day between Bray-sur-Somme and Albert. These convoys often contained 100 vehicles. We
[also] frequently saw vast artillery columns which were so long, it took them more than three
hours to pass a given point.’24Even evidence as compelling as that did not convince the
sceptics. Some of them insisted that the death of Lord Kitchener, Britain’s Secretary of State for
War – who had drowned on 5 June 1916 west of the Orkney Islands after the armoured cruiser
bearing him to Russia for a conference hit a mine and sank – put an end to British offensive



plans, in part because only he knew what the plans were. This was ‘full of inner contradictions
and was based on stupid rumours,’ commented Rupprecht. It was not possible for such a vast
enterprise to rely on just one man.However, Rupprecht only fully appreciated how irrational
Falkenhayn’s views were when the German Chief of the General Staff and the Kaiser, Wilhelm II,
visited the 6th Army’s headquarters at Douai ten days later. In the course of the meeting,
Falkenhayn told Rupprecht he believed that no French general would ever contemplate an
offensive which would involve trampling over French and Belgian soil, and he argued that Alsace-
Lorraine in Germany was a much more likely target for any offensive by the French Army.
Falkenhayn said this even though, as Rupprecht recorded in his diary, Rupprecht told him the
French thought that Alsace-Lorraine was just as French as the Somme.Rupprecht heard
Falkenhayn’s final verdict on the next Anglo-French offensive when he talked to General Max
von Boehn, whose IXth Reserve Corps was part of Rupprecht’s 6th Army. According to Boehn,
the Kaiser, who had just been briefed by Falkenhayn, had beckoned him as he was about to
board his train at Douai’s railway station, and had said to him: ‘I gather you [the 6th Army] are
about to be attacked . . .’ Given such irrational views, it was no wonder that Falkenhayn, who
could only be described by Rupprecht as very ‘stubborn’, had refused to reinforce the German
troops on the Somme, in spite of the frequent requests coming from the local commander there,
the 2nd Army’s General von Below.25Unaware what was going on in the German camp,
Rawlinson’s greatest concern on 23 June 1916 was the weather. At 2.30 p.m. there was such a
violent wind that a British plane was driven before it over enemy lines, and the loud claps of
thunder convinced some soldiers that the preliminary barrage had started already.26That night
A. J. Peters of the 7th Battalion, the South Lancashire Regiment, was sitting in B and D
Company’s mess in the former billiard room of the Café d’Univers in Molliens-au-Bois (seven
miles north-east of Amiens) when an orderly marched in carrying two fat packets. They turned
out to be the preliminary instructions for the two companies. ‘Of course there was at once great
speculation as to what day “Z” would be,’ Peters later recalled:We knew there was to be a 6 day
bombardment which helped us in our calculations . . . The general [consensus] was that it would
be Wednesday or Thursday in the following week.That night we had a game of bridge and
afterwards I sat up pretty late talking . . . When we [finally] turned out to go to our billets, the sky
over Albert was bright with flashes. We could hear nothing although it was a still night, but we
then had no doubt that the show had started.27It seems likely that Peters either misremembered
the day of the week when he saw the flashing in the sky or that he saw some guns firing before
the softening-up bombardment commenced, because the main pre-attack bombardment started
up during the morning of 24 June.The South Lancashires were some 15 miles from the front
lines when it started. Roland Ingle, a thirty-year-old 2nd lieutenant in the 10th Battalion, the
Lincolnshire Regiment, another Pals unit also known as the Grimsby Chums, was closer to the
action; however, being to the west of Albert, he was still to the rear of the area likely to be
targeted by German guns. As a schoolmaster, and one who had come down from Cambridge
with a first in Classics, he was used to reading and writing essays. And at around 5.30 p.m. on



24 June, with the shelling still hotting up, he settled down in the open air and recorded his
impressions thus:The bombardment for the Big Push has just begun. I am sitting . . . on an old
plough in a half-tilled field watching the smoke of the shells rising over the German lines. There
is a very wide view from here . . . and you can see . . . our own bit of front [south of La Boisselle]
beyond the wood I have often mentioned [Becourt Wood], and a mile or more to left and right. In
the hollow straight [ahead] . . . lies the town [Albert] with its broken church. It is a pleasant, rather
cloudy day after a night of heavy rain, and the light breeze blowing from the west lessens for us
the sound of the guns . . . There are poppies and blue flowers in the corn just by, [in] a part of the
field which is cultivated, and on the rise towards the town [there] is a large patch of yellow stuff
that might be mustard and probably isn’t. On the whole the evening is a pleasant one for a stroll
with the larks singing.28Not surprisingly, conditions were completely different on the other side
of No Man’s Land, where the shells were landing.‘The enemy guns suddenly started flashing
brightly,’ artillery observer Sergeant Karl Eisler reported, recording the position as he saw it from
the tower linked to the chateau at Contalmaison:There were countless streaks of lightning above
us accompanied by yelling, moaning, hissing and splintering sounds.The English gunners were
focusing on our rear, and on our . . . observation positions which they knew about already, as well
as the communication trenches leading up to them and the village itself, locations which had
been spared previously.The rushing, splintering and cracking followed by the loud bangs made
by the exploding shells of all types and calibres all around us were louder than anything I had
heard in the previous two years of war. That made it very frightening . . .The Contalmaison
château was targeted by shells of all sorts of shapes and sizes. When it was hit, the whole
building shook, and a cloud of brick dust rose up into the air making it hard to see what was
happening. [Then] more shells came screaming overhead. They landed initially on the outskirts
of Pozières, and subsequently on the village itself so that it disappeared behind clouds of
smoke.Shortly afterwards heavy shells obliterated the last houses in our village [Contalmaison].
And all around us we could see large clouds of smoke caused by the exploding shells . . . and
one could hear the cracking and crashing sounds of the bombardment.29The systematic
destruction of the villages held by the Germans, and their lines of communication, would not
have surprised any of the British soldiers who had seen their artillery’s shells appearing to wipe
out their targets one by one. It was a welcome sight after such a long time waiting. Captain
Charlie May’s diary records how the bombardment was celebrated by some of the 22nd
Manchester officers, still located far away from the action, at Morlencourt (some three miles
south of Albert): ‘Tonight (24 June) we had a little reunion of all the “old boys”,’ he wrote. ‘We sat
round a table and sang all the old mess songs of Morecambe, Grantham and Salisbury [the
places where they had been trained before coming out to France]. It was top-hole, and we all
loved each other.’30The next day May climbed onto the ridge above Morlencourt and watched
with relish as German front-line strongholds in the villages of La Boisselle, Fricourt and the 22nd
Manchesters’ own target, Mametz, disappeared into the clouds of smoke thrown up by the
exploding shells. The following description in his diary enables one to appreciate just how easy it



was for British commanders to be seduced into believing that when the time came to advance
there would be no opposition left to fight:The hillsides over there are under a haze of smoke
already. [It is made by] shells, which bursting, throw up . . . white puffs, black puffs, brown puffs
and grey. Puffs which start as small downy balls and spread sideways and upwards till they dwarf
the woods. Darts of flame and smoke – black smoke these last, which shoot . . . high into the air
like giant poplar trees.The shooting was magnificent. Time and again, the explosions occurred
right in the Hun trenches. By Mametz Wood, an ammunition dump must have been struck. The
[resulting] . . . smoke column was enormous. Mametz itself one cannot see. It is shrouded in a
multi-coloured pall of smoke all of its own.31Perhaps the excessively optimistic British
commanders should have been ordered to watch the bombardment from where the 22nd
Manchesters’ Sergeant Harry Tawney was standing on 25 May. His underwhelmed response to
that evening’s shelling appears in the following extract from the letter he sent to his wife
Jeannette the next day:Far away, [some] . . . miles off, one could see the faint, pale lines of
trenches, and above them the puffs [made] . . . by our shells, like surf on a coast. It was odd to
think that this was war, what the papers call a ‘severe bombardment’, and that . . . [the] Germans
were wondering if they would ever see their families again.On so large a landscape, the wrath of
men seemed extraordinarily ineffective, and life infinitely more powerful than death, so that one
forgot one had come to see the bombardment, and looked instead at the sunset and poplars
and light on the distant downs.32Given that the reason why Tawney had climbed up to the ridge
above Morlencourt was to admire the British bombardment, it was ironic that the one feature in
this huge landscape that really grabbed his attention was Albert’s church, which had been
shelled by the Germans. Its unnatural, awkward, clumsy silhouette, the result of its tower having
been damaged and its transept smashed, reminded him of ‘a windmill with only one sail left’ or
‘a face distorted by disease’, the analogies unconsciously reflecting his fear about what German
guns might do to the limbs and faces of British soldiers during the attack.33The shelling
continued late into the night, and whatever its shortcomings when viewed in daylight from a long
way off, it impressed Roland Ingle that night when he once again climbed the hill west of Albert
and saw how ‘sharp flashes like sheet lightning showed our guns firing’, while ‘all along the
horizon, there were red flashes of the shells falling on their target’.34On 26 June, with just two
clear days remaining before the original date scheduled for the attack (29 June), British soldiers
all along the front were writing their last letters home, warning their families that they might be
out of touch for a while. Charlie May’s was no exception. It began with the words ‘My darling
Maudie’, and carried on: ‘Just one last little note for some days, since after tonight, I will have no
chance of writing for the best part of a week.’ He then referred to the bombardment:The biggest
show of the war is now on. The greatest bombardment the world has ever seen is banging and
booming away in the valley, and on the hill over yonder. No-one has whispered it before, but
you’ll know all about it and what we have achieved by the time you have received this. At
present, we are lying behind the line, waiting to go up for the assault. In the assault, the Battalion
has the position of honour, [on] the right of the Division (7 Division), and B [Company] has been



chosen as the right of the Battalion, in the leading line . . .I little thought in those far off days in
Morecombe that I should ever rise to have such a trust given to me. The Company is the envy of
the Battalion, and the Battalion is [the envy] of the whole Division. To be the right of the finest
division of the British Army is no small honour dearest, and I know you will be as proud of it as
we are.For myself Maudie, I pray [to] God in all humility that I may do my job well, achieve my
objectives, hold them and generally carry out our orders correctly and successfully.He signed off
the letter with the words: ‘All the love and devotion of my heart and soul to you my dear Wife and
to our darling Baby. Know that I will think of you all the time. Au revoir my love. Your loving hubby,
Charlie.’35May’s letter reached Maude on 30 May, the day after the original ‘Z’ day, which as
mentioned in Chapter 5, was postponed until 1 July because of the bad weather. She wrote back
that very night:My darling Charlie . . .For some time past I have been dreading such news as you
have given me in your letter . . . but I have always tried to put it out of my mind and to think that
you might be spared taking part. That your company . . . would hold such an important position in
the assault, I never dreamed of, and . . . when I think of all the danger you are encountering at the
present time, my heart beats with fear. My dearest, I am trusting in God and praying, Baby with
me, that you will be spared to come through these terrible days of fighting safe and well, and
return to us . . .Well, the time we have all been waiting for has come. The papers are full of raids,
artillery work etc . . . but so far no news of a big infantry assault . . .Would it be possible to give
my best wishes to your men? If at all poss., try to do so. And tell any who come to, or near,
London to let me know their whereabouts.My whole soul goes out to you my heart’s dearest
tonight in love and trust and longing. God will be good to us. He will keep little Pauline’s Daddy
safe . . . My own, my love. Your wife Maude.36While all this correspondence was criss-crossing
across France and England, and the English Channel, the British battalions that were to carry
out the assault began to move up towards the front line. This prompted Charlie May on 27 June
to write:The Battle of Mametz I suppose may really be taken as having now commenced. True, it
has been working up, so far as artillery activity is concerned, for the last three days. But as no
infantry have yet come in, I take it that I give no offence to anyone if I call the period ending today
‘preliminary proceedings’.From today, however, the battle should begin to show definite shape.
Infantry are now moving up, small parties as yet it is true, but still the infantry. Runners and wire
cutters, signallers and dump guards have already gone. The assaulting troops follow
tomorrow . . .375: Fatal FlawThe Somme, June–early morning 1 July 1916(See map 2)From time
immemorial, monarchs and great leaders have sought out the most efficacious means to make
their troops fight bravely in battle. However, by the time of the Somme, the British Army had
become too big to be inspired by one man. Each corps commander, each major-general and
each lieutenant-colonel had to fire up his men in his own way.Some of the speeches that were
made before what so many referred to as the ‘Big Push’ have been lost with the men who heard
them. However, there are a few that have been immortalized in documents or the accounts of
soldiers who were affected by them.Hubert Rees, the 94th Brigade’s thirty-four-year-old
commander, circulated to the Pals battalions acting under his command an open letter shortly



before sending them in to assault the heights in and around the village of Serre, the 4th Army’s
northernmost target. It included the words:You are about to attack the enemy with far greater
numbers than he can oppose to you, supported by a huge number of guns . . . You are about to
fight in one of the greatest battles in the world, and the most just cause . . . Remember that the
British Empire will anxiously watch your every move . . . Keep your heads, do your duty, and you
will utterly defeat the enemy.1Henry de Beauvoir de Lisle, the fifty-one-year-old major-general in
charge of the 29th Division, whose troops were responsible for the Beaumont Hamel sector,
evidently remembered past exploits of the 1st Battalion, the Lancashire Fusiliers, when two days
before the attack he spoke to them near Mailly Wood.2 This was the unit that had won six
Victoria Crosses in one day during the Gallipoli campaign.3 He started his address to them thus:
‘I cannot allow the Battalion, of which I am so proud, to enter this great battle without coming to
wish you good luck.’ He went on:We are now taking part in the greatest battle in which British
troops have ever fought. At this great time, all the previous engagements during this and former
wars sink into insignificance. The forces that are engaged in this 4th Army are five times as large
as the whole of the original Expeditionary Force. We came out in August 1915 with 4 divisions,
and here we have 21 . . .4All that military thought and science can do to make this a great
success has been done. For the first time we have got into place as many guns as we can, and
with unlimited ammunition.5 In this Corps alone we have 600 guns.6 . . . We are firing away
40,000 tons of artillery ammunition. In other words one and a half million rounds. In this Corps
alone, if all the ammunition were placed in lorries, they would occupy 46 miles of road . . .As you
go into . . . battle, I want you to remember what you are fighting for. You are not only fighting to
add to the glories won by past generations of the Lancashire Fusiliers. You are not only fighting
to maintain the honour of the 29th Division which won its laurels on the Gallipoli Peninsula. You
are fighting for your country . . . You are fighting for humanity. We are fighting against oppression,
fighting for truth, honour and justice . . .Our higher commanders know – I know – that all their
arrangements cannot win victory. Victory must be won by the infantry.Officers and men . . . To
you has been [given] . . . the most difficult task. That of breaking the hardest part of the enemy’s
shell. And I expect you to break that shell in the German first system of trenches.Officers and
men. I wish you the best of luck, and leave you with the highest confidence that what any man
[can] . . . do, you will do for your country.7But perhaps even more impressive was the series of
speeches by Lieutenant-General Sir Aylmer Hunter-Weston, VIII Corps’ fifty-one-year-old
commander, described in the following extract from the 30 June 1916 letter to his wife
Grace:Today, I went round eight battalions of the New Army (31st Division) that are to form part
of my assaulting line. They have never yet been in battle and I therefore went and gave them an
inspiriting address with most excellent results. I felt I had got them.A heavy task to speak to 8
separate battalions and 2 machine gun batteries, over 8000 men, in the open air. It took all the
morning, motoring and walking round and making those speeches. Fortunately my voice stood
the heavy strain, and I was given the power to strike the right note and to enthuse the men. It is a
valuable gift to be able to speak fairly well.8A soldier who heard the speech delivered to the 16th



Battalion, the West Yorkshire Regiment (the 1st Bradford Pals), remembers that Hunter-Weston
‘stood on a box and . . . went on about having the true attack spirit’. Also ‘the old words like
fighting for Britain’s honour came out’. And he underlined that the Germans knew nothing about
honour: it was they who had started the war. That was why ‘God was on our side.’ Fortunately,
the attack’s success was a foregone conclusion, Hunter-Weston had forecast: ‘Not even a rat
would be left alive in the German trenches after our bombardment.’9The only discordant note
was the reference to shirkers. ‘He said anyone who funked the attack and didn’t go forward
would be shot on the spot.’ The military police would be watching.10There were many other
similar speeches. Most reiterated the message: We have destroyed the Germans with our guns.
Now all you have to do is to walk over to their trenches. There will be no opposition.If the British
commanders had any qualms about what they were saying to their men, they certainly put on a
good act. General Hunter-Weston, while talking to Lieutenant-Colonel Freeth of the 2nd
Lancashire Fusiliers on 30 June about the large number of Germans seen in the front line
opposite the 4th Division, interjected: ‘Splendid Freeth. The enemy’s trenches are full of
Germans? They’ll be blown to pieces by the morning.’11 Another officer, who overheard the
conversation, passed on this welcome news to the men in his company. ‘It put us all in good
heart,’ he said later. ‘In fact, we thought this must be the start of the end of the War!’12However,
not everyone was convinced. General Beauvoir de Lisle may have spoken optimistically to his
men, but he claims he was less sanguine when talking to his superiors. After reading the official
historian’s version of his division’s actions at Beaumont Hamel, de Lisle sent him the following
comments:Before the attack, Rawlinson came to visit me . . . I told him I was gravely dissatisfied
with the artillery plan which in my opinion was inadequate, and too prolonged to be effective. I
also highly disapproved of the [Hawthorn Redoubt] mine being exploded 10 minutes before the
attack, as this would give the Germans warning. He said he would consider this last point, but I
would find the artillery preparation more than sufficient.A few days later Haig came with
Rawlinson and I repeated my objections. Haig appeared to agree with me and seemed anxious
about the success of the attack north of the Ancre.13If survivors’ accounts are to be believed,
there were also a substantial proportion of assault troops who did not believe what their
commanders were telling them. Take Percy Jones, a private soldier in the 1st/16th Battalion, the
London Regiment (Queen’s Westminster), for example. Scribbled into his diary under 26 June is
a description of how his battalion had been rehearsed again and again on how they were going
to snatch Gommecourt, at the extreme north of the line, from the Germans. To make the
rehearsal more realistic, a piece of land near Halloy (11 miles north-west of Amiens) had been
commandeered, and marked with the relative positions of the British front line and the German
trenches. Then Jones and his brothers in arms were required to take them ‘several times a
day’.His account continues: ‘General Snow (the VII Corps commander) and his staff . . . [tell] us
that we shall have practically no casualties, because all the Germans will have been killed by our
artillery barrage . . . We know, however, that the Germans have dugouts 40 feet deep, and I do
not see how the stiffest bombardment is going to kill them all off . . . If the Germans obstinately



refuse to die and make way for us, our scheme will become impractical.’When Jones mentioned
this to his sergeant-major, he at least had the decency to come clean: ‘Sergeant Major
Froome . . . agreed with me, and called our practices “Damned foolery and [a] waste of good
corn” [the practices involved trampling over fields full of wheat]. Nearly all the boys have no faith
in the carefully drawn up plans of attack and consolidation.’That being the case, it seems almost
incredible that no one objected. ‘They are all determined to go on until something stops them,’
Jones concluded.14Given his pessimistic analysis of their prospects, it is not surprising that
Jones took care to write a last letter to his family, only to be delivered if he failed to come back. In
the letter he described how on 29 June, the night before they moved up for the attack, the men in
his battalion had met up in a café behind the front line: ‘We . . . sang all the old songs, perhaps
for the last time. We are . . . true friends, because the trials of trench life have made us know one
another. We hope to meet again in a day or two, but it is quite plain that in the meantime, some of
us will have gone west.’He terminated his correspondence with the words: ‘I am afraid I have
been rather slack in answering letters. So when you meet any of my friends, please apologize for
me and say that I know I have always had better friends than I deserved. Goodbye, and good
luck to all.’15Jones and his colleagues were far from being the only British soldiers who did not
take their commanders’ assurances at face value. Even more worrying was the demoralizing
effect that the generals’ ill-informed forecasts were having on some of the more discerning mid-
ranking officers. They could hardly be expected to back the attack plan by putting their men’s
lives on the line, if they did not agree that what was proposed was feasible.While writing to his
wife Hilda, Lieutenant-Colonel Kyme Cordeaux, the newly appointed commanding officer of
Roland Ingle’s battalion (10th Lincolns), contrasted the vulnerability of the Somme’s unprotected
bird life with that of the Germans in the ‘fortresses’ they had hewn out of the chalk on the other
side of No Man’s Land. Cordeaux, who had inherited his interest in birds from his father, an
eminent ornithologist, wondered ‘what the little fledgling swallows in the nest above my bed think
of it all. They will be deaf for the natural time of their lives. We shall soon know . . . what the effect
is on the Boche. I am inclined to believe that his dugouts are too deep down for him to have
suffered much.’16If only Haig and his generals had been as perspicacious. But perhaps that is a
criticism which can only be made with the benefit of hindsight. Even now it is hard to find
detailed German accounts that describe exactly what was going on in the German trenches
during the bombardment. One of the most revealing was written by F. L. Cassel, a twenty-seven-
year-old Jewish lieutenant, who was serving in the 99th Reserve Regiment, part of the 26th
Reserve Division, at the end of June 1916. He was based in the Thiepval South sector of the line
when the bombardment started.Unlike some accounts, which puffed up the bravery of German
soldiers in an effort to appeal to the supporters of Adolf Hitler, during whose dictatorship many
were written, Cassel’s was written during the 1920s, before the rise of National Socialism made
the glorification of German physical – and martial – exploits an obsession or a cult. It was then
translated into English, after he had somehow survived the Holocaust and emigrated to
England. That, together with the way Cassel was treated while he was in the Army, meant he had



little incentive to write a romanticized version of what had really taken place on the German side
of No Man’s Land.His account starts by revealing that during World War I, a form of
institutionalized anti-semitism was already built into the culture fostered within the German Army.
The staff at the school where he was training to be an officer during 1915 were not allowed to
recommend that a Jewish soldier could be promoted above the rank of NCO. As a result Cassel
was promoted later than his peers, only becoming a lieutenant after being awarded the Iron
Cross for bravery in the wake of a defensive action following the explosion of a mine under his
trench.Before being accepted into the regimental fold, Cassel also had to endure weeks of being
ostracized at meal times because he refused to comply with the old-fashioned custom, still
prevailing in some regiments, which required him to address his superiors in the third person.
However, by the time the bombardment commenced on 24 June 1916, these teething problems
had been long forgotten, and he had become the commander of one of his regiment’s positions
in the front system, consisting of several lines of trenches interspersed with deep dugouts.
These dugouts, which were some three metres beneath the surface, and were entered by
climbing down eighteen to twenty stairs, were believed to offer complete protection from the
blast of the enemy’s shells, although the jury was out over whether soldiers inside could survive
a direct hit. Dugout entrances were certainly vulnerable, which was why with typical German
efficiency many of the dugouts had at least two exits.When the bombardment started on 24
June, Cassel, along with the others in his trench, had no idea that this was the preliminary
softening-up process before a big attack. The shells sailed overhead into the regiment’s back
areas, leaving the front line unscathed. ‘We thought it was not our business,’ he commented. ‘We
perhaps even enjoyed the thought that people behind there, who [until then had] had it so good,
should get a bit of the medicine we usually had to accept.’It was only after the shelling continued
all day and all night, and then carried on for several more days and nights, that the penny
dropped. During the first three days and nights, no food could be brought up to the front-line
position, and the Germans had to make do with the ‘iron rations’ they always carried around with
them. At that point, ‘we began to look at the situation as critical,’ Cassel reported. ‘It appeared
they wanted first to starve us and then to shoot us out of our positions.’ It was only during the
third night that the German lines of communication were re-established, enabling food to be
supplied during hours of darkness.However, no sooner had this need been satisfied than their
lives were made uncomfortable for another reason. The shelling began to focus on destroying
their trenches. Given that the German regiment were spending most of the time inside their
dugouts, this did not represent a direct existential threat. But according to Cassel, ‘it was not
very pleasant!’ The almost continuous banging made by the ‘drum fire’ was not only
monotonous but made it hard to sleep, in spite of his men feeling very tired. Officers such as
Cassel were also kept awake by the suspicion that the sentries who had been ordered to stand
near the top of the dugout steps, so that they could warn their superiors if the enemy was
approaching, would not do their job properly. Cassel was only being realistic when he observed,
‘Not all men are heroes.’One evening, during the bombardment, there was a gas alarm, which



was accompanied by the cry: ‘Everyone into the trenches with gas masks!’ ‘In front of us all
along the line, a greenish yellow cloud rolled slowly towards us,’ Cassel recalled. ‘ “She” was
hesitating. “She” did not want to go uphill.’ Luckily for him, and his men, the artillery fire on the
trench was not too intense at that moment, and within an hour or so the gas had been dispersed
by the wind, enabling them to resume their hibernation in their dugouts.But were the dugouts
secure? In the following extract from his account, Cassel describes how he found out:One
afternoon [during the bombardment], I was lying on my wire bedstead. I heard the . . . boom of a
heavy gun, the awesome whiz and swish of a rising heavy missile. Then the earth was quaking,
and while the dirt was falling through the boards, [overhead] I saw the beams above me bend
and slowly descend by about 10 cm. My heart seemed to stop. Now comes the end. But the
catastrophe did not come. After the momentary paralysis was gone, I left my bed and went into
the trench. Rather die in the open air, than be crushed between the boards. In the evening, I
went and inspected the rampart above my dugout, and found a crater with a diameter of several
meters made by . . . [an 8-inch shell], a dud. Had it exploded, whoever was in the dugout would
[not] have seen daylight . . . before the day of resurrection!17Cassel’s testimony suggests that
the larger British shells probably could destroy at least some of the German dugouts, but only if
there was a direct hit. The dugout exits were also vulnerable. However, the problem for the
British, as General Rawlinson had pointed out following the Battle of Loos (September–October
1915), was that ‘it is impossible to locate even from air photographs where these exits are . . .
Their destruction is therefore a matter of chance.’18Rawlinson’s clear-sighted analysis as early
as 1915 made it all the more surprising that, almost a year later, many of the senior officers in his
army were still training their men, and basing their tactics, on the assumption that all front-line
opposition would be neutralized before the attack on the Somme.Even Rawlinson was not aware
of another problem, which threatened to be just as damaging to the attack’s prospects. German
records made available after the war have revealed the stunning results produced by their
intelligence officers during the big attack’s preliminary bombardment. Thanks in part to the
streamlined procedures in place for interrogating captured British prisoners and disseminating
what they disclosed, the intelligence officers were able to extract crucial information from those
soldiers apprehended in No Man’s Land, and to circulate it quickly enough for it to play a
significant role in the blunting of the much-anticipated big attack.SommeSommeSommeInto the
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a word to help the sense, I have placed it in square brackets, and when I have omitted a word or
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three dots. I have used round brackets inside a quotation if I am explaining the meaning of what
is quoted.1: Great ExpectationsBeaumont Hamel, 1 July 1916(See map 4)At 7.19 a.m. on 1 July
1916, the tension in the British trenches opposite the German stronghold of Beaumont Hamel
reached fever pitch. Expectations of victory had never been higher. The ‘Big Push’ was about to
begin.For seven days, as part of the softening-up process before the great advance, British and
French artillery had been pounding the German front line to the north and south of where it was
bisected by the River Somme. However, the point where the German line scaled the heights that
dominate Beaumont Hamel, a sleepy French village 11 miles north of the river, was receiving
some of the closest attention. It was one of several German strongpoints where British miners,
supported by the infantry, were hoping to administer the coup de grâce.Unbeknown to the
Germans, the miners had hacked their way through the chalk, until they had hollowed out a 350-
yard-long tunnel that ran from behind their own line, east of the village of Auchonvillers, to
beneath the part of the heights known as Hawthorn Redoubt, on the German side of No Man’s
Land (see map 4).1 Then, having packed the mine with 40,000 pounds of explosives, and
having connected wiring, detonators and guncotton primers, they had scuttled back to the area
behind the British front parapet. There, they joined the other 230,000 British soldiers, who along
with their French counterparts to the south, represented the largest strike force assembled since



the German invasion of France in 1914.2 Now the British infantry were only waiting for the
commanders of the tunnelling companies controlling this mine, and the mines secreted under a
series of other strongpoints in the German front line, to push down their plungers, before they
charged over the top.Geoffrey Malins, a British cameraman, who at this crucial juncture had
come to the British front line to film Hawthorn Redoubt, the strongpoint on the Beaumont Hamel
heights that was to be exploded (see map 4), described for posterity what some soldiers were
expecting to be the defining moment of the war, in the following terms:Time 7.19 a.m. My hand
grasped the handle of the camera . . . Another thirty seconds passed. I started turning the
handle . . . My object in exposing half a minute before . . . [zero hour] was to get the mine from the
moment it broke ground. I fixed my eyes on the Redoubt. Any second now. Surely it was time. It
seemed to me as if I had been turning for hours . . . Why doesn’t it go up? I looked at my
exposure dial. I had used over a thousand feet. The horrible thought flashed through my mind
that my film might run out before the mine blew. The thought brought beads of perspiration to my
forehead . . . Then it happened.The ground where I stood gave a massive convulsion. It rocked
and swayed. I gripped hold of my tripod to steady myself. Then, for all the world like a gigantic
sponge, the earth rose in the air . . . hundreds of feet. Higher and higher it rose . . . [Then], with a
horrible grinding roar, the earth fell back upon itself, leaving in its place a mountain of
smoke . . .3The explosion certainly stunned the German defenders, who were already struggling
to cope with the regular bombardment. According to one of the survivors in the 119th Reserve
Infantry Regiment, the 26th Reserve Division unit that manned the Redoubt:[It made] such a
loud bang . . . that it was clear it was not made by the firing of any gun. It was accompanied by an
enormous smoke cloud which reared up into the air in front of [our] . . . 9th Company, while
stones rained down onto the position . . . The explosion killed the men in three of the Company’s
sections . . . and entombed those in the dugouts nearby . . . [Afterwards], the surrounding field
was as white as if it had just snowed, and, cut out of the side of the hill, [we could see] the
yawning mouth of an [enormous] crater, 50–60 metres across and 20 metres deep.The
explosion was the signal for the attack. Wave after wave of enemy troops emerged from the
British trenches and walked towards us, their bayonets glinting in the sun . . .4The cameraman
on the British side of No Man’s Land, Geoffrey Malins, also reported the infantrymen’s advance:
[After] the earth was down, I swung my camera round on to our own parapets. [Men] . . . were
[climbing] over [them] . . . and streaming along the skyline . . . Then another signal rang out, and
from the trenches immediately in front of me, [more of] our wonderful troops went over the top.
What a picture it was! They went over as one man . . . [and crossed] . . . the ground in swarms . . .
still smoking cigarettes. One man actually stopped in the middle of No Man’s Land to light up
again.The Germans had by now realized that the great attack had come. Shrapnel poured into
our trenches. They had even got their crumps . . . into . . . our boys before they were half way
across No Man’s Land. But still they kept on.At that moment my spool ran out. I gave it to my
man in a dugout to take care of, impressing on him he must not leave it under any
circumstances. If anything unforeseen happened [to me], he was to take it back to



Headquarters.5But Malins was not the only British witness to the great events unfolding. An
account written by a signaller, stationed in a forward position a few hundred yards to the south,
takes up where Malins’ statement was cut off:I [had] watched . . . the lads mount the firestep,
and . . . spring up the ladders onto the parapet . . . with mixed feeling[s] . . . Many slid . . . back [as 
soon as] they . . . reached the top, killed or wounded . . . The survivors [had] worked their way
through our barbed wire in the face of the fierce shell and machine-gun fire, leaving [behind]
many of their pals . . . They went up the long incline in perfect order, dropping to the ground
every now and then, as if on an exercise on Salisbury Plain, regardless . . . of the intense shelling
and small arms fire around and ahead of them. The line thinned as men fell, but [it] never
faltered, [and] at last they vanished from sight, into the inferno on the ridge beyond . . . All that we
could see was the bursting of heavy shells, and [over the sound of the artillery, we heard] . . . the
rattle of machine guns and small arms fire.6One of the German machine-gunners, whose
weapon was ‘rattling’ on the next height, a mile and a half to the north, in the trench sector
protecting the hilltop village of Serre, was Unteroffizier Otto Lais. He described how the
distinctive ‘calm, solid, regular tacking’ of the machine guns could be heard ‘above all [the] . . .
rumbling, growling . . . and wild banging of the [artillery and infantry guns]: “tack-tack tack-tack”.
One gun “tacked” with a slower rhythm, while another gun “tacked” faster . . . It was an ominous
melody as far as the enemy was concerned. Whereas it reassured and calmed our infantry.’7No
account has yet come to light by any member of the British unit, the 2nd Battalion, the Royal
Fusiliers, whose men rushed forward to occupy the lips of the gigantic crater, gouged out of the
chalk, on Hawthorn Ridge. Perhaps none of them survived, or perhaps what they observed was
too awful for them to want to replay it in their mind’s eye in all its gory details.8 However, the
following description of the aftermath of the explosion, by the aforementioned witness in the
German 119th Reserve Regiment, suggests that there must have been at least one exquisite
moment for the attackers, when they would have believed that all the digging underground – at
great personal risk – had been worthwhile:Near the crater, the British soldiers encountered no
resistance . . . [This was because] the [9th] Company’s 3rd platoon had been trapped in a big
dugout where three of the four exits had been buried. The sentry was trying to break out of the
fourth exit, which had been reduced to a very small hole, [when the first British soldiers reached
the German position] . . . Before he could get out, he was killed with a thrust from a [British]
bayonet, and his falling corpse knocked down the men who were standing on the [dugout] stairs
behind him. A German officer retaliated by shooting the sentry’s assailant in the face with a flare,
a response which prompted the attackers to lob hand grenades and smoke bombs into the
dugout. But the trapped Germans refused to surrender, banking on their regiment to send up
reinforcements to rescue them.9Subsequent events proved they were right not to give in
immediately. Even as the Germans cowered in their subterranean refuge, hoping against hope
that their attackers would run out of hand grenades before blasting them to kingdom come,
British fortunes all of a sudden nosedived: the waves of British attackers in the northern sectors
of their line, who had advanced at 7.30 a.m., zero hour for all troops not in the vanguard



attacking the area around the mine on Hawthorn Ridge, were swept aside by a wall of bullets
fired by the German machine-gunners, isolating those who had advanced ten minutes earlier,
just after the mine exploded.Evidence of this comes from Otto Lais, the machine-gunner
protecting Serre. The following extract from his account describes how, after repulsing the first
British attack, the relatively few guns operated by him and his fellow machine-gunners dashed
British attempts to take Serre once and for all:After the confusion and panic caused by our
unexpected resistance, and the heavy casualties, the English redeployed. Then, for the next two
hours, wave after wave of their troops attempted to beat down our door. They fearlessly ran
towards our positions, only to be shot down before they could get past our wire. [Only] the most
intrepid made it to within 20 . . . metres of our guns.Those following took shelter behind their
fallen comrades, some of whom were still groaning and moaning. Many of these men
whimpered as they hung, fatally wounded, on the remnants of our wire. The survivors took
refuge behind the small slope by our wire, where, like mad men, they fired at us without taking
the time to aim their guns carefully . . . We fired at the stakes holding up the wire . . . and our
bullets ricocheted onto the slope occupied by the English. It was not long before the enemy fire
coming from behind the slope petered out . . .[However] new waves emerged [from the English
trenches] . . . only to sink back behind their parapets. [Then their] officers ran forward, in a [vain]
attempt to inspire their men to follow their example . . . Numerous helmets became visible, but
they disappeared again immediately after bullets from rifles and machine guns sprayed the
position, where they had been taking cover. After that, no more English officers left their
trenches, the sight of the battlefield demoralizing any would-be attackers.Lais’ account of 1 July
concludes with what he witnessed that evening:Our losses were very heavy, but the enemy’s
were unimaginable. Whole companies and battalions of English troops lay on the ground, having
been mown down in lines, swept away. No Man’s Land in between the English and German
positions was full of miserable scenes. There was no more fighting. It was as if the surfeit of
misery had frozen any action . . .An English medical team appeared . . . with an unfolded Red
Cross flag . . . Where to begin? Whimpering men were calling out from nearly every square
metre of ground. Our own medical orderlies helped out, wherever they were needed. The
victims, who moments before had been [regarded as a threat because they were] the enemy,
were now just injured fellow human beings, who could be handed over to their own countrymen
[without fear of reprisals].10No Man’s Land opposite Hawthorn Redoubt and the area around the
crater, which was swiftly reclaimed from the British, could only be described as ‘horrific’ by the
writer of the 119th Reserve Regiment’s regimental history. He went on to report that ‘Poison gas
[released by the British troops during the days before the attack] had whitened [No Man’s
Land] . . . and made the grass look as if it was corroded. Corpses, dressed in khaki brown
uniforms, and wounded soldiers, lay in hundreds between the enemies’ lines.’ Piles of the dead
from both sides lay beside the chalk that was heaped up around the rim of the crater. The only
redeeming feature from the German point of view was the re-emergence from the earth of one of
their buried officers with a few of his men. ‘They dug themselves out just as the last of their



supply of air was about to be used up.’11Given the extremity of the torment experienced on the
battlefield, it is astonishing how long it took for accurate news of the disaster to reach those in
command. The contrast between the nightmarish chaos in and between the front lines, and what
initially filtered back to the British commanders miles to their rear, could not have been more
striking. There had been what amounted to mass slaughter of a substantial proportion of the
British VIII Corps’ troops, who had tried and failed to capture the German front lines at the
northern end of the Somme front. That did not just apply to the men with VIII Corps’ 29th
Division, who had been attacking the German trenches to the north and south of the mine on
Hawthorn Ridge, near Beaumont Hamel. It also aptly described the plight of VIII Corps’ 31st
Division, whose annihilation opposite Serre, the next village to the north, has been described by
machine-gunner Otto Lais.Yet for a considerable time the headquarters of the 4th Army, the unit
under General Sir Henry Rawlinson that was supposed to be masterminding the attack from its
chateau in Querrieu, some 14 miles south-west of the Hawthorn Redoubt, was oblivious to the
pain and suffering on the front line. At 8 a.m. its first situation report relating to VIII Corps
complacently concluded: ‘The whole of the Corps reported over the German front line.’12It was
11.30 a.m. before the 4th Army war diarists sounded a note of caution, stating in relation to the
29th Division: ‘Enemy have retaken front line and cut off troops that got through.’13 Over three
hours passed before the 4th Army recorded, at 3 p.m., that the bulk of the 29th and 31st Division
troops were ‘back in our own front line’.14 However, as late as 10 p.m. on the night of 1–2 July,
orders were still being given to the 31st Division telling them to ‘attack . . . and try to join up with
two battalions still believed to be in Serre’, even though no such units were there.15Similar
excessively optimistic reports glossed over the horrendous casualties sustained without material
gain opposite many of the other strongholds in the German front line attacked by British troops
on 1 July.16 The only true breakthrough made by British forces occurred at the southern end of
the Somme line, near the villages of Montauban and Mametz. (The French also broke through to
the south of the 4th Army.)17 But even in and around these two villages the victory was
inconclusive, because Rawlinson failed to authorize renewed attacks quickly enough beyond the
prearranged objectives of the first day. This permitted the Germans to regroup before the breach
in their line could be widened and exploited.Due to the frustratingly slow communication back
from VIII Corps’ front line, it is not surprising, given what appears in the 4th Army war diary, to
discover that the first words in General Rawlinson’s personal diary for 1 July, recording his view
of the events up to 9.20 a.m., reads: ‘The battle has begun well . . . We captured all the front line
trenches easily.’18 The second entry, made at 12.15 p.m., was equally optimistic, asserting that
‘The VIII Corps has taken Serre.’ Only at 3.15 p.m. did Rawlinson come closer to the truth: ‘The
VIII Corps have been pushed out of Serre and Beaumont Hamel.’An equally ill-informed view of
operations may have prompted Rawlinson’s superior, the British Commander-in-Chief General
Sir Douglas Haig, to comment the next day that the British casualties ‘cannot be considered
severe in view of the numbers engaged and the length of line attacked’. But this was on the
basis that he believed there were ‘only’ 40,000 men killed, wounded or missing.19 Later analysis



showed that casualties on 1 July 1916 were in excess of 57,000 (including at least 19,000 men
killed), a huge total for just one day of operations, and one that certainly could not be sustained
on a daily basis during what was likely to be a lengthy campaign.20How had it come to this?
How could the British Army with its overwhelming numerical superiority (nineteen British infantry
divisions fighting against five German divisions), and with the tactical advantage of being able to
choose the time and the place to launch its attack so that it could maximize its troops’ efficiency
by preparing for the battle, have contrived to lose more men in a single day than it had ever lost
before?21 And why had it failed to follow up the one decisive breakthrough made on 1 July, the
exploitation of which might perhaps have justified such high casualties?1: Great
ExpectationsBeaumont Hamel, 1 July 1916(See map 4)1: Great ExpectationsBeaumont Hamel,
1 July 1916(See map 4)At 7.19 a.m. on 1 July 1916, the tension in the British trenches opposite
the German stronghold of Beaumont Hamel reached fever pitch. Expectations of victory had
never been higher. The ‘Big Push’ was about to begin.For seven days, as part of the softening-
up process before the great advance, British and French artillery had been pounding the
German front line to the north and south of where it was bisected by the River Somme. However,
the point where the German line scaled the heights that dominate Beaumont Hamel, a sleepy
French village 11 miles north of the river, was receiving some of the closest attention. It was one
of several German strongpoints where British miners, supported by the infantry, were hoping to
administer the coup de grâce.Unbeknown to the Germans, the miners had hacked their way
through the chalk, until they had hollowed out a 350-yard-long tunnel that ran from behind their
own line, east of the village of Auchonvillers, to beneath the part of the heights known as
Hawthorn Redoubt, on the German side of No Man’s Land (see map 4).1 Then, having packed
the mine with 40,000 pounds of explosives, and having connected wiring, detonators and
guncotton primers, they had scuttled back to the area behind the British front parapet. There,
they joined the other 230,000 British soldiers, who along with their French counterparts to the
south, represented the largest strike force assembled since the German invasion of France in
1914.2 Now the British infantry were only waiting for the commanders of the tunnelling
companies controlling this mine, and the mines secreted under a series of other strongpoints in
the German front line, to push down their plungers, before they charged over the top.Geoffrey
Malins, a British cameraman, who at this crucial juncture had come to the British front line to film
Hawthorn Redoubt, the strongpoint on the Beaumont Hamel heights that was to be exploded
(see map 4), described for posterity what some soldiers were expecting to be the defining
moment of the war, in the following terms:Time 7.19 a.m. My hand grasped the handle of the
camera . . . Another thirty seconds passed. I started turning the handle . . . My object in exposing
half a minute before . . . [zero hour] was to get the mine from the moment it broke ground. I fixed
my eyes on the Redoubt. Any second now. Surely it was time. It seemed to me as if I had been
turning for hours . . . Why doesn’t it go up? I looked at my exposure dial. I had used over a
thousand feet. The horrible thought flashed through my mind that my film might run out before
the mine blew. The thought brought beads of perspiration to my forehead . . . Then it



happened.The ground where I stood gave a massive convulsion. It rocked and swayed. I gripped
hold of my tripod to steady myself. Then, for all the world like a gigantic sponge, the earth rose in
the air . . . hundreds of feet. Higher and higher it rose . . . [Then], with a horrible grinding roar, the
earth fell back upon itself, leaving in its place a mountain of smoke . . .3The explosion certainly
stunned the German defenders, who were already struggling to cope with the regular
bombardment. According to one of the survivors in the 119th Reserve Infantry Regiment, the
26th Reserve Division unit that manned the Redoubt:[It made] such a loud bang . . . that it was
clear it was not made by the firing of any gun. It was accompanied by an enormous smoke cloud
which reared up into the air in front of [our] . . . 9th Company, while stones rained down onto the
position . . . The explosion killed the men in three of the Company’s sections . . . and entombed
those in the dugouts nearby . . . [Afterwards], the surrounding field was as white as if it had just
snowed, and, cut out of the side of the hill, [we could see] the yawning mouth of an [enormous]
crater, 50–60 metres across and 20 metres deep.The explosion was the signal for the attack.
Wave after wave of enemy troops emerged from the British trenches and walked towards us,
their bayonets glinting in the sun . . .4The cameraman on the British side of No Man’s Land,
Geoffrey Malins, also reported the infantrymen’s advance:[After] the earth was down, I swung
my camera round on to our own parapets. [Men] . . . were [climbing] over [them] . . . and
streaming along the skyline . . . Then another signal rang out, and from the trenches immediately
in front of me, [more of] our wonderful troops went over the top. What a picture it was! They went
over as one man . . . [and crossed] . . . the ground in swarms . . . still smoking cigarettes. One man 
actually stopped in the middle of No Man’s Land to light up again.The Germans had by now
realized that the great attack had come. Shrapnel poured into our trenches. They had even got
their crumps . . . into . . . our boys before they were half way across No Man’s Land. But still they
kept on.At that moment my spool ran out. I gave it to my man in a dugout to take care of,
impressing on him he must not leave it under any circumstances. If anything unforeseen
happened [to me], he was to take it back to Headquarters.5But Malins was not the only British
witness to the great events unfolding. An account written by a signaller, stationed in a forward
position a few hundred yards to the south, takes up where Malins’ statement was cut off:I [had]
watched . . . the lads mount the firestep, and . . . spring up the ladders onto the parapet . . . with
mixed feeling[s] . . . Many slid . . . back [as soon as] they . . . reached the top, killed or
wounded . . . The survivors [had] worked their way through our barbed wire in the face of the
fierce shell and machine-gun fire, leaving [behind] many of their pals . . . They went up the long
incline in perfect order, dropping to the ground every now and then, as if on an exercise on
Salisbury Plain, regardless . . . of the intense shelling and small arms fire around and ahead of
them. The line thinned as men fell, but [it] never faltered, [and] at last they vanished from sight,
into the inferno on the ridge beyond . . . All that we could see was the bursting of heavy shells,
and [over the sound of the artillery, we heard] . . . the rattle of machine guns and small arms
fire.6One of the German machine-gunners, whose weapon was ‘rattling’ on the next height, a
mile and a half to the north, in the trench sector protecting the hilltop village of Serre, was



Unteroffizier Otto Lais. He described how the distinctive ‘calm, solid, regular tacking’ of the
machine guns could be heard ‘above all [the] . . . rumbling, growling . . . and wild banging of the
[artillery and infantry guns]: “tack-tack tack-tack”. One gun “tacked” with a slower rhythm, while
another gun “tacked” faster . . . It was an ominous melody as far as the enemy was concerned.
Whereas it reassured and calmed our infantry.’7No account has yet come to light by any
member of the British unit, the 2nd Battalion, the Royal Fusiliers, whose men rushed forward to
occupy the lips of the gigantic crater, gouged out of the chalk, on Hawthorn Ridge. Perhaps none
of them survived, or perhaps what they observed was too awful for them to want to replay it in
their mind’s eye in all its gory details.8 However, the following description of the aftermath of the
explosion, by the aforementioned witness in the German 119th Reserve Regiment, suggests
that there must have been at least one exquisite moment for the attackers, when they would
have believed that all the digging underground – at great personal risk – had been
worthwhile:Near the crater, the British soldiers encountered no resistance . . . [This was
because] the [9th] Company’s 3rd platoon had been trapped in a big dugout where three of the
four exits had been buried. The sentry was trying to break out of the fourth exit, which had been
reduced to a very small hole, [when the first British soldiers reached the German position] . . .
Before he could get out, he was killed with a thrust from a [British] bayonet, and his falling corpse
knocked down the men who were standing on the [dugout] stairs behind him. A German officer
retaliated by shooting the sentry’s assailant in the face with a flare, a response which prompted
the attackers to lob hand grenades and smoke bombs into the dugout. But the trapped Germans
refused to surrender, banking on their regiment to send up reinforcements to rescue
them.9Subsequent events proved they were right not to give in immediately. Even as the
Germans cowered in their subterranean refuge, hoping against hope that their attackers would
run out of hand grenades before blasting them to kingdom come, British fortunes all of a sudden
nosedived: the waves of British attackers in the northern sectors of their line, who had advanced
at 7.30 a.m., zero hour for all troops not in the vanguard attacking the area around the mine on
Hawthorn Ridge, were swept aside by a wall of bullets fired by the German machine-gunners,
isolating those who had advanced ten minutes earlier, just after the mine exploded.Evidence of
this comes from Otto Lais, the machine-gunner protecting Serre. The following extract from his
account describes how, after repulsing the first British attack, the relatively few guns operated by
him and his fellow machine-gunners dashed British attempts to take Serre once and for all:After
the confusion and panic caused by our unexpected resistance, and the heavy casualties, the
English redeployed. Then, for the next two hours, wave after wave of their troops attempted to
beat down our door. They fearlessly ran towards our positions, only to be shot down before they
could get past our wire. [Only] the most intrepid made it to within 20 . . . metres of our
guns.Those following took shelter behind their fallen comrades, some of whom were still
groaning and moaning. Many of these men whimpered as they hung, fatally wounded, on the
remnants of our wire. The survivors took refuge behind the small slope by our wire, where, like
mad men, they fired at us without taking the time to aim their guns carefully . . . We fired at the



stakes holding up the wire . . . and our bullets ricocheted onto the slope occupied by the English.
It was not long before the enemy fire coming from behind the slope petered out . . .[However]
new waves emerged [from the English trenches] . . . only to sink back behind their parapets.
[Then their] officers ran forward, in a [vain] attempt to inspire their men to follow their example . . .
Numerous helmets became visible, but they disappeared again immediately after bullets from
rifles and machine guns sprayed the position, where they had been taking cover. After that, no
more English officers left their trenches, the sight of the battlefield demoralizing any would-be
attackers.Lais’ account of 1 July concludes with what he witnessed that evening:Our losses
were very heavy, but the enemy’s were unimaginable. Whole companies and battalions of
English troops lay on the ground, having been mown down in lines, swept away. No Man’s Land
in between the English and German positions was full of miserable scenes. There was no more
fighting. It was as if the surfeit of misery had frozen any action . . .An English medical team
appeared . . . with an unfolded Red Cross flag . . . Where to begin? Whimpering men were calling
out from nearly every square metre of ground. Our own medical orderlies helped out, wherever
they were needed. The victims, who moments before had been [regarded as a threat because
they were] the enemy, were now just injured fellow human beings, who could be handed over to
their own countrymen [without fear of reprisals].10No Man’s Land opposite Hawthorn Redoubt
and the area around the crater, which was swiftly reclaimed from the British, could only be
described as ‘horrific’ by the writer of the 119th Reserve Regiment’s regimental history. He went
on to report that ‘Poison gas [released by the British troops during the days before the attack]
had whitened [No Man’s Land] . . . and made the grass look as if it was corroded. Corpses,
dressed in khaki brown uniforms, and wounded soldiers, lay in hundreds between the enemies’
lines.’ Piles of the dead from both sides lay beside the chalk that was heaped up around the rim
of the crater. The only redeeming feature from the German point of view was the re-emergence
from the earth of one of their buried officers with a few of his men. ‘They dug themselves out just
as the last of their supply of air was about to be used up.’11Given the extremity of the torment
experienced on the battlefield, it is astonishing how long it took for accurate news of the disaster
to reach those in command. The contrast between the nightmarish chaos in and between the
front lines, and what initially filtered back to the British commanders miles to their rear, could not
have been more striking. There had been what amounted to mass slaughter of a substantial
proportion of the British VIII Corps’ troops, who had tried and failed to capture the German front
lines at the northern end of the Somme front. That did not just apply to the men with VIII Corps’
29th Division, who had been attacking the German trenches to the north and south of the mine
on Hawthorn Ridge, near Beaumont Hamel. It also aptly described the plight of VIII Corps’ 31st
Division, whose annihilation opposite Serre, the next village to the north, has been described by
machine-gunner Otto Lais.Yet for a considerable time the headquarters of the 4th Army, the unit
under General Sir Henry Rawlinson that was supposed to be masterminding the attack from its
chateau in Querrieu, some 14 miles south-west of the Hawthorn Redoubt, was oblivious to the
pain and suffering on the front line. At 8 a.m. its first situation report relating to VIII Corps



complacently concluded: ‘The whole of the Corps reported over the German front line.’12It was
11.30 a.m. before the 4th Army war diarists sounded a note of caution, stating in relation to the
29th Division: ‘Enemy have retaken front line and cut off troops that got through.’13 Over three
hours passed before the 4th Army recorded, at 3 p.m., that the bulk of the 29th and 31st Division
troops were ‘back in our own front line’.14 However, as late as 10 p.m. on the night of 1–2 July,
orders were still being given to the 31st Division telling them to ‘attack . . . and try to join up with
two battalions still believed to be in Serre’, even though no such units were there.15Similar
excessively optimistic reports glossed over the horrendous casualties sustained without material
gain opposite many of the other strongholds in the German front line attacked by British troops
on 1 July.16 The only true breakthrough made by British forces occurred at the southern end of
the Somme line, near the villages of Montauban and Mametz. (The French also broke through to
the south of the 4th Army.)17 But even in and around these two villages the victory was
inconclusive, because Rawlinson failed to authorize renewed attacks quickly enough beyond the
prearranged objectives of the first day. This permitted the Germans to regroup before the breach
in their line could be widened and exploited.Due to the frustratingly slow communication back
from VIII Corps’ front line, it is not surprising, given what appears in the 4th Army war diary, to
discover that the first words in General Rawlinson’s personal diary for 1 July, recording his view
of the events up to 9.20 a.m., reads: ‘The battle has begun well . . . We captured all the front line
trenches easily.’18 The second entry, made at 12.15 p.m., was equally optimistic, asserting that
‘The VIII Corps has taken Serre.’ Only at 3.15 p.m. did Rawlinson come closer to the truth: ‘The
VIII Corps have been pushed out of Serre and Beaumont Hamel.’An equally ill-informed view of
operations may have prompted Rawlinson’s superior, the British Commander-in-Chief General
Sir Douglas Haig, to comment the next day that the British casualties ‘cannot be considered
severe in view of the numbers engaged and the length of line attacked’. But this was on the
basis that he believed there were ‘only’ 40,000 men killed, wounded or missing.19 Later analysis
showed that casualties on 1 July 1916 were in excess of 57,000 (including at least 19,000 men
killed), a huge total for just one day of operations, and one that certainly could not be sustained
on a daily basis during what was likely to be a lengthy campaign.20How had it come to this?
How could the British Army with its overwhelming numerical superiority (nineteen British infantry
divisions fighting against five German divisions), and with the tactical advantage of being able to
choose the time and the place to launch its attack so that it could maximize its troops’ efficiency
by preparing for the battle, have contrived to lose more men in a single day than it had ever lost
before?21 And why had it failed to follow up the one decisive breakthrough made on 1 July, the
exploitation of which might perhaps have justified such high casualties?2: Paradise LostEngland
and Northern France, November 1915–May 1916(See map 1)At the beginning of 1916, that is
six months before the commencement of the ‘Big Push’, the British Expeditionary Force (the
BEF) in France and Belgium consisted of thirty-eight infantry and five cavalry divisions (in
excess of 987,000 men). They held around 67 of the 87 miles of trenches that stretched
between Boesinghe, near Ypres, Belgium, in the north and the Somme near Curlu, France, in



the south.1 The trenches to the south were held by the French Army, and they ran all the way to
France’s border with Switzerland. The Belgian and French Armies held the trenches to the
north.2This long line of trenches was the legacy of the German attempt in August 1914 to invade
and take over Belgium and France. Thanks to British, French and Belgian resistance – which
encompassed celebrated actions such as the BEF’s retreat from the area around Mons in
Belgium in August 1914, as well as the Anglo-French counter-attack on the Marne in France the
following month – the German advance was halted. Whereupon both sides dug in on the terrain
they then occupied, thereby putting an end to what is sometimes referred to as the war of
movement. The result was a stalemate, with British, French and Belgian trenches snaking from
north to south through Belgium and France opposite an equally long German line.Subsequent
attempts by the Germans, and the French and British Armies, to cut through the entrenched
lines opposing them, had proved fruitless, raising the question: would it ever be possible? The
French and British generals believed they could break the deadlock, if they were only given
enough guns and ammunition, provided they did not repeat the errors made in the previous
operations. With that in mind, in the course of a conference at Chantilly, France, in December
1915, they reached an agreement as to what they should do next. The two countries would
mount a major offensive during 1916 at more or less the same time as the Russian planned
offensive on the Eastern Front.Such plans required more boots on the ground. Over the next
months, the British recruitment drive led to a dramatic increase in the size of the BEF. By 1 July
1916, the date when the planned offensive commenced, the number of men under British
command on the Continent had risen to in excess of 1,488,000. They were divided up into fifty-
eight divisions. The commander of each of these divisions controlled three brigades, which in
turn contained four battalions, battalions being the units of around 700 to 1,000 men who
actually did the fighting in the front line. These divisions were in turn controlled by the
commanders of eighteen corps, and these corps answered to the commanders of four armies
(see map 1).3 All of these troops acted under the direction of the British General Headquarters
(GHQ) commanded by General Sir Douglas Haig.Given that many of the regular full-time British
troops had become casualties during the initial German offensive, the core of the British Army in
1916 consisted of inexperienced volunteers. Their units are sometimes referred to collectively as
the New Armies. They largely consisted of the men raised following the fabulously successful
recruitment campaign featuring the charismatic Secretary of State for War, Field Marshal Earl
(Horatio Herbert) Kitchener, as well as some of the so-called ‘Derby men’. These were the last
volunteers recruited pursuant to a scheme instigated by Lord Derby, Director General of
Recruiting, shortly before conscription was introduced for single men in Britain in January 1916.
Conscription was only extended to cover married men four months later.4Many of the pre-
conscription volunteers served in Pals battalions, the generic name given to those battalions
whose recruits had a link either with a particular profession or an area. This enabled volunteers
to enlist alongside friends and acquaintances. The downside was that these Pals battalions, like
the other recruits raised by Kitchener, were full of novices who knew nothing of army life, let



alone what it took to survive and fight in trenches. There was also the risk that if casualties in any
particular unit were high, whole families or even whole communities could be more or less wiped
out.The top British generals cited the rudimentary training offered to these new recruits as the
reason why they adopted pedestrian tactics on the battlefield. But that excuse was far from being
the only explanation for what went wrong. Long before the beginning of the planned offensive,
there was abundant evidence suggesting that the British Army was not the efficient force it was
portrayed to be, and if more politicians had served in the ranks as well as on the generals’ staffs,
the government would have been in the know as well.It is easy to see why Members of
Parliament might not want to muck in with the lower ranks, or even with the junior officers. The
facilities laid on for them in France were often basic to say the least. A portrait of the kind of
privations and primitive conditions that the newly arrived soldiers had to put up with can be
gleaned from the diaries and letters of four soldiers who served in the same battalion: the 22nd
Battalion, the Manchester Regiment, one Pals battalion that was to be entrusted with a
particularly important role in the attack being planned.Like many of the Pals battalions, the 22nd
Manchesters, also known as the 7th Manchester Pals, contained a substantial number of middle-
class professionals, some of whom were already making their mark in civilian life when war was
declared. They included a barrister who was to become a Member of Parliament and the
government’s Solicitor General after the war, a future editor of the New Statesman and two
university lecturers.Most of these professionals and intellectuals were officers. However, Harry
Tawney, a left-wing university lecturer of economic history, whose work would one day lead to
him being referred to as one of the brains behind the post-war Labour Party, refused to take the
commission offered to him, preferring to serve initially as a private and subsequently as a
sergeant. It is largely thanks to Tawney that we know about some of the hardships men in the
ranks had to endure, as well as the inefficiencies within the Army which were particularly galling
for those who were often dismissively referred to as the ‘poor bloody infantry’.If one can believe
the reassuring letters that Tawney sent to his wife Jeannette before going to France, he handled
the trench-digging training exercises surprisingly easily for a man approaching middle age who
was not used to physical exercise. He was thirty-four years old at the time of writing. In one such
letter he wrote: ‘It was quite hard work digging them. One uses a pick and a spade. But I found I
could do it as well as the others and am only a little stiff today.’5He found grenade-throwing
practice more exacting. It involved ‘getting into trenches and throwing small bags filled with earth
as imitation bombs,’ Tawney informed Jeannette. ‘It is more difficult than it sounds, for the
trenches are very narrow and deep, and if one knocks the side, one would probably be blown
up.’6 However, both activities were preferable to ‘squad drill of which we are all heartily sick’,7
Tawney concluded.His battalion left Lark Hill, the army base on Salisbury Plain, on 10 November
1915, and after a brief delay in Folkestone the men were shipped to Boulogne, the entry port for
many of the BEF units sent to France. The departure was particularly hard to bear for those with
young families. The resulting homesickness prompted Charlie May, a twenty-seven-year-old
captain in the 22nd Manchesters, to scribble a series of heartfelt entries addressed to his wife



Maude in the diaries he wrote up each day he was away from his family. It is an extraordinary
record, given that unlike so many World War I diaries it does not just list the day’s events. It
provides a full account of May’s hopes and anxieties, and contains countless professions of love
both for Maude and for Pauline, their newly born daughter.‘When shall we meet again?’ he wrote
wistfully on the eve of the battalion’s departure for France, continuing: ‘When will the time come
when we can once more set up our home and recommence our life of utter happiness? Ah
Maudie, how little I realized where happiness lay until this old war came along and it was denied
me.’8The letter that Tawney wrote to his sister Mildred on 22 November 1915 describes the
conditions that the members of his battalion had to endure on their arrival in France:When we
first landed, we had two rather bad days. First an awful night under canvas in rain which lasted
for about 24 hours and made the whole place a swamp. Then after about 4 hours in cattle trucks,
a march of some 15 miles in which we contrived to lose our way. Since then . . . we are billeted
with . . . the peasants. I and another sergeant sleep in a little hut, one half of which is occupied by
a pig, [albeit] a very clean and quiet one . . . We sleep on straw with a blanket each.9Captain
May, who was less enamoured with the simplicity of peasant life, and who appears to have
regarded his absence from his idealized home as something akin to paradise lost, analysed their
resting place less enthusiastically. According to his diary, Brucamps, the village where they had
ended up (sixteen miles north-west of Amiens), stank because of the mounds of dung piled up
beside each house.10 Its inhabitants were filthy. Not that you could blame them. There was no
running water, and May’s men had to design and dig their own sewage system. Bracing route
marches were necessary to ward off the icy cold. Within days of their arrival, the ground was
carpeted with snow. To add insult to injury, the peasants overcharged the battalion for the
firewood that the soldiers had to burn to keep warm, only lowering the price after some hard
bargaining. This prompted May, referring to a stereotype that was then commonplace amongst
the officer class, to complain: ‘I think the French peasantry [must] have Hebrew blood in their
veins in degrees of varying intensity.’11Complaints about the cost of firewood must have been
the last subject on the minds of recruits on their way to the Somme from sunnier climes. The
reinforcements that were to swell the ranks of the BEF prior to the battle were not all from Britain.
There were also soldiers from British dominions such as South Africa and Canada, and by the
beginning of 1916 the Australian and New Zealand contingents in Egypt, who were eventually to
serve under British command in France, contained well in excess of 100,000 men.12The
following account of the scene at Sydney’s Wooloomooloo Wharf on 30 September 1915 as
Private R. W. Harpley, an Australian Imperial Force recruit, left Australia, highlights the wave of
patriotism which swept through the dominions after the news reached them that their mother
country needed their help if they were to overcome their common enemies, the Germans and
the Turks:Just before entering the Wharf, all civilians were stopped . . . So the . . . farewell took
place in the main street . . . We then boarded the transport ship Argyleshire . . . When all were
aboard, the people were allowed onto the Wharf. They streamed in until the Wharf was just one
mass of people . . . Almost everyone had a roll of streamers. These they threw up to the soldiers



on the boat until there [were] . . . streamers of every colour imaginable from one end of the ship
to the other . . . It presented the most beautiful sight I have ever witnessed.It had such a glorious
effect as the boat was swinging out that I believe it brought tears from every soldier’s eyes, mine
being no exception. It was about 10.30 a.m. when we moved off from the Wharf. We then put out
to middle harbour and anchored until 5 p.m. when we finally set out on our long voyage to
Egypt.13The following extract, from a letter written by Leslie Kenney almost three months earlier,
records how tears of a different kind were shed as he and his fellow signallers, part of the New
Zealand Expeditionary Force’s 6th Reinforcement troops, left Wellington in New Zealand. His
letter starts with the words ‘Dear Mother’, and continues:I will never forget our departure from
Wellington Wharf. During our parade through the principal streets of Wellington, I was proud to
be among the boys. I only realized in a dim sort of way what had caused so many people to
assemble along our route. It was easy to call a cheerful ‘Goodbye’ to the many people whom I
recognized, to the girls, Len, Ern and the kiddies. Even when I called out to you just before going
onto the Wharf, I was so sure of seeing you on board, and saying ‘goodbye’ properly, that I
hadn’t given the final parting a thought.So when I got on board, I scrambled . . . onto one of the
lifeboats where I was sure of being seen . . . I semaphored Len as to your whereabouts . . . He
[semaphored] back that you were too upset to see me . . . The news came as a blow. It was . . .
not until then that I realized your share of the sacrifice. I kept on deck somehow until the ship
cleared the wharf.The last few minutes of leaving were like a huge and awful nightmare. The
swaying, yelling people crowded on that wharf, and that beastly band assembled on that crane
platform playing patriotic airs, the ship’s frantic whistling as she cast off and backed slowly out,
simply smothered with khaki clad men on her side nearest the Wharf, and with a list as if she
would capsize any minute, is a memory which will last a lifetime.14At least the 22nd
Manchesters and the Australasians had time to acclimatize before going into action. That was a
luxury denied to men like Private Arthur Wrench, who on 15 November 1915 was shipped from
Southampton to Le Havre, the other commonly used route for the BEF’s reinforcements. He was
to make up the numbers in the 4th Battalion, the Seaforth Highlanders, part of the 51st Highland
Division.Before he had time to enquire why more men were needed, Wrench was whisked off to
the Béthune sector, and within two days of arriving in France, found himself marching towards
the front. He had to learn the ropes quickly.The more experienced soldiers roared with laughter
when, on the way, Wrench remarked that he could hear the rumbling of thunder in the distance.
That was his first introduction to the sound of gunfire. No one was laughing when during
Wrench’s first night in the trenches, the company sergeant-major asked for volunteers to bury
the dead in No Man’s Land. Wrench’s account states that he only stepped forward because he
thought the sergeant-major was being facetious. But it was no joke. ‘There were plenty of them
there . . . ,’ he wrote:[Before burying them] we . . . [had to take] off their identity disks and . . . [give] 
them to the Company Sergeant Major . . . We heaped the earth over perhaps 50 bodies before
we were spotted [by the Germans], and sent back to our trench by [their] machine-guns. It was
the most gruesome sight imaginable to come into this so suddenly, and see these men lying



mutilated and half decomposed, and black with the effects of poison gas.It was all the more
shocking for men such as Wrench, because it was the first time they had been outside their
comfort zone. He himself had never travelled abroad before. It is not surprising, then, that for
such men life away from the trenches was equally perplexing. Wrench was also appalled by his
fellow soldiers’ drinking habits, especially those who drank until they passed out on the floor.It
was only after he and his comrades were drenched during a compulsory church service that
Wrench relented a little. He could understand why, in these circumstances, they might wish to
drink away their sorrows afterwards, acknowledging that ‘this other “spiritual” happiness’ was
necessary ‘to counteract the ill effects of the drenching and cold [encountered] on the church
parade’.His growing tolerance for the soldiers’ habits did not, however, stretch to his comrades’
preoccupation with women. On 14 December 1915, nearly a month after arriving in France,
Wrench wrote:I am disgusted . . . with all the discussions and stories the fellows generally
indulge in, and if they are not talking objectionably about the virtues of any particular girls in the
village, they may be telling their experiences with other disreputable females in certain houses.
Tonight some of us were squatted round a table in an estaminet drinking coffee and blathering to
Mademoiselle Floré Lété, who is an incorrigible flirt. She showed us a few dozen photographs of
different British soldiers, which she hurriedly hid in her blouse as her mother
appeared.15Perhaps it was fortunate he was not with the 1st Battalion, the Lancashire Fusiliers,
when they were given permission to sample the nightlife in Armentières two months later.
According to the Lancashire Fusiliers’ Corporal George Ashurst, the estaminet he visited was full
of soldiers, all drinking what they referred to as ‘ “vinn” blanc’. However, the real attraction was
the five women up in the bedrooms. ‘The steps leading up to the bedrooms were full. [There
was] a man on every step waiting . . . [his] turn,’ Ashurst reported. All was going well until the
battalion’s padre walked in. He was horrified by what he observed and asked ‘Have none of you
any mothers? Have none of you any sisters?’ The padre then flounced out, promising to report
what he had seen to the colonel, which he duly did. It was the last time they were allowed out for
the whole evening. A curfew was subsequently imposed two hours after dark.16The privates in
the 22nd Manchesters, and presumably those in other units, might have enjoyed similar
horizontal refreshment had they been left to their own devices. A note that Captain Charlie May
wrote in his diary on 15 November 1915 stated that Canaples (11 miles north-west of Amiens),
the village where his men spent much of their leisure time that month, had a ‘café wherein two
young ladies dispense drinks, or just as readily, photographs of themselves in the nude’. To this
he added the observation:It was not possible for me to sample either of the chief wares of the
café, but I understand it has been [full] . . . of my . . . company, and the only reason why any of its
stock is [still] in the possession of its proprietors, is the acute penury of my high-minded privates,
who have not been paid for over a fortnight. I had intended paying them this morning, but a wise
Providence decreed that I should forget the Acquittance roll. Thus a prolonged [period of]
depravity has been avoided.17Wrench’s chastity and Ashurst’s tale of unbridled lust and the
poverty-stricken Manchesters’ frustration probably represented only half the story. One wonders



whether the sexual exploits of Eddie Bigwood, a private in the 7th Battalion, the Worcestershire
Regiment, were more typical. Like many who enlisted under the Derby recruitment scheme, he
had enlisted as a soldier on his eighteenth birthday, and had had little, if any, experience of a
sexual nature involving women before he was shipped to France. That was what made a trip to
White Star, a brothel in Rouen, so appealing. However, when the clanging of a bell as he and his
mates entered the brothel prompted four or five beautiful girls to come running down the corridor
to greet them, clad only in wispy transparent lace, the ‘virgin’ soldiers turned tail and ran for their
lives.18The prospect of being chased by nubile young women was not confined to houses of ill
repute. The Anglo-Irish officer Frank Crozier, at the time in question a major in the 9th Battalion,
the Royal Irish Rifles, has described how the young daughter of the house, where he was
billeted on arriving in France, took to visiting him when he was in bed. She wore nothing but her
nightdress. On the first night she used the pretext that she was bringing him a hot-water bottle.
The next night she was slightly more direct, asking him whether he was happily married, and
whether he had any children. Crozier could not help but observe how ‘her long hair nestles
round her neck and over her shoulders’. Fearing that he would not be able to resist her a third
time, and knowing ‘it is a dirty bird who fouls its own nest’, he quit the billet before he was
tempted to do something he might regret. It was only later that he learned it was routine for many
billets to offer sex as an optional extra.19Some British soldiers found that the French girls on the
game were less of a threat outside the confines of a brothel. Lieutenant Lawrence Gameson, a
doctor with the 45th Field Ambulance unit, recalled how while doing a bit of sightseeing, which
involved walking around the cathedral in Amiens, ‘a little caressing lady took my arm, and asked:
“Where are you going darling?” I told her and passed on’, without feeling harassed or
intimidated. ‘These girls for the most part do not solicit in the cruder London manner,’ he
commented. ‘Rather they suggest in a way entirely without offence that they are at your
service.’Having said that, Gameson’s journal also contains an account of how one French
prostitute tipped a bottle of scent over a fellow officer. This did not go down well with their
colonel. At dinner that night, he sniffed disapprovingly and said ‘Fisher, really!’20While drinking
French beer and wine and sleeping with French women spiced up long evenings spent out of
the trenches, there was plenty of time during the day to concentrate on the main reason for
coming to France: how to break through the German line and how to hold a position once it was
taken. Digging trenches, shooting and practising moving through a wood were all on the training
agenda, as was advancing on replicas of No Man’s Land and the enemy front line. Great pride
was taken in making one’s own unit the best in the division.21However, sometimes even the
keenest soldier tired of the comradeship and communal living. Captain Charlie May’s diary
makes it only too clear how he chafed against the enforced lack of privacy. On New Year’s Eve
1915–16 he would have given almost anything to have been left to his own devices. Solitude
would have permitted him to daydream about what it would be like at home. As he confessed to
Maude, who he hoped would one day read what he had written, May was happiest when
slipping away on Lizzie, his horse, and riding through the countryside around Canaples so that



he could, as he put it:imagine that you were with me and that we had the open countryside to
stroll through as so often we have done in the dear days before all the world were soldiers . . . I
thought of you as we strolled there, Lizzie with her reins slack wandering where she would . . .
and I longed that you could have been with me for I know how you would have loved it and how
happy we two would have been. The green rides of Epping came back to me in a flash. You in
that black spotted muslin dress you used to wear looking cool and lovely, so that I just asked
nothing more than to walk along and gaze at you dumbly, like any simple country lout gazes at
his maid.22Such romantic yearnings were evidently absent from the letters he actually sent to
Maude. On 13 January 1916, May wrote in his diary:I have a letter from you tonight in which you
ask if I love you . . . My dear girlie. How can you ask me such a question? To me, it seems so
impossible you could ever think otherwise. And yet. I expect my letters are rather matter of fact,
and contain little reiteration of my affections. I must try and write more softly . . . I can
understand . . . you hunger for letters more full of unadulterated love, more truly personal
missives, less everyday and plain. Here . . . one is liable to forget that personal outlook. We are
all so absolutely in the same boat that one gets to look upon enforced separation from one’s
dear ones as an affliction common to all, and therefore to be borne as such.I long . . . to see you,
to clasp you in my arms and hug you. And I long with all my heart to see my Baby, my sweet,
pure and precious Pauline. Her little pert face looks up at me from out her photo so lifelike that I
can see her as though she was in this very room . . .There. I have given myself the pip, as I knew
I should. Too long dwelling on things such as these are not good for one here. It is better not to
think too much if one would bear a smiling face about one’s work.23Perhaps ‘thinking too much’
was the reason why Major Frank Merriman, the barrister in the battalion, always looked so
miserable. He constantly had a ‘doleful’ expression, and rarely if ever smiled.24 Never could a
man have been so inappropriately named. That put him on a collision course with Captain Alfred
Bland, his subordinate in the battalion’s A Company, who according to May, ‘grins from morn to
eve, swears he is enjoying himself top-hole, and I believe, really is’.25Merriman and Bland’s
personality clash was highlighted by their different reaction to the battalion being ordered to
move from its original position on the Somme to one further to the east opposite Mametz. In
spite of the fact that the relocation meant they would have to forget all they had learned about
their original sector, Bland thought the move would be ‘great fun’ and a ‘great experience’,
whereas Merriman pessimistically stated: ‘If this transfer is accomplished without a very grave
disaster, I shall be surprised.’26Matters came to a head between them on 18 January 1916.
May’s diary entry for that day stated: ‘Poor Bland is in rather serious trouble. Major Merriman has
charged him before the CO with using insubordinate language, a most serious [allegation] . . . if it
is true.’27 Bland countered by secretly giving to the 91st Brigade’s staff captain his version of
what had happened.28 A hint of what he told the staff captain is contained in a remarkable letter
that Bland sent to his wife Violet on the same day. It included the following damning analysis of
Merriman’s character:He is of the genus fox, weasel, stoat, ferret and rat . . . He is cunning,
smooth faced, double tongued, uncertain in temper, ferocious, predatory and given to burrowing



underground. He is a born intriguer, rejoicing in pulling secret wires, striving to undermine other
people’s reputations, gloating over their mistakes, making the worst of their errors, always
imagining evil, always eagerly searching after vicious motives, stooping to wilful invention to
cover up any mistakes of his own, and piling up damnation for others if thereby he can save his
own face . . .He is a parasite. He makes friends of those who will improve his future prospects . . .
He ignores or pushes aside all others . . . He gets the ear of the powers that be, and by subtle
suggestion and careful deference, worms his way into their confidence and having won his way
maintains his position by deliberately artless flattery, constant court and persistent attentions . . .
In fact my dear, he is the rankest poison I have ever met . . .He is working day and night to out
our present Second in Command and to take his place . . . So he plays eternal court to the CO,
busies himself with the Second in Command’s job . . . and takes every chance of improving the
occasion, catching up any casual word of criticism and hastening to clinch it with a wise head
nodding and murmured agreement. Oh he is a detestably false creature . . .29What Violet made
of Bland’s character assassination has not been recorded. Certainly, to a dispassionate third
party it appears hyperbolic, even comic. However, the fact that Bland and Merriman were
supposed to be preparing to go over the top together, which might require one of them to risk his
life to save the other, made the enterprise very dangerous. Because Merriman was loathed by all
the other officers, and mocked by the ‘other ranks’ to the extent that in Bland’s opinion ‘they will
never follow him’, the situation became even more untenable.There were, it seemed, only two
ways out. Either Merriman would be ‘accidentally’ shot by one of his own men, a real prospect
according to another of Bland’s letters to Violet,30 or Merriman would disgrace himself in the
trenches. In yet another letter to his wife, Bland observed that during their last visit to the front
line, Merriman had had ‘the jumps’, suggesting that his nerve was about to fail him.31Eventually,
a third option presented itself. During a subsequent stint in the front line, Merriman was so
unpleasant and difficult that his company’s NCOs were in open revolt. Two of them refused to go
back into the front line with him again and applied for a transfer to another unit. That gave Bland
the opening he had been waiting for. He sent a report on Merriman to the colonel.Merriman was
reprimanded and shortly afterwards he applied to join the 4th Army’s headquarters as its judge
advocate, leaving the way clear for Bland to take over his command.32 It was the right result for
the Army, but it had taken a long time to sort out, raising questions about whether similar
problems were prevalent within other units, and even further up the hierarchy.Harry Tawney’s
experiences certainly suggested that something was badly wrong. His letters are full of
grievances concerning Army inefficiency. Even a simple act such as handing out plates and
clothing resulted in inordinately long delays: ‘People in the Army seem to have absolutely no
idea of time and no capacity for organizing anything at all,’ he complained to his wife Jeannette.
‘With a little foresight the whole business could have been done in about half an hour’, instead of
the two long hours it had taken.33Much more serious, given that the men were about to
participate in an offensive, was the failure to provide adequate equipment. By all accounts the
first spell of the 22nd Manchesters in the trenches was traumatic, not because of any assault by



the Germans, but because it was wet and muddy and because appropriate clothing had not
been supplied. ‘It would not be so bad if the Army had any idea of how to dress soldiers,’ Tawney
told Jeannette. ‘But in this, as in other matters, they appear to know nothing about their own silly
business. What one ought to wear is fisherman’s oilskins with waders up to our chest. The great
coats they give us suck up all the water and mud there is, and become, after a few hours, of an
intolerable weight.’34In another letter concerning the same spell in the trenches, which Tawney
wrote to his friend and brother-in-law William Beveridge (already a respected economist, who
later achieved immortal fame as the author of the Beveridge Report, the basis of the modern
welfare state), he grumbled:Their incompetence in these minor practical matters is . . .
astonishing . . . As to packs, an even more important matter, for it is the marching which ‘kills’
most men, instead of a rucksack hanging down the middle of one’s back, what we are given is a
thing like a lady’s hatbox, an evil thing at all times, but an instrument of torture on one’s back.Oh,
these soldiers! Perhaps they are good at astronomy or poetry . . . But as to war! If only they
would clear out and leave it to be settled by a committee of civilians! . . . Their cardinal rule is
never to admit a mistake or to accept any suggestion from anyone who cannot give it as an
order. What is called discipline is mainly, after a few elementary matters have been learned, a
code of rules for preventing any sort of new idea struggling into the august presence of the
authorities.The pedagogic vices – . . . [little] ability, cocksureness, ignorance of the ordinary
affairs of men, predominate in some high military quarters to a degree which would cause
explosive laughter in civil life.And one might . . . smile. One might even . . . laugh, while these
great little men stamp and fume, and gnaw their moustaches, and abuse their subordinates for
their [own] mistake, and behave like the schoolmaster of fiction [were it not so serious]. I see one
of these [men] fairly often. He has the power to send some 1000 men to be killed. And I come
away between laughter and tears.35One can easily imagine Jeannette Tawney dining out on
one incident covered in the letter her husband sent her shortly before Christmas 1915:Today the
Quartermaster sent for me and began scolding me for not taking over various properties which
do not exist in the usual army style, meeting every attempt to explain with: ‘Don’t answer me
back’, and finally threatening to take me before the CO. (Tawney was supposed to find suitable
billets for the battalion when out of the line.)He is a vulgar little animal, who has probably never
been accustomed to exercise any authority, and behaves to one as the baser sort of nouveau
riche behave to their domestic servants. You can imagine the kind of beast and its ways. What is
more to the point, he does not appear to know his job, and is therefore doubly severe on his
subordinates. He was very angry with me because he lost his temper, and I had the impudence
not to be frightened.36However, in spite of all the threats, Tawney was not reduced to the ranks,
and his wife probably marvelled at how he was able to transform an ugly argument into an
amusing anecdote. But behind the laughter he was making a serious point. The British New
Armies were full of incompetent officials. It might not matter if they abused their subordinates
unfairly concerning the minor administrative matters such as those mentioned by Tawney. But it
could be a matter of life and death if such individuals were ever let loose with a gun in the



trenches.This was something that Lieutenant Edgar Lord, of the 15th Battalion, the Lancashire
Fusiliers, was soon to find out. He learned from bitter personal experience just how dangerous it
could be to share the same field, let alone the same trench, with some of his brother officers.
During the first half of 1916, Lord was one of several hundred officers and NCOs who had the
misfortune to be invited to Beauval (around 15 miles north of Amiens) to watch an exhibition of a
new weapon: the Stokes light mortar, which could be used to lob 50-pound bombs shaped like
toffee apples (they consisted of a spherical bomb attached to a long pipe) over the German
parapets into their trenches:We sat down in a field near . . . [where] the Trench Mortar Battery . . .
personnel . . . were preparing for the show . . . when suddenly we heard [the] . . . cry: ‘Run for
it!’ . . . I . . . had only gone a few yards when I felt rather than heard a tremendous explosion . . . An 
enormous roar rent the air, earth and pieces of metal flying everywhere . . . Everyone there was
hit with either or both. Two more explosions followed . . .When we gathered our scattered wits . . .
my right thigh felt as if it had been beaten with a heavy stick . . . [and] the [right] leg of my
trousers felt warm and sticky . . . A few yards away a man lay groaning across a few strands of
barbed wire . . . I bandaged him [up. Then] . . . I had to ask Doncaster to attend to [my] two small
wounds . . . As the pain became more severe, I found it more comfortable to lie on my stomach. It
was at least an hour before the ambulances arrived to take us away. Only one man was killed
outright, but several died later from the seventy or eighty casualties.Only later did Lord discover
the cause of the explosions. An officer had accidentally ‘released a striker which fired a ten-
second fuse. Instead of throwing the shell into an empty emplacement or traverse, he dropped it
where it was, among all the bombs – and ran for it.’ He escaped without a scratch!37The only
‘crime’ that matched not knowing how to handle a weapon with which you were entrusted was
rashly putting the lives of the men under your command at risk. Before the ‘Big Push’ started,
there were many commanding officers who fell into this latter category. That meant Lieutenant-
Colonel H. G. Powell, commander of the newly formed 8th Battalion, the East Surrey Regiment,
was one of several senior officers who did not measure up. In September 1915 he shocked 2nd
Lieutenant P. G. Heath, who at eighteen years of age was one of his youngest subalterns, into
disobedience when he instructed him via his company commander to supervise the digging of a
trench joining up two salients in the front line at 8 o’clock that night. Given that at 8 p.m. it was
still broad daylight, Heath was understandably appalled. ‘I could feel myself trembling,’ he later
wrote in his memoirs, ‘for the order practically amounted to a death sentence for me and my
platoon.’ Fortunately, the colonel quickly revoked the order when he heard what Heath had to
say about it, but it was just one of a string of incidents which made it clear that this battalion, like
many others, had to fear its own officers almost as much as the Germans.38It should be
emphasized that most of Harry Tawney’s wrath was not aimed at the battalion officers below the
rank of colonel. ‘[The] poor devils . . . are kicked about like we are,’ he wrote to William
Beveridge:But I never met anyone who had been in the game for a year or so, who did not damn
the staff. Of course one never has much direct evidence of their incompetence. That is the worst
of the military system. One never can bring one’s superiors, the men who make the really big



blunders to book. And as there is not, and cannot be, any military public opinion in England . . .
they escape scot free, or with nothing worse than a peerage! . . .There are so many strands
pointing in the same direction, from the imbecil[ic] waste of time over training, to . . . tragic affairs
such as Neuve Chapelle [the first of several British attempts to break through the German line
during 1915], I fancy there must be something in the general feeling that the Higher Command is
not up to the game.39When Beveridge received this letter in England, he might have wondered
whether Tawney was exaggerating. But in fact Tawney had made a good point. Behind the
superficial veneer of competence presented to the outside world by the British Army’s top brass,
which led the politicians and most British citizens to hope that they had everything under control,
there really was something very worrying going on.2: Paradise LostEngland and Northern
France, November 1915–May 1916(See map 1)2: Paradise LostEngland and Northern France,
November 1915–May 1916(See map 1)At the beginning of 1916, that is six months before the
commencement of the ‘Big Push’, the British Expeditionary Force (the BEF) in France and
Belgium consisted of thirty-eight infantry and five cavalry divisions (in excess of 987,000 men).
They held around 67 of the 87 miles of trenches that stretched between Boesinghe, near Ypres,
Belgium, in the north and the Somme near Curlu, France, in the south.1 The trenches to the
south were held by the French Army, and they ran all the way to France’s border with
Switzerland. The Belgian and French Armies held the trenches to the north.2This long line of
trenches was the legacy of the German attempt in August 1914 to invade and take over Belgium
and France. Thanks to British, French and Belgian resistance – which encompassed celebrated
actions such as the BEF’s retreat from the area around Mons in Belgium in August 1914, as well
as the Anglo-French counter-attack on the Marne in France the following month – the German
advance was halted. Whereupon both sides dug in on the terrain they then occupied, thereby
putting an end to what is sometimes referred to as the war of movement. The result was a
stalemate, with British, French and Belgian trenches snaking from north to south through
Belgium and France opposite an equally long German line.Subsequent attempts by the
Germans, and the French and British Armies, to cut through the entrenched lines opposing
them, had proved fruitless, raising the question: would it ever be possible? The French and
British generals believed they could break the deadlock, if they were only given enough guns
and ammunition, provided they did not repeat the errors made in the previous operations. With
that in mind, in the course of a conference at Chantilly, France, in December 1915, they reached
an agreement as to what they should do next. The two countries would mount a major offensive
during 1916 at more or less the same time as the Russian planned offensive on the Eastern
Front.Such plans required more boots on the ground. Over the next months, the British
recruitment drive led to a dramatic increase in the size of the BEF. By 1 July 1916, the date when
the planned offensive commenced, the number of men under British command on the Continent
had risen to in excess of 1,488,000. They were divided up into fifty-eight divisions. The
commander of each of these divisions controlled three brigades, which in turn contained four
battalions, battalions being the units of around 700 to 1,000 men who actually did the fighting in



the front line. These divisions were in turn controlled by the commanders of eighteen corps, and
these corps answered to the commanders of four armies (see map 1).3 All of these troops acted
under the direction of the British General Headquarters (GHQ) commanded by General Sir
Douglas Haig.Given that many of the regular full-time British troops had become casualties
during the initial German offensive, the core of the British Army in 1916 consisted of
inexperienced volunteers. Their units are sometimes referred to collectively as the New Armies.
They largely consisted of the men raised following the fabulously successful recruitment
campaign featuring the charismatic Secretary of State for War, Field Marshal Earl (Horatio
Herbert) Kitchener, as well as some of the so-called ‘Derby men’. These were the last volunteers
recruited pursuant to a scheme instigated by Lord Derby, Director General of Recruiting, shortly
before conscription was introduced for single men in Britain in January 1916. Conscription was
only extended to cover married men four months later.4Many of the pre-conscription volunteers
served in Pals battalions, the generic name given to those battalions whose recruits had a link
either with a particular profession or an area. This enabled volunteers to enlist alongside friends
and acquaintances. The downside was that these Pals battalions, like the other recruits raised
by Kitchener, were full of novices who knew nothing of army life, let alone what it took to survive
and fight in trenches. There was also the risk that if casualties in any particular unit were high,
whole families or even whole communities could be more or less wiped out.The top British
generals cited the rudimentary training offered to these new recruits as the reason why they
adopted pedestrian tactics on the battlefield. But that excuse was far from being the only
explanation for what went wrong. Long before the beginning of the planned offensive, there was
abundant evidence suggesting that the British Army was not the efficient force it was portrayed
to be, and if more politicians had served in the ranks as well as on the generals’ staffs, the
government would have been in the know as well.It is easy to see why Members of Parliament
might not want to muck in with the lower ranks, or even with the junior officers. The facilities laid
on for them in France were often basic to say the least. A portrait of the kind of privations and
primitive conditions that the newly arrived soldiers had to put up with can be gleaned from the
diaries and letters of four soldiers who served in the same battalion: the 22nd Battalion, the
Manchester Regiment, one Pals battalion that was to be entrusted with a particularly important
role in the attack being planned.Like many of the Pals battalions, the 22nd Manchesters, also
known as the 7th Manchester Pals, contained a substantial number of middle-class
professionals, some of whom were already making their mark in civilian life when war was
declared. They included a barrister who was to become a Member of Parliament and the
government’s Solicitor General after the war, a future editor of the New Statesman and two
university lecturers.Most of these professionals and intellectuals were officers. However, Harry
Tawney, a left-wing university lecturer of economic history, whose work would one day lead to
him being referred to as one of the brains behind the post-war Labour Party, refused to take the
commission offered to him, preferring to serve initially as a private and subsequently as a
sergeant. It is largely thanks to Tawney that we know about some of the hardships men in the



ranks had to endure, as well as the inefficiencies within the Army which were particularly galling
for those who were often dismissively referred to as the ‘poor bloody infantry’.If one can believe
the reassuring letters that Tawney sent to his wife Jeannette before going to France, he handled
the trench-digging training exercises surprisingly easily for a man approaching middle age who
was not used to physical exercise. He was thirty-four years old at the time of writing. In one such
letter he wrote: ‘It was quite hard work digging them. One uses a pick and a spade. But I found I
could do it as well as the others and am only a little stiff today.’5He found grenade-throwing
practice more exacting. It involved ‘getting into trenches and throwing small bags filled with earth
as imitation bombs,’ Tawney informed Jeannette. ‘It is more difficult than it sounds, for the
trenches are very narrow and deep, and if one knocks the side, one would probably be blown
up.’6 However, both activities were preferable to ‘squad drill of which we are all heartily sick’,7
Tawney concluded.His battalion left Lark Hill, the army base on Salisbury Plain, on 10 November
1915, and after a brief delay in Folkestone the men were shipped to Boulogne, the entry port for
many of the BEF units sent to France. The departure was particularly hard to bear for those with
young families. The resulting homesickness prompted Charlie May, a twenty-seven-year-old
captain in the 22nd Manchesters, to scribble a series of heartfelt entries addressed to his wife
Maude in the diaries he wrote up each day he was away from his family. It is an extraordinary
record, given that unlike so many World War I diaries it does not just list the day’s events. It
provides a full account of May’s hopes and anxieties, and contains countless professions of love
both for Maude and for Pauline, their newly born daughter.‘When shall we meet again?’ he wrote
wistfully on the eve of the battalion’s departure for France, continuing: ‘When will the time come
when we can once more set up our home and recommence our life of utter happiness? Ah
Maudie, how little I realized where happiness lay until this old war came along and it was denied
me.’8The letter that Tawney wrote to his sister Mildred on 22 November 1915 describes the
conditions that the members of his battalion had to endure on their arrival in France:When we
first landed, we had two rather bad days. First an awful night under canvas in rain which lasted
for about 24 hours and made the whole place a swamp. Then after about 4 hours in cattle trucks,
a march of some 15 miles in which we contrived to lose our way. Since then . . . we are billeted
with . . . the peasants. I and another sergeant sleep in a little hut, one half of which is occupied by
a pig, [albeit] a very clean and quiet one . . . We sleep on straw with a blanket each.9Captain
May, who was less enamoured with the simplicity of peasant life, and who appears to have
regarded his absence from his idealized home as something akin to paradise lost, analysed their
resting place less enthusiastically. According to his diary, Brucamps, the village where they had
ended up (sixteen miles north-west of Amiens), stank because of the mounds of dung piled up
beside each house.10 Its inhabitants were filthy. Not that you could blame them. There was no
running water, and May’s men had to design and dig their own sewage system. Bracing route
marches were necessary to ward off the icy cold. Within days of their arrival, the ground was
carpeted with snow. To add insult to injury, the peasants overcharged the battalion for the
firewood that the soldiers had to burn to keep warm, only lowering the price after some hard



bargaining. This prompted May, referring to a stereotype that was then commonplace amongst
the officer class, to complain: ‘I think the French peasantry [must] have Hebrew blood in their
veins in degrees of varying intensity.’11Complaints about the cost of firewood must have been
the last subject on the minds of recruits on their way to the Somme from sunnier climes. The
reinforcements that were to swell the ranks of the BEF prior to the battle were not all from Britain.
There were also soldiers from British dominions such as South Africa and Canada, and by the
beginning of 1916 the Australian and New Zealand contingents in Egypt, who were eventually to
serve under British command in France, contained well in excess of 100,000 men.12The
following account of the scene at Sydney’s Wooloomooloo Wharf on 30 September 1915 as
Private R. W. Harpley, an Australian Imperial Force recruit, left Australia, highlights the wave of
patriotism which swept through the dominions after the news reached them that their mother
country needed their help if they were to overcome their common enemies, the Germans and
the Turks:Just before entering the Wharf, all civilians were stopped . . . So the . . . farewell took
place in the main street . . . We then boarded the transport ship Argyleshire . . . When all were
aboard, the people were allowed onto the Wharf. They streamed in until the Wharf was just one
mass of people . . . Almost everyone had a roll of streamers. These they threw up to the soldiers
on the boat until there [were] . . . streamers of every colour imaginable from one end of the ship
to the other . . . It presented the most beautiful sight I have ever witnessed.It had such a glorious
effect as the boat was swinging out that I believe it brought tears from every soldier’s eyes, mine
being no exception. It was about 10.30 a.m. when we moved off from the Wharf. We then put out
to middle harbour and anchored until 5 p.m. when we finally set out on our long voyage to
Egypt.13The following extract, from a letter written by Leslie Kenney almost three months earlier,
records how tears of a different kind were shed as he and his fellow signallers, part of the New
Zealand Expeditionary Force’s 6th Reinforcement troops, left Wellington in New Zealand. His
letter starts with the words ‘Dear Mother’, and continues:I will never forget our departure from
Wellington Wharf. During our parade through the principal streets of Wellington, I was proud to
be among the boys. I only realized in a dim sort of way what had caused so many people to
assemble along our route. It was easy to call a cheerful ‘Goodbye’ to the many people whom I
recognized, to the girls, Len, Ern and the kiddies. Even when I called out to you just before going
onto the Wharf, I was so sure of seeing you on board, and saying ‘goodbye’ properly, that I
hadn’t given the final parting a thought.So when I got on board, I scrambled . . . onto one of the
lifeboats where I was sure of being seen . . . I semaphored Len as to your whereabouts . . . He
[semaphored] back that you were too upset to see me . . . The news came as a blow. It was . . .
not until then that I realized your share of the sacrifice. I kept on deck somehow until the ship
cleared the wharf.The last few minutes of leaving were like a huge and awful nightmare. The
swaying, yelling people crowded on that wharf, and that beastly band assembled on that crane
platform playing patriotic airs, the ship’s frantic whistling as she cast off and backed slowly out,
simply smothered with khaki clad men on her side nearest the Wharf, and with a list as if she
would capsize any minute, is a memory which will last a lifetime.14At least the 22nd



Manchesters and the Australasians had time to acclimatize before going into action. That was a
luxury denied to men like Private Arthur Wrench, who on 15 November 1915 was shipped from
Southampton to Le Havre, the other commonly used route for the BEF’s reinforcements. He was
to make up the numbers in the 4th Battalion, the Seaforth Highlanders, part of the 51st Highland
Division.Before he had time to enquire why more men were needed, Wrench was whisked off to
the Béthune sector, and within two days of arriving in France, found himself marching towards
the front. He had to learn the ropes quickly.The more experienced soldiers roared with laughter
when, on the way, Wrench remarked that he could hear the rumbling of thunder in the distance.
That was his first introduction to the sound of gunfire. No one was laughing when during
Wrench’s first night in the trenches, the company sergeant-major asked for volunteers to bury
the dead in No Man’s Land. Wrench’s account states that he only stepped forward because he
thought the sergeant-major was being facetious. But it was no joke. ‘There were plenty of them
there . . . ,’ he wrote:[Before burying them] we . . . [had to take] off their identity disks and . . . [give] 
them to the Company Sergeant Major . . . We heaped the earth over perhaps 50 bodies before
we were spotted [by the Germans], and sent back to our trench by [their] machine-guns. It was
the most gruesome sight imaginable to come into this so suddenly, and see these men lying
mutilated and half decomposed, and black with the effects of poison gas.It was all the more
shocking for men such as Wrench, because it was the first time they had been outside their
comfort zone. He himself had never travelled abroad before. It is not surprising, then, that for
such men life away from the trenches was equally perplexing. Wrench was also appalled by his
fellow soldiers’ drinking habits, especially those who drank until they passed out on the floor.It
was only after he and his comrades were drenched during a compulsory church service that
Wrench relented a little. He could understand why, in these circumstances, they might wish to
drink away their sorrows afterwards, acknowledging that ‘this other “spiritual” happiness’ was
necessary ‘to counteract the ill effects of the drenching and cold [encountered] on the church
parade’.His growing tolerance for the soldiers’ habits did not, however, stretch to his comrades’
preoccupation with women. On 14 December 1915, nearly a month after arriving in France,
Wrench wrote:I am disgusted . . . with all the discussions and stories the fellows generally
indulge in, and if they are not talking objectionably about the virtues of any particular girls in the
village, they may be telling their experiences with other disreputable females in certain houses.
Tonight some of us were squatted round a table in an estaminet drinking coffee and blathering to
Mademoiselle Floré Lété, who is an incorrigible flirt. She showed us a few dozen photographs of
different British soldiers, which she hurriedly hid in her blouse as her mother
appeared.15Perhaps it was fortunate he was not with the 1st Battalion, the Lancashire Fusiliers,
when they were given permission to sample the nightlife in Armentières two months later.
According to the Lancashire Fusiliers’ Corporal George Ashurst, the estaminet he visited was full
of soldiers, all drinking what they referred to as ‘ “vinn” blanc’. However, the real attraction was
the five women up in the bedrooms. ‘The steps leading up to the bedrooms were full. [There
was] a man on every step waiting . . . [his] turn,’ Ashurst reported. All was going well until the



battalion’s padre walked in. He was horrified by what he observed and asked ‘Have none of you
any mothers? Have none of you any sisters?’ The padre then flounced out, promising to report
what he had seen to the colonel, which he duly did. It was the last time they were allowed out for
the whole evening. A curfew was subsequently imposed two hours after dark.16The privates in
the 22nd Manchesters, and presumably those in other units, might have enjoyed similar
horizontal refreshment had they been left to their own devices. A note that Captain Charlie May
wrote in his diary on 15 November 1915 stated that Canaples (11 miles north-west of Amiens),
the village where his men spent much of their leisure time that month, had a ‘café wherein two
young ladies dispense drinks, or just as readily, photographs of themselves in the nude’. To this
he added the observation:It was not possible for me to sample either of the chief wares of the
café, but I understand it has been [full] . . . of my . . . company, and the only reason why any of its
stock is [still] in the possession of its proprietors, is the acute penury of my high-minded privates,
who have not been paid for over a fortnight. I had intended paying them this morning, but a wise
Providence decreed that I should forget the Acquittance roll. Thus a prolonged [period of]
depravity has been avoided.17Wrench’s chastity and Ashurst’s tale of unbridled lust and the
poverty-stricken Manchesters’ frustration probably represented only half the story. One wonders
whether the sexual exploits of Eddie Bigwood, a private in the 7th Battalion, the Worcestershire
Regiment, were more typical. Like many who enlisted under the Derby recruitment scheme, he
had enlisted as a soldier on his eighteenth birthday, and had had little, if any, experience of a
sexual nature involving women before he was shipped to France. That was what made a trip to
White Star, a brothel in Rouen, so appealing. However, when the clanging of a bell as he and his
mates entered the brothel prompted four or five beautiful girls to come running down the corridor
to greet them, clad only in wispy transparent lace, the ‘virgin’ soldiers turned tail and ran for their
lives.18The prospect of being chased by nubile young women was not confined to houses of ill
repute. The Anglo-Irish officer Frank Crozier, at the time in question a major in the 9th Battalion,
the Royal Irish Rifles, has described how the young daughter of the house, where he was
billeted on arriving in France, took to visiting him when he was in bed. She wore nothing but her
nightdress. On the first night she used the pretext that she was bringing him a hot-water bottle.
The next night she was slightly more direct, asking him whether he was happily married, and
whether he had any children. Crozier could not help but observe how ‘her long hair nestles
round her neck and over her shoulders’. Fearing that he would not be able to resist her a third
time, and knowing ‘it is a dirty bird who fouls its own nest’, he quit the billet before he was
tempted to do something he might regret. It was only later that he learned it was routine for many
billets to offer sex as an optional extra.19Some British soldiers found that the French girls on the
game were less of a threat outside the confines of a brothel. Lieutenant Lawrence Gameson, a
doctor with the 45th Field Ambulance unit, recalled how while doing a bit of sightseeing, which
involved walking around the cathedral in Amiens, ‘a little caressing lady took my arm, and asked:
“Where are you going darling?” I told her and passed on’, without feeling harassed or
intimidated. ‘These girls for the most part do not solicit in the cruder London manner,’ he



commented. ‘Rather they suggest in a way entirely without offence that they are at your
service.’Having said that, Gameson’s journal also contains an account of how one French
prostitute tipped a bottle of scent over a fellow officer. This did not go down well with their
colonel. At dinner that night, he sniffed disapprovingly and said ‘Fisher, really!’20While drinking
French beer and wine and sleeping with French women spiced up long evenings spent out of
the trenches, there was plenty of time during the day to concentrate on the main reason for
coming to France: how to break through the German line and how to hold a position once it was
taken. Digging trenches, shooting and practising moving through a wood were all on the training
agenda, as was advancing on replicas of No Man’s Land and the enemy front line. Great pride
was taken in making one’s own unit the best in the division.21However, sometimes even the
keenest soldier tired of the comradeship and communal living. Captain Charlie May’s diary
makes it only too clear how he chafed against the enforced lack of privacy. On New Year’s Eve
1915–16 he would have given almost anything to have been left to his own devices. Solitude
would have permitted him to daydream about what it would be like at home. As he confessed to
Maude, who he hoped would one day read what he had written, May was happiest when
slipping away on Lizzie, his horse, and riding through the countryside around Canaples so that
he could, as he put it:imagine that you were with me and that we had the open countryside to
stroll through as so often we have done in the dear days before all the world were soldiers . . . I
thought of you as we strolled there, Lizzie with her reins slack wandering where she would . . .
and I longed that you could have been with me for I know how you would have loved it and how
happy we two would have been. The green rides of Epping came back to me in a flash. You in
that black spotted muslin dress you used to wear looking cool and lovely, so that I just asked
nothing more than to walk along and gaze at you dumbly, like any simple country lout gazes at
his maid.22Such romantic yearnings were evidently absent from the letters he actually sent to
Maude. On 13 January 1916, May wrote in his diary:I have a letter from you tonight in which you
ask if I love you . . . My dear girlie. How can you ask me such a question? To me, it seems so
impossible you could ever think otherwise. And yet. I expect my letters are rather matter of fact,
and contain little reiteration of my affections. I must try and write more softly . . . I can
understand . . . you hunger for letters more full of unadulterated love, more truly personal
missives, less everyday and plain. Here . . . one is liable to forget that personal outlook. We are
all so absolutely in the same boat that one gets to look upon enforced separation from one’s
dear ones as an affliction common to all, and therefore to be borne as such.I long . . . to see you,
to clasp you in my arms and hug you. And I long with all my heart to see my Baby, my sweet,
pure and precious Pauline. Her little pert face looks up at me from out her photo so lifelike that I
can see her as though she was in this very room . . .There. I have given myself the pip, as I knew
I should. Too long dwelling on things such as these are not good for one here. It is better not to
think too much if one would bear a smiling face about one’s work.23Perhaps ‘thinking too much’
was the reason why Major Frank Merriman, the barrister in the battalion, always looked so
miserable. He constantly had a ‘doleful’ expression, and rarely if ever smiled.24 Never could a



man have been so inappropriately named. That put him on a collision course with Captain Alfred
Bland, his subordinate in the battalion’s A Company, who according to May, ‘grins from morn to
eve, swears he is enjoying himself top-hole, and I believe, really is’.25Merriman and Bland’s
personality clash was highlighted by their different reaction to the battalion being ordered to
move from its original position on the Somme to one further to the east opposite Mametz. In
spite of the fact that the relocation meant they would have to forget all they had learned about
their original sector, Bland thought the move would be ‘great fun’ and a ‘great experience’,
whereas Merriman pessimistically stated: ‘If this transfer is accomplished without a very grave
disaster, I shall be surprised.’26Matters came to a head between them on 18 January 1916.
May’s diary entry for that day stated: ‘Poor Bland is in rather serious trouble. Major Merriman has
charged him before the CO with using insubordinate language, a most serious [allegation] . . . if it
is true.’27 Bland countered by secretly giving to the 91st Brigade’s staff captain his version of
what had happened.28 A hint of what he told the staff captain is contained in a remarkable letter
that Bland sent to his wife Violet on the same day. It included the following damning analysis of
Merriman’s character:He is of the genus fox, weasel, stoat, ferret and rat . . . He is cunning,
smooth faced, double tongued, uncertain in temper, ferocious, predatory and given to burrowing
underground. He is a born intriguer, rejoicing in pulling secret wires, striving to undermine other
people’s reputations, gloating over their mistakes, making the worst of their errors, always
imagining evil, always eagerly searching after vicious motives, stooping to wilful invention to
cover up any mistakes of his own, and piling up damnation for others if thereby he can save his
own face . . .He is a parasite. He makes friends of those who will improve his future prospects . . .
He ignores or pushes aside all others . . . He gets the ear of the powers that be, and by subtle
suggestion and careful deference, worms his way into their confidence and having won his way
maintains his position by deliberately artless flattery, constant court and persistent attentions . . .
In fact my dear, he is the rankest poison I have ever met . . .He is working day and night to out
our present Second in Command and to take his place . . . So he plays eternal court to the CO,
busies himself with the Second in Command’s job . . . and takes every chance of improving the
occasion, catching up any casual word of criticism and hastening to clinch it with a wise head
nodding and murmured agreement. Oh he is a detestably false creature . . .29What Violet made
of Bland’s character assassination has not been recorded. Certainly, to a dispassionate third
party it appears hyperbolic, even comic. However, the fact that Bland and Merriman were
supposed to be preparing to go over the top together, which might require one of them to risk his
life to save the other, made the enterprise very dangerous. Because Merriman was loathed by all
the other officers, and mocked by the ‘other ranks’ to the extent that in Bland’s opinion ‘they will
never follow him’, the situation became even more untenable.There were, it seemed, only two
ways out. Either Merriman would be ‘accidentally’ shot by one of his own men, a real prospect
according to another of Bland’s letters to Violet,30 or Merriman would disgrace himself in the
trenches. In yet another letter to his wife, Bland observed that during their last visit to the front
line, Merriman had had ‘the jumps’, suggesting that his nerve was about to fail him.31Eventually,



a third option presented itself. During a subsequent stint in the front line, Merriman was so
unpleasant and difficult that his company’s NCOs were in open revolt. Two of them refused to go
back into the front line with him again and applied for a transfer to another unit. That gave Bland
the opening he had been waiting for. He sent a report on Merriman to the colonel.Merriman was
reprimanded and shortly afterwards he applied to join the 4th Army’s headquarters as its judge
advocate, leaving the way clear for Bland to take over his command.32 It was the right result for
the Army, but it had taken a long time to sort out, raising questions about whether similar
problems were prevalent within other units, and even further up the hierarchy.Harry Tawney’s
experiences certainly suggested that something was badly wrong. His letters are full of
grievances concerning Army inefficiency. Even a simple act such as handing out plates and
clothing resulted in inordinately long delays: ‘People in the Army seem to have absolutely no
idea of time and no capacity for organizing anything at all,’ he complained to his wife Jeannette.
‘With a little foresight the whole business could have been done in about half an hour’, instead of
the two long hours it had taken.33Much more serious, given that the men were about to
participate in an offensive, was the failure to provide adequate equipment. By all accounts the
first spell of the 22nd Manchesters in the trenches was traumatic, not because of any assault by
the Germans, but because it was wet and muddy and because appropriate clothing had not
been supplied. ‘It would not be so bad if the Army had any idea of how to dress soldiers,’ Tawney
told Jeannette. ‘But in this, as in other matters, they appear to know nothing about their own silly
business. What one ought to wear is fisherman’s oilskins with waders up to our chest. The great
coats they give us suck up all the water and mud there is, and become, after a few hours, of an
intolerable weight.’34In another letter concerning the same spell in the trenches, which Tawney
wrote to his friend and brother-in-law William Beveridge (already a respected economist, who
later achieved immortal fame as the author of the Beveridge Report, the basis of the modern
welfare state), he grumbled:Their incompetence in these minor practical matters is . . .
astonishing . . . As to packs, an even more important matter, for it is the marching which ‘kills’
most men, instead of a rucksack hanging down the middle of one’s back, what we are given is a
thing like a lady’s hatbox, an evil thing at all times, but an instrument of torture on one’s back.Oh,
these soldiers! Perhaps they are good at astronomy or poetry . . . But as to war! If only they
would clear out and leave it to be settled by a committee of civilians! . . . Their cardinal rule is
never to admit a mistake or to accept any suggestion from anyone who cannot give it as an
order. What is called discipline is mainly, after a few elementary matters have been learned, a
code of rules for preventing any sort of new idea struggling into the august presence of the
authorities.The pedagogic vices – . . . [little] ability, cocksureness, ignorance of the ordinary
affairs of men, predominate in some high military quarters to a degree which would cause
explosive laughter in civil life.And one might . . . smile. One might even . . . laugh, while these
great little men stamp and fume, and gnaw their moustaches, and abuse their subordinates for
their [own] mistake, and behave like the schoolmaster of fiction [were it not so serious]. I see one
of these [men] fairly often. He has the power to send some 1000 men to be killed. And I come



away between laughter and tears.35One can easily imagine Jeannette Tawney dining out on
one incident covered in the letter her husband sent her shortly before Christmas 1915:Today the
Quartermaster sent for me and began scolding me for not taking over various properties which
do not exist in the usual army style, meeting every attempt to explain with: ‘Don’t answer me
back’, and finally threatening to take me before the CO. (Tawney was supposed to find suitable
billets for the battalion when out of the line.)He is a vulgar little animal, who has probably never
been accustomed to exercise any authority, and behaves to one as the baser sort of nouveau
riche behave to their domestic servants. You can imagine the kind of beast and its ways. What is
more to the point, he does not appear to know his job, and is therefore doubly severe on his
subordinates. He was very angry with me because he lost his temper, and I had the impudence
not to be frightened.36However, in spite of all the threats, Tawney was not reduced to the ranks,
and his wife probably marvelled at how he was able to transform an ugly argument into an
amusing anecdote. But behind the laughter he was making a serious point. The British New
Armies were full of incompetent officials. It might not matter if they abused their subordinates
unfairly concerning the minor administrative matters such as those mentioned by Tawney. But it
could be a matter of life and death if such individuals were ever let loose with a gun in the
trenches.This was something that Lieutenant Edgar Lord, of the 15th Battalion, the Lancashire
Fusiliers, was soon to find out. He learned from bitter personal experience just how dangerous it
could be to share the same field, let alone the same trench, with some of his brother officers.
During the first half of 1916, Lord was one of several hundred officers and NCOs who had the
misfortune to be invited to Beauval (around 15 miles north of Amiens) to watch an exhibition of a
new weapon: the Stokes light mortar, which could be used to lob 50-pound bombs shaped like
toffee apples (they consisted of a spherical bomb attached to a long pipe) over the German
parapets into their trenches:We sat down in a field near . . . [where] the Trench Mortar Battery . . .
personnel . . . were preparing for the show . . . when suddenly we heard [the] . . . cry: ‘Run for
it!’ . . . I . . . had only gone a few yards when I felt rather than heard a tremendous explosion . . . An 
enormous roar rent the air, earth and pieces of metal flying everywhere . . . Everyone there was
hit with either or both. Two more explosions followed . . .When we gathered our scattered wits . . .
my right thigh felt as if it had been beaten with a heavy stick . . . [and] the [right] leg of my
trousers felt warm and sticky . . . A few yards away a man lay groaning across a few strands of
barbed wire . . . I bandaged him [up. Then] . . . I had to ask Doncaster to attend to [my] two small
wounds . . . As the pain became more severe, I found it more comfortable to lie on my stomach. It
was at least an hour before the ambulances arrived to take us away. Only one man was killed
outright, but several died later from the seventy or eighty casualties.Only later did Lord discover
the cause of the explosions. An officer had accidentally ‘released a striker which fired a ten-
second fuse. Instead of throwing the shell into an empty emplacement or traverse, he dropped it
where it was, among all the bombs – and ran for it.’ He escaped without a scratch!37The only
‘crime’ that matched not knowing how to handle a weapon with which you were entrusted was
rashly putting the lives of the men under your command at risk. Before the ‘Big Push’ started,



there were many commanding officers who fell into this latter category. That meant Lieutenant-
Colonel H. G. Powell, commander of the newly formed 8th Battalion, the East Surrey Regiment,
was one of several senior officers who did not measure up. In September 1915 he shocked 2nd
Lieutenant P. G. Heath, who at eighteen years of age was one of his youngest subalterns, into
disobedience when he instructed him via his company commander to supervise the digging of a
trench joining up two salients in the front line at 8 o’clock that night. Given that at 8 p.m. it was
still broad daylight, Heath was understandably appalled. ‘I could feel myself trembling,’ he later
wrote in his memoirs, ‘for the order practically amounted to a death sentence for me and my
platoon.’ Fortunately, the colonel quickly revoked the order when he heard what Heath had to
say about it, but it was just one of a string of incidents which made it clear that this battalion, like
many others, had to fear its own officers almost as much as the Germans.38It should be
emphasized that most of Harry Tawney’s wrath was not aimed at the battalion officers below the
rank of colonel. ‘[The] poor devils . . . are kicked about like we are,’ he wrote to William
Beveridge:But I never met anyone who had been in the game for a year or so, who did not damn
the staff. Of course one never has much direct evidence of their incompetence. That is the worst
of the military system. One never can bring one’s superiors, the men who make the really big
blunders to book. And as there is not, and cannot be, any military public opinion in England . . .
they escape scot free, or with nothing worse than a peerage! . . .There are so many strands
pointing in the same direction, from the imbecil[ic] waste of time over training, to . . . tragic affairs
such as Neuve Chapelle [the first of several British attempts to break through the German line
during 1915], I fancy there must be something in the general feeling that the Higher Command is
not up to the game.39When Beveridge received this letter in England, he might have wondered
whether Tawney was exaggerating. But in fact Tawney had made a good point. Behind the
superficial veneer of competence presented to the outside world by the British Army’s top brass,
which led the politicians and most British citizens to hope that they had everything under control,
there really was something very worrying going on.3: A Gentleman’s AgreementNorthern
France, February–May 1916(See map 1)The British Army’s inefficiency, when it came to
organizing the most basic actions, might have been excused if only its generals had sensibly
carried out their most important task of all: the planning of the great attack.Unfortunately,
unbeknown to the public in general, and in particular to those poor soldiers who would have to
go over the top, the fault line, which ran through the Army’s middle ranks, stretched right to the
top. Although to outside observers there seemed to be unity within the high command
concerning how the attack should be conducted, there were hidden fissures deep down beneath
the surface resulting from the divergent strategies of Britain’s top generals.On the one hand,
there were the flamboyant views of General Sir Douglas Haig, the fifty-five-year-old Commander-
in-Chief of the BEF, the eternal optimist. He was adamant that any attack plan should be
ambitious, and should be calibrated so that there was at least the chance of a decisive
breakthrough. If the plan worked, he wanted the coup de grâce to be administered by his
beloved cavalry, the branch of the Army where he had earned his spurs.On the other hand, there



were the more pessimistic opinions voiced by General Sir Henry Rawlinson, the fifty-two-year-
old commander of the British 4th Army, the unit selected by Haig to carry out the Somme attack.
If asked, he might have agreed that Haig was the British Army’s equivalent of Don Quixote,
because like Cervantes’ fictional anti-hero, Haig did not face up to the real nature of what he had
to attack.1 Lessons learned from making previous assaults on the Western Front had convinced
Rawlinson that Haig’s plan to break through the German multilayered trench systems in one
great rush, while desirable in theory, was unachievable in practice.The 4th Army’s commander
believed the most that could be accomplished on the first day of the Somme attack was the
penetration of the front network of German barbed wire and trenches (often referred to
misleadingly as their front or 1st Position, ‘system’ or ‘line’, even though it contained several
trenches running more or less parallel with each other). The reason for Rawlinson’s relatively
unambitious approach was his realization that to be sure of taking a trench system, his artillery
had first to cut the protective wire and pulverize the trenches. It was hard to accomplish this if the
trench system targeted was too far away from the artillery, as was the case with the Germans’
2nd Position on the Somme, particularly if it could not be seen from the British line. That explains
why Rawlinson advocated pausing after capturing the first position while the artillery was
dragged forward. Only then could the next stage of the attack commence, which would involve
the softening up of part of the German second line, before the second assault went in.Rawlinson
famously referred to his strategy as ‘bite and hold’. It required the attacker to bite off one line of
the German trench system at a time, and when selecting the objective, not to be too
greedy.2The different expectations of Haig and Rawlinson certainly made the planning of the
attack more complicated. But those expectations did not inevitably mean that the approach of
one of the generals had to be totally ignored. Compromises reached after such creative tension
can often capture the good points of both sides of the argument.However, for creative tension to
produce constructive results, it is essential that the opinions of both sides are given equal
weight. That was not the case in this instance. During the year leading up to April 1916 when the
Somme plan was formulated, Haig had established a hold over Rawlinson way in excess of what
should have been the case given their relative status. It meant the 4th Army’s commander was
constrained when it came to challenging Haig’s tactics.The seeds of Haig’s unhealthy
ascendancy, and of the resulting disaster that eventually ensued on the first day of the Battle of
the Somme on 1 July 1916, were sown at the time of the BEF’s very first major attack in France.
During the advance towards Neuve Chapelle on 10 March 1915, Rawlinson had made a
mistake. He instructed the general of one of the divisions within his IV Corps to use a unit to
back up the assault on the German front system, when it should have been kept back so that it
could carry on the advance after the 1st German Position was breached. Rawlinson had
compounded his error by blaming the subordinate major-general.Matters came to a head when
the major-general complained that he was unfairly being made a scapegoat, and Rawlinson,
humiliated, was forced to apologize. Field Marshal Sir John French, the then commander of the
BEF, was all for sacking Rawlinson, but Haig, who as commander of the 1st Army was



Rawlinson’s immediate superior, successfully argued he should be given another chance. Haig’s
verdict, noted in his diary, was that ‘Rawlinson is unsatisfactory in this respect, loyalty to his
subordinates. But he has many other valuable qualities for a commander on active
service.’3However, there were consequences. Although Haig’s intercession meant that
Rawlinson was reprieved, it effectively neutered him. Unless there was a dramatic change in
circumstances, never again could he challenge Haig without transgressing the unwritten rule
between gentlemen. This states that if a man saves your life or reputation, then you must treat
him like a brother and never betray him.Rawlinson would have been particularly susceptible to
the obligations imposed on him by such a rule. He was the archetypal English gentleman of the
old school, whose actions, and sense of right and wrong, were strongly influenced by his family
and their history. It was his family he had to thank for the baronetcy he had inherited, and their
values would have been reinforced by the lessons about morality and chivalry he would have
picked up while a pupil at Eton. Britain’s most prestigious public school was famous for the way it
transformed the sons of rich and aristocratic families into pillars of the community. Although
Haig, who had been a pupil at Clifton College, a less well-known public school, did not belong to
the Old Etonian ‘club’, his money, contacts, and subsequent education and position meant that
he was to be treated as if cut from the same cloth.The rule that required Rawlinson to pay back
Haig in kind would have been all the more applicable in this case, because of the way Haig’s
support acted as a shield against Sir John French on an ongoing basis. It was clear that French
had a grudge against Rawlinson. Haig had told Rawlinson that Sir John had referred to a
previous incident where Rawlinson had displeased him; in October 1914, Rawlinson had, wisely
as it turned out, not complied with French’s order to ‘move on’ Menin, Belgium, during the battles
that are known as 1st Ypres, and this had angered French. Now French wanted Rawlinson to be
told that this was to be his last warning.4 The mental torture inflicted on Rawlinson by this
comment was exacerbated by the fact that for weeks afterwards, whenever their paths crossed,
French had either totally ignored him or was studiously cold towards him. This naturally led
Rawlinson to fear that French would seize on some other pretext to have him sent home.It
prompted Rawlinson to write in his diary: ‘I know Sir John will never forgive me for what I did at
Menin, because he knows he was wrong and I was right. He is a vindictive little person and
harbours resentment for years, so I don’t fancy I shall get any help from him.’5Throughout this
very difficult period, Rawlinson was comforted by the knowledge he had Haig’s support. That
had been made abundantly clear to him. As Rawlinson recorded in his diary, after mentioning Sir
John’s verdict, Haig had ‘then said he was quite prepared to fight my battles for me, and I might
have every confidence in him. It was very good of him and I am certain I have a good friend and
staunch ally . . . [thanks to] his strong character and personality.’6Rawlinson’s daily jottings in his
diary refer back to Haig’s steadfastness concerning this incident time and again. Whenever
French’s behaviour made him feel insecure, he would add a note repeating in substance the
mantra he had recorded after his talk with Haig: ‘I feel quite sure I shall get justice in DH’s
hands.’7With the benefit of hindsight, Haig’s promise that he would fight Rawlinson’s battles for



him has a sinister ring about it, given what transpired. As will be demonstrated below, Haig was
able to use his hold over Rawlinson to dominate him, and to require him to fight the Somme
battle in the way he desired. However, at the time when Haig made the promise, it is likely that
the thought that this might be the end result never entered Rawlinson’s mind.The fact that
Rawlinson could not challenge him might not have mattered so much had Haig not become so
sure that his strategy in 1916 was the correct one. This confidence was partly a product of his
religious belief. On the eve of the Battle of the Somme, he would write to his wife Doris: ‘I think it
is . . . Divine help which gives me tranquillity of mind, and enables me to carry on without feeling
the strain of responsibility to be too excessive. I try to do no more than do my best and trust to
God.’8 As events would reveal, such tranquillity of mind when faced with opposing views could
be very dangerous.There may have been another reason why Haig was so confident that his
tactics were correct: three months before he looked at Rawlinson’s plan for the Somme attack,
Haig’s sister Henrietta informed him that their dead brother George had contacted her via a
medium: he wanted Haig to know that God was letting Napoleon advise him.9 Whether or not
Haig positively believed the medium was telling the truth, it would not be surprising if the
possibility gave his confidence a boost.But Haig’s willingness to trust his own judgement was
also influenced by his upbringing and education.10 As the rich scion of one of Scotland’s best-
known whisky dynasties, the Haig Distillery being the family business, he was used to having
what he wanted and doing things his own way. This sense of entitlement did not spring from a
belief that he was especially intelligent. Although, unusually for a regular soldier, he had been a
student at Oxford University (1880–3), where he read French, Political Economy and Classical
History, there is some suspicion that he owed his place more to his name and connections than
to his brain. He took a so-called pass degree, rather than an honours degree, which would have
required his work to be graded, and Brasenose, the Oxford college he attended, was known to
be interested in providing an education for those who were more of a sporty than an academic
disposition.While up at Oxford, Haig certainly showed more interest in what was happening on
the polo field (he played polo for the university), and in drinking clubs such as the Bullingdon,
than in lecture halls. There was little chance of his shining in the debating chamber or the
theatre, where other high-flyers cut their teeth. Haig was shy and often tongue-tied, to such an
extent that some have called him inarticulate.However, neither his inability to express himself
fluently nor his limited academic prowess stood in the way of his being accepted within the top
strata of British society. Thanks to his sister Henrietta, who had married a friend of Edward, the
Prince of Wales – subsequently Edward VII – Haig was a regular guest at parties attended by the
royal family, a privilege that also led to his being on speaking terms with Edward’s son, who in
1910 was to be crowned George V.It was only after he had come down from Oxford, while
serving in the cavalry, that Haig experienced his first major setback. His initial attempt to secure
a place at the prestigious Staff College at Camberley was scuppered because he failed his
Maths exam. While there was a good excuse for what happened – the exam was unexpectedly
made more difficult that year – it raises questions as to whether he had the desire, or capacity, to



rigorously analyse a difficult problem. Fortunately for Haig, his admirers in the Army did not see it
like that, and he was eventually given one of the Staff College places that were in the gift of the
Adjutant-General.11While there, Haig was such an able student that he was already being
talked about as a commander-in-chief in the making. And afterwards he was helped on his way,
as was the norm for talented young officers, by various high-flyers in the Army who were to
become his patrons. One such patron was the Quartermaster-General Sir Evelyn Wood, who
had realized Haig was going to rise far after reading some of the thoughtful papers he wrote
about the cavalry. Another was John French, a cavalry officer, who would himself rise to the top
of the Army, becoming Commander-in-Chief of the British Expeditionary before Haig took over
from him in December 1915. French gave Haig a leg up just when he needed it after Haig had in
his turn saved French’s Army career, and prevented him from being declared bankrupt, by
lending him £2,500. In 1899, when French went to fight in the Boer War as head of the cavalry,
Major Haig accompanied him as his Chief Staff Officer.But it was lessons learned from a series
of events on the Western Front, during the months before he became the Commander-in-Chief,
that were to make the biggest impact on Haig’s self-belief and confidence. What he learned from
the 1st Battle of Ypres, at the end of October 1914, had nothing to do with the part he as corps
commander had played in the rearguard action that held up the Germans. Rather the battle
taught him that the Germans had thrown away their great opportunity to break through the British
line because they did not have sufficient reserves at hand to penetrate the gap they had
created.12In his capacity as commander of the 1st Army, Haig had also seen how the failure to
handle reserves correctly had halted the advance of Rawlinson’s IV Corps after its breakthrough
at Neuve Chapelle. Although his own forces were not on the receiving end during the 2nd Battle
of Ypres in April 1915, Haig learned similar lessons from the German failure there to exploit their
breakthrough achieved thanks to the use of gas.13 Last but not least, the fact that he had been
asked to replace Sir John French as the BEF’s Commander-in-Chief due to Sir John’s failure to
make reserves available to exploit the breach in the German line at Loos on 25 September 1915,
only served to emphasize the same point. All these events left Haig with the unshakeable
conviction that whatever the resistance from his own side, he should never fail to exploit an
opening through lack of ambition at the planning stage.Haig would have preferred to make his
first advance as the BEF’s Commander-in-Chief in the Ypres sector rather than on the Somme. A
breakthrough in Flanders would have given him more scope to disrupt German operations
behind the front-line systems. However, bearing in mind Lord Kitchener’s instructions on his
being appointed, which contained the order that he must ‘support and co-operate with the
French’, Haig felt obliged to accede to the request by General Joseph Joffre, the sixty-four-year-
old Commander-in-Chief of French forces, that they should make their big push together on the
Somme.14When this offensive was first discussed, the French were offering to take the lead,
attacking with forty divisions on a 25-mile front, leaving British forces to cover the remaining 14
miles targeted with twenty-five of their divisions.15 However, the German attack at Verdun on 21
February 1916 changed all that. French efforts to defend Verdun (see map 1) meant that



available French units ebbed away, leaving Haig wondering at one point whether the Somme
offensive would end up being an all-British attack with no French participation.16Fear that
Britain would be bled dry led some members of the British Cabinet’s War Committee to withhold
their consent for such a massive undertaking. It was only the passing of time without a suitable
alternative strategy being agreed, together with pressure from the French, that finally persuaded
the War Committee on 7 April 1916 to give Haig the go-ahead for his Somme campaign.17It
would have made sense for the War Committee to have appointed a representative who would
have been privy to all Haig’s correspondence concerning the planning of the great attack. If they
had taken that precaution, it is possible that both Haig and his immediate boss, General Sir
William Robertson, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, would have resigned in protest on the
grounds that the Commander-in-Chief was not being trusted.Haig and Robertson were certainly
not above challenging the politicians’ supremacy. In May 1916 there was a stand-off between
the two soldiers and the War Committee over whether the politicians had the right to tell Haig to
make do with fewer horses on the Continent. There was a shortage of shipping, and the shortfall
would have been reduced if no more horses were sent out to the Western Front. The discovery
that the War Committee were thinking of looking at such a subject prompted Haig to write a letter
to Robertson saying that the question of how many horses he needed was his responsibility. The
Army Council supported its Commander-in-Chief.Not surprisingly, this upset the majority on the
War Committee. David Lloyd George, one of its members, accused Haig of being ‘insolent’, and
stated that the effect of this letter was to tell the War Committee ‘to mind their own business’ and
not to interfere with Haig’s. That was ‘most improper . . . They had a perfect right to investigate
any matter connected with the war that they pleased.’ A constitutional crisis was only avoided
after Robertson diplomatically requested that Haig should not be reprimanded since he had only
expressed his views in a private letter that was never intended to be shown to the War
Committee. The War Committee members agreed, and eventually no action was taken. More
significantly, Haig, helped by Robertson, had effectively barred the politicians from monitoring
the way he exercised his command, a development that was to have unfortunate
consequences.18It meant there was what Rawlinson referred to as a kind of military dictatorship
run by Haig and General Robertson.19 Once the politicians handed over the reins of power to
them, permitting Haig and Robertson to fight the battle, there was no effective means of
controlling them. The situation was made all the more dangerous because Robertson, the man
who sweet-talked the War Committee into approving the Somme offensive against their better
judgement, did not check that Haig was keeping to the letter of what was effectively the small
print of the politicians’ agreement. Robertson had only persuaded the War Committee to back
the offensive at the beginning of April 1916 by promising its members that their Commander-in-
Chief would be prudent. ‘If he was convinced that the French intended to leave all the fighting to
him, then he would shut down at once,’ he told them. ‘General Haig was properly alive to the
situation and would not do any foolish thing.’20Then, at the end of May 1916, when faced with
the French generals’ demand that the British ‘should make some big movement’ and Joffre’s



comment that the French ‘force at Verdun was now reduced to 22 divisions’, Robertson told the
War Committee what appears to have been another white lie. Although Haig had just written to
him stating that he was hoping to use his cavalry to exploit any success enjoyed by the infantry,
Robertson calmed the nerves of the War Committee members by telling them that Haig had ‘no
idea of any attempt to break through the German lines’. According to Robertson, Haig would
restrict himself to ‘dégager’ (relieving) the French.21 The French generals were afraid they
would not be able to carry on fighting if the Germans were not diverted away from Verdun by the
Somme attack.22By the time the War Committee approved the principle of the offensive on 7
April, Haig had already seen Rawlinson’s first draft of the Somme attack plan, which had been
forwarded to him four days earlier.23 It was a curious mixture of restraint and recklessness. It
was restrained in that in the southern half of the front, the assault was to be restricted to an
attack on the German front-line system, the one exception being that the village of
Contalmaison, which was east of the front system, would be targeted as well. The focus on the
front line meant that although the front would run from the Maricourt salient in the south to Serre
in the north, there would be no attempt to take the German second trench system, south of the
road running from Albert to Bapaume, which bisected the centre of the area to be attacked (see
map 2, and note 24 which describes what is meant by the Maricourt salient).24 The second
system south of the road was more than 4,000 yards from the British front line, making it harder
for the artillery to take out than the second system north of the road which (as shown in map 2)
was for the most part nearer, in some places much nearer.Even north of the road, the attack was
in the first instance to be confined to the front system. The troops would only be authorized to
attack the second system after the first system had been captured, and the renewed advance
prepared, a process that Rawlinson estimated might take three days.The targeting of the village
of Contalmaison, which, as mentioned above, was to be the most ambitious target south of the
road, and the village of Pozières, which straddled the road, was particularly crucial since they
would become important bases for the subsequent attack on the second trench system south of
the road. The latter advance would only be attempted after the objectives specified in the plan
had been taken.The reckless nature of the plan sprang from the fact that some of the key
lessons gleaned from the failed operations on the Western Front during 1915 had been ignored.
One such lesson had been enunciated by Brigadier-General Charles Budworth, who at the time
had been Rawlinson’s artillery adviser within IV Corps. In a report sent to Rawlinson after the
Battle of Loos in September–October 1915, the last of the four offensives masterminded by
Rawlinson and Haig in that year, Budworth had stated that Rawlinson could not be sure of
obliterating a trench so that it could be taken without heavy losses unless he used one heavy
howitzer for each 100 yards of front.25 (In simple terms, a howitzer is a ‘gun’ whose shells do not
fly directly from the gun barrel to their target, but which instead loop up into the air before falling
steeply onto it.) When Budworth specified that these howitzers must be ‘heavy’, he was referring
to those whose calibre (internal diameter) was in excess of 6 inches.Rawlinson’s plan, while
implicitly paying homage to Budworth’s recommendation, disregarded it. The 4th Army



commander had extended the definition of heavies to include 6-inch howitzers. That sleight of
hand would have enabled Rawlinson to claim, without any justification, that the number of
howitzers possessed by the 4th Army to cover the front selected by him complied with
Budworth’s specification. Using the Rawlinson definition of ‘heavy’, he was able to claim he had
at least 200 ‘heavy’ howitzers (those with a calibre of 6 inches or more). If each ‘heavy’ howitzer
could cover 100 yards of front, this meant that Rawlinson ostensibly had sufficient firepower to
take out 20,000 yards of front-line trenches.26It was this calculation, and the knowledge that he
could use in excess of 160,000 men (more than eight men per yard attacked) from the
seventeen infantry divisions he had been told were at his disposal, which gave Rawlinson the
statistics he needed to underpin the front he had chosen for his attack. It was to be the east of
Mametz to Serre line, which from south to north measured around 20,000 yards.27Rawlinson’s
adaptation of the Budworth ruling might have been acceptable if there had been any controversy
about whether the 6-inch howitzers could stand in for the heavier artillery. But there was no
uncertainty about this. Budworth’s report stated unequivocally: ‘I am not of the opinion that any
artillery, except howitzers of the heaviest nature, are likely to cause material damage to German
trenches . . . The fire of 6" howitzers . . . is no doubt demoralizing and to a limited extent
destructive to the enemy’s personnel . . . but its destructive effect on deep trenches is distinctly
limited.’28Even after stretching Budworth’s ruling in this way, Rawlinson realized he had still
fallen short of what he knew Haig would expect. ‘I . . . doubt his acquiescing in the scheme
without my convincing him verbally,’ he scrawled in his diary on 3 April 1916, the day when he
sent in the plan. Next day he added: ‘I daresay I shall have a tussle with him over the limited
objective, for I hear he is inclined to favour the unlimited with the chance of breaking the German
line.’29Perhaps he would have made more effort to produce what he knew would be expected
had he not been fortified four days earlier by a meeting with the Secretary of State for War, Field
Marshal Kitchener. This was a man whom Rawlinson did not just respect for what he had done
concerning the recruitment of the New Armies, but who during the earlier part of Rawlinson’s
career had been a much admired mentor. Kitchener had told Rawlinson that given the French
were not in a position to undertake what he called a big offensive, ‘it would be unwise of us to
make an attack “au fond”, incurring 50 or 60,000 casualties which could not be
replaced’.30Rawlinson’s argument in favour of his less ambitious plan was certainly persuasive.
In his proposal he argued:It does not appear to me that the gain of 2 or 3 more kilometres of
ground is of much consequence, or that the existing situation is so urgent as to demand that we
should incur very heavy losses in order to draw a large number of German reserves against this
portion of our front. Our object rather seems to be to kill as many Germans as possible with the
least loss to ourselves, and the best way to do this appears to me to be to seize points of tactical
importance, which will provide us with good observation and which we may feel quite certain the
Germans will counter attack . . . under disadvantages which will conduce to heavy losses [on
their side].But Rawlinson lessened his chances of convincing his Commander-in-Chief to accept
his – and Kitchener’s – approach by failing to specify all of the risks that would have to be taken if



a more ambitious plan were to be adopted. He did not, for example, go on to give a complete
analysis as to why a deeper attack was tantamount to having a ‘gamble’. His report refers to
there being ‘serious risks’ should he attempt to attack both the first and second systems north of
the road ‘in one rush’. But what he was principally referring to was the risk of incurring ‘very
heavy losses’ in front of the second system if the barbed wire protecting it had not been
destroyed before the system was attacked. No mention was made of the even more fundamental
danger referred to in the following questions: would the targeting of the second system as well
as the first system before the advance commenced dilute the strength of the artillery barrage on
each yard of trench within the first system, to the extent that Rawlinson’s troops would be
stopped in their tracks or mowed down by the German guns before they even reached the first
system?It was Rawlinson’s failure to deal with this crucial issue that permitted Haig to believe
that he had answers for all the problems that might emerge as a result of making a deeper thrust.
In Haig’s reply, which was included in the letters written by his right-hand man, Lieutenant-
General Lancelot Kiggell, the Chief of the General Staff, he brushed aside Rawlinson’s warning,
albeit using the quaintly formalized language of the day, requiring ‘that further consideration may
be given to the possibility of pushing our first advance further than is contemplated in your
plan’.31Of all the changes that Haig was requesting this was the most controversial. He wanted
the German second system to the north of the Albert to Bapaume road to be taken on the first
day, rather than several days later, as suggested in Rawlinson’s original proposal. Although Haig
– and Kiggell – were too decorous to state that explicitly in their letters, Rawlinson immediately
understood what they were after. On 14 April 1916, the day he received their orders, he
scribbled in his diary: ‘It is clear that DH would like us to do the whole thing in the rush.’32Width
was also a problem. Haig wanted the attack to be made on a wider front than Rawlinson had
proposed. He asked Rawlinson to see whether he could include an attack on Gommecourt, the
village to the north of Serre, which was the northern limit in Rawlinson’s first draft, and he
ordered Rawlinson to link up with the adjacent attack by the French to the south. With that in
mind, he wanted the southern portion of the attack to be extended to include the capture of
Montauban and the nearby Briqueterie.As if that was not ambitious enough, Haig asked
Rawlinson to start thinking about where he would advance after the first day’s attack. He wanted
Rawlinson to adopt the overall strategy for the campaign, which required British forces to turn
towards the east after the German positions between Montauban and Fricourt had been taken
(the initial attack in the south would involve an advance from south to north).As for the risks
specified by Rawlinson, Haig claimed they could be provided for by bringing up supporting
troops and artillery, which could for example withstand any counter-attack that might be
launched by the enemy. ‘It is . . . wiser to act boldly in order to secure at the outset points of
tactical value which it may be possible to reach, rather than to determine beforehand to stop
short of what may prove to be possible in order to avoid risks,’ Haig directed.33Notwithstanding
Rawlinson’s failure to point out the most important pitfall inherent in the extra depth of the thrust
that Haig was requesting, no one can say that prior to the attack the 4th Army commander did



not himself appreciate the dangers which were part and parcel of Haig’s demand. Three and a
half weeks after reading the Commander-in-Chief’s response to his plan, whilst informing Haig
that he would need five extra heavy howitzer batteries to cover the additional 2,500 yards of
extra front within the Montauban sector (the number of ‘guns’ presumably having been arrived at
with reference to the Budworth formula of one howitzer per 100 yards), Rawlinson informed Haig
that the extension also involved his covering an additional 13,500 yards of support and
communication trenches.34 This reply, sent to GHQ on 10 May 1916, showed that Rawlinson
fully understood the principle that if the attack was to go deeper into the German lines, there
would be more trenches for the artillery to target.35The fact that he fully appreciated the risks
Haig was asking him to take is perhaps even clearer if one refers to the following extract from the
entry concerning the Montauban extension that Rawlinson wrote in his diary on 18 April 1916,
the day before he sent off his comments on the changes requested by Haig:I am not at all sure
that we can undertake this further objective with the guns we shall have. If we have to do too
much, we shall water down the bombardment to such an extent that we may not get in. So I am
rather inclined to oppose Montauban in the first objective. I know it will make the negotiations
with the French more difficult, but I am responsible for the attack by this Army and must
deprecate taking on too much.36But for some unexplained reason, Rawlinson did not explicitly
apply the principles underlying his diary note, and the aforementioned 10 May letter to GHQ, to
the extra depth Haig was requiring him to tackle during the first day of the attack on the northern
half of the Somme front.This failure was repeated in the memorandum that Rawlinson sent Haig
on 19 April 1916. In it he stated that while he could cater for the extra yards of front in the
Montauban sector, by using one of the divisions he had originally earmarked for the reserves, it
would be impossible without the provision of extra guns. But there was no reference to how the
extra depth of the attack requested by Haig to the north of the Albert–Bapaume road made it
essential that he should be given extra artillery for that as well. The following extract shows how
Rawlinson merely reiterated the incomplete analysis of risk already mentioned in the original
plan:It still seems to me that an attempt to attain more distant objectives, that is to say the
enemy’s second line system . . . involves considerable risks. I however fully realize that it may be
necessary to incur these risks in view of the importance of the object to be attained. This will no
doubt be decided by the Commander-in- Chief and definite instructions sent to me in due
course.37The only points on which Rawlinson would not give way related to the suggested
attack on Gommecourt (he stated he did not have the resources to include it in his plan), and the
form of the artillery softening-up process. In his original plan Rawlinson had favoured a
bombardment of between forty-eight and seventy-two hours over the alternative, a hurricane
onslaught lasting just five to six hours. Haig had queried whether the former option might
forewarn the Germans of what was to come, only for Rawlinson in his considered reply to
counter that the hurricane version would not give the gunners time to cut the wire in front of the
German trenches, which would take several days. Furthermore, it would be impossible to do that
at the same time as bombarding the German trenches. The bombardment would throw up dust



and smoke, concealing the wire from the artillery observers, who needed to see clearly in order
to be able to direct the gunners’ shells onto it.38Haig would eventually give in to Rawlinson on
both these points.39 Gommecourt would be attacked by Lieutenant-General Edmund Allenby’s
3rd Army, and Rawlinson could carry out his methodical bombardment. But because Rawlinson
never challenged Haig’s implied demand that he should attack the second system north of the
road during the first day of the attack, it stayed in the plan.Rawlinson’s failure to make his case
properly and stand his ground on this important issue raises questions concerning his
competence and integrity. Did he realize that Haig’s plan was so impractical that it unnecessarily
put the lives of his men at risk, yet refuse to challenge it robustly because of his personal
circumstances? Did the gentleman’s code of honour require him to let Haig win the argument
over the depth of the attack as a reward for saving Rawlinson’s career in the wake of the Neuve
Chapelle affair? And did this trump his duty to protect his men by insisting the plan should be
workable? Or was Rawlinson so overwhelmed by the huge task he had been set that he really
did not appreciate the scale of the shortage of artillery? The aforementioned analysis of his
concerns relating to the Montauban extension suggests that the former explanation is more
likely than the latter.Whichever is correct was beside the point as far as the situation of the
British infantrymen was concerned. Following what had been planned by their two most senior
generals, they were to be ordered to attack a German defence system, consisting of deep
trenches and dugouts, which far from being obliterated, as they would be assured was the case,
in many areas would not even be touched. It was a disaster waiting to happen.3: A Gentleman’s
AgreementNorthern France, February–May 1916(See map 1)3: A Gentleman’s
AgreementNorthern France, February–May 1916(See map 1)The British Army’s inefficiency,
when it came to organizing the most basic actions, might have been excused if only its generals
had sensibly carried out their most important task of all: the planning of the great
attack.Unfortunately, unbeknown to the public in general, and in particular to those poor soldiers
who would have to go over the top, the fault line, which ran through the Army’s middle ranks,
stretched right to the top. Although to outside observers there seemed to be unity within the high
command concerning how the attack should be conducted, there were hidden fissures deep
down beneath the surface resulting from the divergent strategies of Britain’s top generals.On the
one hand, there were the flamboyant views of General Sir Douglas Haig, the fifty-five-year-old
Commander-in-Chief of the BEF, the eternal optimist. He was adamant that any attack plan
should be ambitious, and should be calibrated so that there was at least the chance of a
decisive breakthrough. If the plan worked, he wanted the coup de grâce to be administered by
his beloved cavalry, the branch of the Army where he had earned his spurs.On the other hand,
there were the more pessimistic opinions voiced by General Sir Henry Rawlinson, the fifty-two-
year-old commander of the British 4th Army, the unit selected by Haig to carry out the Somme
attack. If asked, he might have agreed that Haig was the British Army’s equivalent of Don
Quixote, because like Cervantes’ fictional anti-hero, Haig did not face up to the real nature of
what he had to attack.1 Lessons learned from making previous assaults on the Western Front



had convinced Rawlinson that Haig’s plan to break through the German multilayered trench
systems in one great rush, while desirable in theory, was unachievable in practice.The 4th
Army’s commander believed the most that could be accomplished on the first day of the Somme
attack was the penetration of the front network of German barbed wire and trenches (often
referred to misleadingly as their front or 1st Position, ‘system’ or ‘line’, even though it contained
several trenches running more or less parallel with each other). The reason for Rawlinson’s
relatively unambitious approach was his realization that to be sure of taking a trench system, his
artillery had first to cut the protective wire and pulverize the trenches. It was hard to accomplish
this if the trench system targeted was too far away from the artillery, as was the case with the
Germans’ 2nd Position on the Somme, particularly if it could not be seen from the British line.
That explains why Rawlinson advocated pausing after capturing the first position while the
artillery was dragged forward. Only then could the next stage of the attack commence, which
would involve the softening up of part of the German second line, before the second assault
went in.Rawlinson famously referred to his strategy as ‘bite and hold’. It required the attacker to
bite off one line of the German trench system at a time, and when selecting the objective, not to
be too greedy.2The different expectations of Haig and Rawlinson certainly made the planning of
the attack more complicated. But those expectations did not inevitably mean that the approach
of one of the generals had to be totally ignored. Compromises reached after such creative
tension can often capture the good points of both sides of the argument.However, for creative
tension to produce constructive results, it is essential that the opinions of both sides are given
equal weight. That was not the case in this instance. During the year leading up to April 1916
when the Somme plan was formulated, Haig had established a hold over Rawlinson way in
excess of what should have been the case given their relative status. It meant the 4th Army’s
commander was constrained when it came to challenging Haig’s tactics.The seeds of Haig’s
unhealthy ascendancy, and of the resulting disaster that eventually ensued on the first day of the
Battle of the Somme on 1 July 1916, were sown at the time of the BEF’s very first major attack in
France. During the advance towards Neuve Chapelle on 10 March 1915, Rawlinson had made a
mistake. He instructed the general of one of the divisions within his IV Corps to use a unit to
back up the assault on the German front system, when it should have been kept back so that it
could carry on the advance after the 1st German Position was breached. Rawlinson had
compounded his error by blaming the subordinate major-general.Matters came to a head when
the major-general complained that he was unfairly being made a scapegoat, and Rawlinson,
humiliated, was forced to apologize. Field Marshal Sir John French, the then commander of the
BEF, was all for sacking Rawlinson, but Haig, who as commander of the 1st Army was
Rawlinson’s immediate superior, successfully argued he should be given another chance. Haig’s
verdict, noted in his diary, was that ‘Rawlinson is unsatisfactory in this respect, loyalty to his
subordinates. But he has many other valuable qualities for a commander on active
service.’3However, there were consequences. Although Haig’s intercession meant that
Rawlinson was reprieved, it effectively neutered him. Unless there was a dramatic change in



circumstances, never again could he challenge Haig without transgressing the unwritten rule
between gentlemen. This states that if a man saves your life or reputation, then you must treat
him like a brother and never betray him.Rawlinson would have been particularly susceptible to
the obligations imposed on him by such a rule. He was the archetypal English gentleman of the
old school, whose actions, and sense of right and wrong, were strongly influenced by his family
and their history. It was his family he had to thank for the baronetcy he had inherited, and their
values would have been reinforced by the lessons about morality and chivalry he would have
picked up while a pupil at Eton. Britain’s most prestigious public school was famous for the way it
transformed the sons of rich and aristocratic families into pillars of the community. Although
Haig, who had been a pupil at Clifton College, a less well-known public school, did not belong to
the Old Etonian ‘club’, his money, contacts, and subsequent education and position meant that
he was to be treated as if cut from the same cloth.The rule that required Rawlinson to pay back
Haig in kind would have been all the more applicable in this case, because of the way Haig’s
support acted as a shield against Sir John French on an ongoing basis. It was clear that French
had a grudge against Rawlinson. Haig had told Rawlinson that Sir John had referred to a
previous incident where Rawlinson had displeased him; in October 1914, Rawlinson had, wisely
as it turned out, not complied with French’s order to ‘move on’ Menin, Belgium, during the battles
that are known as 1st Ypres, and this had angered French. Now French wanted Rawlinson to be
told that this was to be his last warning.4 The mental torture inflicted on Rawlinson by this
comment was exacerbated by the fact that for weeks afterwards, whenever their paths crossed,
French had either totally ignored him or was studiously cold towards him. This naturally led
Rawlinson to fear that French would seize on some other pretext to have him sent home.It
prompted Rawlinson to write in his diary: ‘I know Sir John will never forgive me for what I did at
Menin, because he knows he was wrong and I was right. He is a vindictive little person and
harbours resentment for years, so I don’t fancy I shall get any help from him.’5Throughout this
very difficult period, Rawlinson was comforted by the knowledge he had Haig’s support. That
had been made abundantly clear to him. As Rawlinson recorded in his diary, after mentioning Sir
John’s verdict, Haig had ‘then said he was quite prepared to fight my battles for me, and I might
have every confidence in him. It was very good of him and I am certain I have a good friend and
staunch ally . . . [thanks to] his strong character and personality.’6Rawlinson’s daily jottings in his
diary refer back to Haig’s steadfastness concerning this incident time and again. Whenever
French’s behaviour made him feel insecure, he would add a note repeating in substance the
mantra he had recorded after his talk with Haig: ‘I feel quite sure I shall get justice in DH’s
hands.’7With the benefit of hindsight, Haig’s promise that he would fight Rawlinson’s battles for
him has a sinister ring about it, given what transpired. As will be demonstrated below, Haig was
able to use his hold over Rawlinson to dominate him, and to require him to fight the Somme
battle in the way he desired. However, at the time when Haig made the promise, it is likely that
the thought that this might be the end result never entered Rawlinson’s mind.The fact that
Rawlinson could not challenge him might not have mattered so much had Haig not become so



sure that his strategy in 1916 was the correct one. This confidence was partly a product of his
religious belief. On the eve of the Battle of the Somme, he would write to his wife Doris: ‘I think it
is . . . Divine help which gives me tranquillity of mind, and enables me to carry on without feeling
the strain of responsibility to be too excessive. I try to do no more than do my best and trust to
God.’8 As events would reveal, such tranquillity of mind when faced with opposing views could
be very dangerous.There may have been another reason why Haig was so confident that his
tactics were correct: three months before he looked at Rawlinson’s plan for the Somme attack,
Haig’s sister Henrietta informed him that their dead brother George had contacted her via a
medium: he wanted Haig to know that God was letting Napoleon advise him.9 Whether or not
Haig positively believed the medium was telling the truth, it would not be surprising if the
possibility gave his confidence a boost.But Haig’s willingness to trust his own judgement was
also influenced by his upbringing and education.10 As the rich scion of one of Scotland’s best-
known whisky dynasties, the Haig Distillery being the family business, he was used to having
what he wanted and doing things his own way. This sense of entitlement did not spring from a
belief that he was especially intelligent. Although, unusually for a regular soldier, he had been a
student at Oxford University (1880–3), where he read French, Political Economy and Classical
History, there is some suspicion that he owed his place more to his name and connections than
to his brain. He took a so-called pass degree, rather than an honours degree, which would have
required his work to be graded, and Brasenose, the Oxford college he attended, was known to
be interested in providing an education for those who were more of a sporty than an academic
disposition.While up at Oxford, Haig certainly showed more interest in what was happening on
the polo field (he played polo for the university), and in drinking clubs such as the Bullingdon,
than in lecture halls. There was little chance of his shining in the debating chamber or the
theatre, where other high-flyers cut their teeth. Haig was shy and often tongue-tied, to such an
extent that some have called him inarticulate.However, neither his inability to express himself
fluently nor his limited academic prowess stood in the way of his being accepted within the top
strata of British society. Thanks to his sister Henrietta, who had married a friend of Edward, the
Prince of Wales – subsequently Edward VII – Haig was a regular guest at parties attended by the
royal family, a privilege that also led to his being on speaking terms with Edward’s son, who in
1910 was to be crowned George V.It was only after he had come down from Oxford, while
serving in the cavalry, that Haig experienced his first major setback. His initial attempt to secure
a place at the prestigious Staff College at Camberley was scuppered because he failed his
Maths exam. While there was a good excuse for what happened – the exam was unexpectedly
made more difficult that year – it raises questions as to whether he had the desire, or capacity, to
rigorously analyse a difficult problem. Fortunately for Haig, his admirers in the Army did not see it
like that, and he was eventually given one of the Staff College places that were in the gift of the
Adjutant-General.11While there, Haig was such an able student that he was already being
talked about as a commander-in-chief in the making. And afterwards he was helped on his way,
as was the norm for talented young officers, by various high-flyers in the Army who were to



become his patrons. One such patron was the Quartermaster-General Sir Evelyn Wood, who
had realized Haig was going to rise far after reading some of the thoughtful papers he wrote
about the cavalry. Another was John French, a cavalry officer, who would himself rise to the top
of the Army, becoming Commander-in-Chief of the British Expeditionary before Haig took over
from him in December 1915. French gave Haig a leg up just when he needed it after Haig had in
his turn saved French’s Army career, and prevented him from being declared bankrupt, by
lending him £2,500. In 1899, when French went to fight in the Boer War as head of the cavalry,
Major Haig accompanied him as his Chief Staff Officer.But it was lessons learned from a series
of events on the Western Front, during the months before he became the Commander-in-Chief,
that were to make the biggest impact on Haig’s self-belief and confidence. What he learned from
the 1st Battle of Ypres, at the end of October 1914, had nothing to do with the part he as corps
commander had played in the rearguard action that held up the Germans. Rather the battle
taught him that the Germans had thrown away their great opportunity to break through the British
line because they did not have sufficient reserves at hand to penetrate the gap they had
created.12In his capacity as commander of the 1st Army, Haig had also seen how the failure to
handle reserves correctly had halted the advance of Rawlinson’s IV Corps after its breakthrough
at Neuve Chapelle. Although his own forces were not on the receiving end during the 2nd Battle
of Ypres in April 1915, Haig learned similar lessons from the German failure there to exploit their
breakthrough achieved thanks to the use of gas.13 Last but not least, the fact that he had been
asked to replace Sir John French as the BEF’s Commander-in-Chief due to Sir John’s failure to
make reserves available to exploit the breach in the German line at Loos on 25 September 1915,
only served to emphasize the same point. All these events left Haig with the unshakeable
conviction that whatever the resistance from his own side, he should never fail to exploit an
opening through lack of ambition at the planning stage.Haig would have preferred to make his
first advance as the BEF’s Commander-in-Chief in the Ypres sector rather than on the Somme. A
breakthrough in Flanders would have given him more scope to disrupt German operations
behind the front-line systems. However, bearing in mind Lord Kitchener’s instructions on his
being appointed, which contained the order that he must ‘support and co-operate with the
French’, Haig felt obliged to accede to the request by General Joseph Joffre, the sixty-four-year-
old Commander-in-Chief of French forces, that they should make their big push together on the
Somme.14When this offensive was first discussed, the French were offering to take the lead,
attacking with forty divisions on a 25-mile front, leaving British forces to cover the remaining 14
miles targeted with twenty-five of their divisions.15 However, the German attack at Verdun on 21
February 1916 changed all that. French efforts to defend Verdun (see map 1) meant that
available French units ebbed away, leaving Haig wondering at one point whether the Somme
offensive would end up being an all-British attack with no French participation.16Fear that
Britain would be bled dry led some members of the British Cabinet’s War Committee to withhold
their consent for such a massive undertaking. It was only the passing of time without a suitable
alternative strategy being agreed, together with pressure from the French, that finally persuaded



the War Committee on 7 April 1916 to give Haig the go-ahead for his Somme campaign.17It
would have made sense for the War Committee to have appointed a representative who would
have been privy to all Haig’s correspondence concerning the planning of the great attack. If they
had taken that precaution, it is possible that both Haig and his immediate boss, General Sir
William Robertson, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, would have resigned in protest on the
grounds that the Commander-in-Chief was not being trusted.Haig and Robertson were certainly
not above challenging the politicians’ supremacy. In May 1916 there was a stand-off between
the two soldiers and the War Committee over whether the politicians had the right to tell Haig to
make do with fewer horses on the Continent. There was a shortage of shipping, and the shortfall
would have been reduced if no more horses were sent out to the Western Front. The discovery
that the War Committee were thinking of looking at such a subject prompted Haig to write a letter
to Robertson saying that the question of how many horses he needed was his responsibility. The
Army Council supported its Commander-in-Chief.Not surprisingly, this upset the majority on the
War Committee. David Lloyd George, one of its members, accused Haig of being ‘insolent’, and
stated that the effect of this letter was to tell the War Committee ‘to mind their own business’ and
not to interfere with Haig’s. That was ‘most improper . . . They had a perfect right to investigate
any matter connected with the war that they pleased.’ A constitutional crisis was only avoided
after Robertson diplomatically requested that Haig should not be reprimanded since he had only
expressed his views in a private letter that was never intended to be shown to the War
Committee. The War Committee members agreed, and eventually no action was taken. More
significantly, Haig, helped by Robertson, had effectively barred the politicians from monitoring
the way he exercised his command, a development that was to have unfortunate
consequences.18It meant there was what Rawlinson referred to as a kind of military dictatorship
run by Haig and General Robertson.19 Once the politicians handed over the reins of power to
them, permitting Haig and Robertson to fight the battle, there was no effective means of
controlling them. The situation was made all the more dangerous because Robertson, the man
who sweet-talked the War Committee into approving the Somme offensive against their better
judgement, did not check that Haig was keeping to the letter of what was effectively the small
print of the politicians’ agreement. Robertson had only persuaded the War Committee to back
the offensive at the beginning of April 1916 by promising its members that their Commander-in-
Chief would be prudent. ‘If he was convinced that the French intended to leave all the fighting to
him, then he would shut down at once,’ he told them. ‘General Haig was properly alive to the
situation and would not do any foolish thing.’20Then, at the end of May 1916, when faced with
the French generals’ demand that the British ‘should make some big movement’ and Joffre’s
comment that the French ‘force at Verdun was now reduced to 22 divisions’, Robertson told the
War Committee what appears to have been another white lie. Although Haig had just written to
him stating that he was hoping to use his cavalry to exploit any success enjoyed by the infantry,
Robertson calmed the nerves of the War Committee members by telling them that Haig had ‘no
idea of any attempt to break through the German lines’. According to Robertson, Haig would



restrict himself to ‘dégager’ (relieving) the French.21 The French generals were afraid they
would not be able to carry on fighting if the Germans were not diverted away from Verdun by the
Somme attack.22By the time the War Committee approved the principle of the offensive on 7
April, Haig had already seen Rawlinson’s first draft of the Somme attack plan, which had been
forwarded to him four days earlier.23 It was a curious mixture of restraint and recklessness. It
was restrained in that in the southern half of the front, the assault was to be restricted to an
attack on the German front-line system, the one exception being that the village of
Contalmaison, which was east of the front system, would be targeted as well. The focus on the
front line meant that although the front would run from the Maricourt salient in the south to Serre
in the north, there would be no attempt to take the German second trench system, south of the
road running from Albert to Bapaume, which bisected the centre of the area to be attacked (see
map 2, and note 24 which describes what is meant by the Maricourt salient).24 The second
system south of the road was more than 4,000 yards from the British front line, making it harder
for the artillery to take out than the second system north of the road which (as shown in map 2)
was for the most part nearer, in some places much nearer.Even north of the road, the attack was
in the first instance to be confined to the front system. The troops would only be authorized to
attack the second system after the first system had been captured, and the renewed advance
prepared, a process that Rawlinson estimated might take three days.The targeting of the village
of Contalmaison, which, as mentioned above, was to be the most ambitious target south of the
road, and the village of Pozières, which straddled the road, was particularly crucial since they
would become important bases for the subsequent attack on the second trench system south of
the road. The latter advance would only be attempted after the objectives specified in the plan
had been taken.The reckless nature of the plan sprang from the fact that some of the key
lessons gleaned from the failed operations on the Western Front during 1915 had been ignored.
One such lesson had been enunciated by Brigadier-General Charles Budworth, who at the time
had been Rawlinson’s artillery adviser within IV Corps. In a report sent to Rawlinson after the
Battle of Loos in September–October 1915, the last of the four offensives masterminded by
Rawlinson and Haig in that year, Budworth had stated that Rawlinson could not be sure of
obliterating a trench so that it could be taken without heavy losses unless he used one heavy
howitzer for each 100 yards of front.25 (In simple terms, a howitzer is a ‘gun’ whose shells do not
fly directly from the gun barrel to their target, but which instead loop up into the air before falling
steeply onto it.) When Budworth specified that these howitzers must be ‘heavy’, he was referring
to those whose calibre (internal diameter) was in excess of 6 inches.Rawlinson’s plan, while
implicitly paying homage to Budworth’s recommendation, disregarded it. The 4th Army
commander had extended the definition of heavies to include 6-inch howitzers. That sleight of
hand would have enabled Rawlinson to claim, without any justification, that the number of
howitzers possessed by the 4th Army to cover the front selected by him complied with
Budworth’s specification. Using the Rawlinson definition of ‘heavy’, he was able to claim he had
at least 200 ‘heavy’ howitzers (those with a calibre of 6 inches or more). If each ‘heavy’ howitzer



could cover 100 yards of front, this meant that Rawlinson ostensibly had sufficient firepower to
take out 20,000 yards of front-line trenches.26It was this calculation, and the knowledge that he
could use in excess of 160,000 men (more than eight men per yard attacked) from the
seventeen infantry divisions he had been told were at his disposal, which gave Rawlinson the
statistics he needed to underpin the front he had chosen for his attack. It was to be the east of
Mametz to Serre line, which from south to north measured around 20,000 yards.27Rawlinson’s
adaptation of the Budworth ruling might have been acceptable if there had been any controversy
about whether the 6-inch howitzers could stand in for the heavier artillery. But there was no
uncertainty about this. Budworth’s report stated unequivocally: ‘I am not of the opinion that any
artillery, except howitzers of the heaviest nature, are likely to cause material damage to German
trenches . . . The fire of 6" howitzers . . . is no doubt demoralizing and to a limited extent
destructive to the enemy’s personnel . . . but its destructive effect on deep trenches is distinctly
limited.’28Even after stretching Budworth’s ruling in this way, Rawlinson realized he had still
fallen short of what he knew Haig would expect. ‘I . . . doubt his acquiescing in the scheme
without my convincing him verbally,’ he scrawled in his diary on 3 April 1916, the day when he
sent in the plan. Next day he added: ‘I daresay I shall have a tussle with him over the limited
objective, for I hear he is inclined to favour the unlimited with the chance of breaking the German
line.’29Perhaps he would have made more effort to produce what he knew would be expected
had he not been fortified four days earlier by a meeting with the Secretary of State for War, Field
Marshal Kitchener. This was a man whom Rawlinson did not just respect for what he had done
concerning the recruitment of the New Armies, but who during the earlier part of Rawlinson’s
career had been a much admired mentor. Kitchener had told Rawlinson that given the French
were not in a position to undertake what he called a big offensive, ‘it would be unwise of us to
make an attack “au fond”, incurring 50 or 60,000 casualties which could not be
replaced’.30Rawlinson’s argument in favour of his less ambitious plan was certainly persuasive.
In his proposal he argued:It does not appear to me that the gain of 2 or 3 more kilometres of
ground is of much consequence, or that the existing situation is so urgent as to demand that we
should incur very heavy losses in order to draw a large number of German reserves against this
portion of our front. Our object rather seems to be to kill as many Germans as possible with the
least loss to ourselves, and the best way to do this appears to me to be to seize points of tactical
importance, which will provide us with good observation and which we may feel quite certain the
Germans will counter attack . . . under disadvantages which will conduce to heavy losses [on
their side].But Rawlinson lessened his chances of convincing his Commander-in-Chief to accept
his – and Kitchener’s – approach by failing to specify all of the risks that would have to be taken if
a more ambitious plan were to be adopted. He did not, for example, go on to give a complete
analysis as to why a deeper attack was tantamount to having a ‘gamble’. His report refers to
there being ‘serious risks’ should he attempt to attack both the first and second systems north of
the road ‘in one rush’. But what he was principally referring to was the risk of incurring ‘very
heavy losses’ in front of the second system if the barbed wire protecting it had not been



destroyed before the system was attacked. No mention was made of the even more fundamental
danger referred to in the following questions: would the targeting of the second system as well
as the first system before the advance commenced dilute the strength of the artillery barrage on
each yard of trench within the first system, to the extent that Rawlinson’s troops would be
stopped in their tracks or mowed down by the German guns before they even reached the first
system?It was Rawlinson’s failure to deal with this crucial issue that permitted Haig to believe
that he had answers for all the problems that might emerge as a result of making a deeper thrust.
In Haig’s reply, which was included in the letters written by his right-hand man, Lieutenant-
General Lancelot Kiggell, the Chief of the General Staff, he brushed aside Rawlinson’s warning,
albeit using the quaintly formalized language of the day, requiring ‘that further consideration may
be given to the possibility of pushing our first advance further than is contemplated in your
plan’.31Of all the changes that Haig was requesting this was the most controversial. He wanted
the German second system to the north of the Albert to Bapaume road to be taken on the first
day, rather than several days later, as suggested in Rawlinson’s original proposal. Although Haig
– and Kiggell – were too decorous to state that explicitly in their letters, Rawlinson immediately
understood what they were after. On 14 April 1916, the day he received their orders, he
scribbled in his diary: ‘It is clear that DH would like us to do the whole thing in the rush.’32Width
was also a problem. Haig wanted the attack to be made on a wider front than Rawlinson had
proposed. He asked Rawlinson to see whether he could include an attack on Gommecourt, the
village to the north of Serre, which was the northern limit in Rawlinson’s first draft, and he
ordered Rawlinson to link up with the adjacent attack by the French to the south. With that in
mind, he wanted the southern portion of the attack to be extended to include the capture of
Montauban and the nearby Briqueterie.As if that was not ambitious enough, Haig asked
Rawlinson to start thinking about where he would advance after the first day’s attack. He wanted
Rawlinson to adopt the overall strategy for the campaign, which required British forces to turn
towards the east after the German positions between Montauban and Fricourt had been taken
(the initial attack in the south would involve an advance from south to north).As for the risks
specified by Rawlinson, Haig claimed they could be provided for by bringing up supporting
troops and artillery, which could for example withstand any counter-attack that might be
launched by the enemy. ‘It is . . . wiser to act boldly in order to secure at the outset points of
tactical value which it may be possible to reach, rather than to determine beforehand to stop
short of what may prove to be possible in order to avoid risks,’ Haig directed.33Notwithstanding
Rawlinson’s failure to point out the most important pitfall inherent in the extra depth of the thrust
that Haig was requesting, no one can say that prior to the attack the 4th Army commander did
not himself appreciate the dangers which were part and parcel of Haig’s demand. Three and a
half weeks after reading the Commander-in-Chief’s response to his plan, whilst informing Haig
that he would need five extra heavy howitzer batteries to cover the additional 2,500 yards of
extra front within the Montauban sector (the number of ‘guns’ presumably having been arrived at
with reference to the Budworth formula of one howitzer per 100 yards), Rawlinson informed Haig



that the extension also involved his covering an additional 13,500 yards of support and
communication trenches.34 This reply, sent to GHQ on 10 May 1916, showed that Rawlinson
fully understood the principle that if the attack was to go deeper into the German lines, there
would be more trenches for the artillery to target.35The fact that he fully appreciated the risks
Haig was asking him to take is perhaps even clearer if one refers to the following extract from the
entry concerning the Montauban extension that Rawlinson wrote in his diary on 18 April 1916,
the day before he sent off his comments on the changes requested by Haig:I am not at all sure
that we can undertake this further objective with the guns we shall have. If we have to do too
much, we shall water down the bombardment to such an extent that we may not get in. So I am
rather inclined to oppose Montauban in the first objective. I know it will make the negotiations
with the French more difficult, but I am responsible for the attack by this Army and must
deprecate taking on too much.36But for some unexplained reason, Rawlinson did not explicitly
apply the principles underlying his diary note, and the aforementioned 10 May letter to GHQ, to
the extra depth Haig was requiring him to tackle during the first day of the attack on the northern
half of the Somme front.This failure was repeated in the memorandum that Rawlinson sent Haig
on 19 April 1916. In it he stated that while he could cater for the extra yards of front in the
Montauban sector, by using one of the divisions he had originally earmarked for the reserves, it
would be impossible without the provision of extra guns. But there was no reference to how the
extra depth of the attack requested by Haig to the north of the Albert–Bapaume road made it
essential that he should be given extra artillery for that as well. The following extract shows how
Rawlinson merely reiterated the incomplete analysis of risk already mentioned in the original
plan:It still seems to me that an attempt to attain more distant objectives, that is to say the
enemy’s second line system . . . involves considerable risks. I however fully realize that it may be
necessary to incur these risks in view of the importance of the object to be attained. This will no
doubt be decided by the Commander-in- Chief and definite instructions sent to me in due
course.37The only points on which Rawlinson would not give way related to the suggested
attack on Gommecourt (he stated he did not have the resources to include it in his plan), and the
form of the artillery softening-up process. In his original plan Rawlinson had favoured a
bombardment of between forty-eight and seventy-two hours over the alternative, a hurricane
onslaught lasting just five to six hours. Haig had queried whether the former option might
forewarn the Germans of what was to come, only for Rawlinson in his considered reply to
counter that the hurricane version would not give the gunners time to cut the wire in front of the
German trenches, which would take several days. Furthermore, it would be impossible to do that
at the same time as bombarding the German trenches. The bombardment would throw up dust
and smoke, concealing the wire from the artillery observers, who needed to see clearly in order
to be able to direct the gunners’ shells onto it.38Haig would eventually give in to Rawlinson on
both these points.39 Gommecourt would be attacked by Lieutenant-General Edmund Allenby’s
3rd Army, and Rawlinson could carry out his methodical bombardment. But because Rawlinson
never challenged Haig’s implied demand that he should attack the second system north of the



road during the first day of the attack, it stayed in the plan.Rawlinson’s failure to make his case
properly and stand his ground on this important issue raises questions concerning his
competence and integrity. Did he realize that Haig’s plan was so impractical that it unnecessarily
put the lives of his men at risk, yet refuse to challenge it robustly because of his personal
circumstances? Did the gentleman’s code of honour require him to let Haig win the argument
over the depth of the attack as a reward for saving Rawlinson’s career in the wake of the Neuve
Chapelle affair? And did this trump his duty to protect his men by insisting the plan should be
workable? Or was Rawlinson so overwhelmed by the huge task he had been set that he really
did not appreciate the scale of the shortage of artillery? The aforementioned analysis of his
concerns relating to the Montauban extension suggests that the former explanation is more
likely than the latter.Whichever is correct was beside the point as far as the situation of the
British infantrymen was concerned. Following what had been planned by their two most senior
generals, they were to be ordered to attack a German defence system, consisting of deep
trenches and dugouts, which far from being obliterated, as they would be assured was the case,
in many areas would not even be touched. It was a disaster waiting to happen.4: The Build-
UpThe Somme, April–June 1916(See map 7)Whatever their views of their leaders, most British
soldiers at least started off believing that their generals could be trusted to support them with an
adequate artillery barrage. Or they gave them the benefit of the doubt. When the 22nd
Manchesters’ Captain Charlie May, whose battalion was holding the front line opposite Mametz,
was told on 13 April 1916 that his unit would have to cover a wider front during the coming attack
than had previously been anticipated, he wrote in his diary: ‘The Staff appear very confident of
our superiority in guns . . . All we can hope is that their confidence may be justified.’1However,
this trust, which meant so much to soldiers in the front line, was quickly dissipated if a
commander blotted his copybook. There was plenty of scope for that to happen during the lead-
up to the big attack, especially in those units ordered to mount preliminary operations. The
battalions holding the front line were frequently ordered to send their men out on probing trench
raids. These raids were partly carried out to capture German soldiers, or to report on the state of
the German barbed wire and their dugouts for intelligence purposes. But they were also viewed
as a test, a kind of dress rehearsal for the big day, to check out the relative strengths of the
opposing forces.In the course of one such raid during the night of 2–3 June, the 22nd
Manchesters attacked the enemy’s trenches at Bulgar Point, the site of a German listening post
near Mametz (see map 7), following what May described as a ‘terrific bombardment’.2 In spite of
this and of intensive training before the operation on a replica of the German trenches, the raid
went spectacularly wrong. Out of the sixty-four men who went out into No Man’s Land, there
were thirty-one casualties including all four officers, two of whom were killed.3Given that all
these officers came from Captain Alfred Bland’s A Company, one can imagine the sense of
foreboding that must have dominated his wife’s thoughts after reading his letter giving her the
bad news. Although Bland did not say it in so many words, he was in effect telling her that by the
law of averages his own days might also be numbered. ‘It’s extraordinary. All the original A



Company officers are gone,’ he wrote:and I alone am left. Yes, at one blow, we have lost 4
officers [in a raid] . . . As a show it was a success. They did considerable damage, obtained two
prisoners and dealt destruction to a great many more. The only hitch was the enemy wire, which
had not been cut [in the right place] by the artillery . . .[Lieutenant Eric] Street, was last to leave
the Boche trench, ran [the] greatest risks and got [caught] fast in the wire. Burchill went across to
help him and received a fatal stomach wound, and [Lieutenant Edmund] Cansino did likewise,
and so far as we know was killed in attempting to save Street.4Given the anguish which such a
letter must have provoked, it was fortunate perhaps that Bland spared his wife the gory details.
Some of them can be reconstructed from Captain May’s record of what he observed through the
trench telescope when he peered over the parapet the next day:Poor Street, Cansino and one
other unidentified [man] can be plainly seen tangled in a heap among the German wire right
under their parapet. A Boche sentry is mounted over them, and keeps popping his head up
every now and then to have a look at them. I saw him first through the telescope, and the sudden
apparition of his great face caused me to think him a fiend from hell gloating over his victims . . .
Street was a married man with three children, and Cansino was also married (with a baby on the
way). It’s a sad business.5But what added insult to injury was the ill-informed explanation
proffered by a major presumably acting under the instructions of Lieutenant-General Henry
Horne, XV Corp’s fifty-five-year-old commander, who as the only artillery officer to command a
corps on the Somme should have known better. Instead of admitting the true cause, which as
May and Bland could have told him was the failure by the artillery to cut through the German
barbed wire in the right place, the following extract from Horne’s condolences sought to blame
faulty intelligence: ‘The fact that the air photo [taken by the Royal Flying Corps] did not reveal the
existence of the trench described as Reserve Supply in the report is most unfortunate. Had it not
been for this, the raid would have been conducted with but little loss.’6The casualties in the
course of the Bulgar Point raid were just one of a series of traumatic events that members of the
22nd Manchesters witnessed before the main attack. At first, much of what went wrong was
swept under the carpet so that their families would not be alarmed. Entries in their diaries and
correspondence are full of statements confirming they were in a relatively safe section of the
front.Lieutenant William Gomersall, another officer from the battalion whose letters survive, even
went so far as to describe his actions in the trenches as if they were a game played during a kind
of action holiday. In one letter that he sent to his younger brother and sisters in December 1915,
he thanked them for their welcome birthday gift of chocolate, adding:I only wish I could send you
a souvenir or something from here . . . Next time I go up into the trenches, I shall have to try and
remember to send a birthday present from each of you through a rifle to those beastly old
Germans, and say that one from Mabel, that one from Enid and that from Eddie. What do you
say? . . .I am getting just like I was when I was your age . . . [I am] mudlarking for all I’m worth. [I
am] up to [my] . . . eyes in it in the trenches. The majority of us couldn’t be seen except [for] our
faces and shoulders for cakes of mud . . . I splash and mess about in [the] mud, and am getting
to enjoy it as much as you . . . [I] feel just like a bunny . . . rabbit when I burrow in[to] my dugout to



go to sleep, or run away from the Germans when they start to be nasty and throw things at us.
They are not sportsmen are they?In another letter that Gomersall sent to young Eddie on
Christmas Day 1915, he wrote:No Eddie old man I am not killed. You needn’t worry. I’m having a
fine time out here, almost as comfortable as being in England. I will write you many more letters
yet, if you only write to me, and then when I come home we shall have a right jolly fine time. What
do you say?I saw [Santa Claus] . . . a few days ago . . . and told him to call at 69 Queen’s Road,
Urmston . . . and leave something there for all of you . . . As he is out here, he may be a little late
in coming, but tell me if he did come in your next letter will you old sport.I hope you are having a
real good time. I am. I have bought . . . a turkey and will have a fine feed tonight and . . . I’ve got
dates, muscatels [raisins], chocolates, butterscotch [and] cakes, and then from May in London,
I’ve got a Christmas pudding, more chocolate, dates and cigars. So you can see I have . . . got
more than my share and I wish you were all here to share . . . them [with me].7But as time
passed, with both sides patrolling No Man’s Land each night and letting off their guns, it was
inevitable that eventually someone would get hurt. Captain Charlie May had a taste of what was
to come, after one of the officers found a dead German sniper during the night of 21 February
1916. ‘They got his rifle, shoulder straps etc.,’ he wrote in his diary. Four days later he recorded
the sequel: ‘Cotton came in to breakfast with us. He brought the little bible which Burchill had
taken from the body of the dead German on the night of his patrol exploit . . . It was a kind of
children’s testament filled with gaudy prints . . . On the fly leaf was the name Hermann
Stampa . . . and over this in a child’s handwriting the word “Dada”. War is very sad . . . I suppose
he had a wife and kiddie somewhere, filled with pride for the daddy who was a soldier, and now
stricken with grief for the daddy who is missing.’8Five and a half weeks later there was another
incident, only this time the injuries were closer to home. On 6 April, the day before the War
Committee finally signed off on the Somme offensive, the Germans shelled the 22nd
Manchesters’ positions opposite Mametz, killing three NCOs and wounding three men. ‘I saw
the killed go down the line,’ May recorded in his diary. ‘It was a pitiful sight . . . English soldiers
battered to pieces . . . Gresty, a lad who was a sergeant of mine before he went to D
[Company] . . . was about the worst. His poor body was full of gaping holes. It was very, very
sad.’9Because most of May’s correspondence is missing, we may never know what, if anything,
he mentioned to his wife Maude about these tragic events. If he kept them from her, one can say
for certain that Gomersall was less reticent. Concerning the 6 April incident, he spelt out the
following details to his family:Towards the end of the strafe, I had been talking to . . . [the] three
[NCOs] cracking jokes and generally making light of the whole thing in front of the men . . . and
during the few moments I was away, one ripping fellow, a lance corporal, passed me and went to
them and, picking up a chunk of a shell quite hot which had just dropped beside him, said:
‘Nearly got a Blighty that time Sergeant’, and then burst into laughter at his escape. At the same
moment my other sergeant, a public school boy, joined the three, accompanied by a private. And
then a high explosive shell . . . burst right bang among them. I returned a few minutes later to find
my platoon sergeant, Sergeant Gresty, killed outright, two corporals . . . also killed, Corporal



Gandy and the private wounded, and my other sergeant . . . an absolute nervous . . . [wreck, his
condition brought on by] . . . the terrific shock. They were soon removed, but . . . I shall never
forget the sight of them as long as I live.10Given the frankness of his disclosures, it is not
surprising to hear that Gomersall’s parents, who had been lulled into complacency by his
previous correspondence, were horrified to hear what he was being subjected to. They were so
unhappy with what he had told them that Gomersall felt obliged to apologize for upsetting them.
‘I am sorry to hear my Thursday letter filled you with sadness,’ he wrote. ‘ . . . I hate to feel I have
made you think of such things, and perhaps I ought not to have mentioned it . . . Please try
and . . . forget all about it. Such things happen daily . . . That happened to be right in my own
platoon. When all is said and done, we were really very fortunate, and I should think that
scarcely 1 per cent of enemy shells ever do any damage.’11Captain Alfred Bland also became
increasingly indiscreet. It had not started that way. He had even gone so far as to withhold a
rather frightening letter he had written to his wife in February 1916. If Violet had received it, she
would have heard how on one occasion German shells rained down on the area he was
inspecting behind the front line, the last missile missing him by just a few yards. Bland, who
always saw the good side of every aspect of life, regarded the fact that he had not been hurt in
spite of the shell landing so close to him as a good sign. Only a direct hit would kill him, the blast
from near misses being smothered by the soft earth. That made it much more unlikely he would
be injured or killed. ‘The chances of walking into one are terribly remote,’ he wrote. ‘It’s [no] . . .
more dangerous than the 5th of November, unless you have . . . bad luck, as in crossing
Piccadilly Circus [an accident] might happen to the civilest of civilians.’Nevertheless the letter
remained with him in France until, hardened by the tragedies he witnessed, Bland eventually
could not understand why he had ever thought his wife should not see it. On 18 June he sent it to
her, along with the letter he was writing to her that day.12Five days earlier Bland had written to
Violet to explain how he only kept sane by making a conscious effort to shut down his emotions.
It was not just the sight of:those two lads as they were last seen the day after [the Bulgar Point
raid] lying dead on the German wire . . . The other day a trench mortar of ours was defectively
charged. Result: the 60 pound projectile just toppled over the gun muzzle, exploded, and ignited
a good 100 in [a] store nearby. The explosion shook the earth for a mile a[round] . . . obliterated
20 yards of trench, [and left behind] . . . a huge crater. One of my men . . . was buried and killed. I
supervised . . . digging [him] . . . out.One becomes absolutely callous. You chat with a sentry,
move on and a moment after he is dead. You send out a wiring party under a trusted sergeant. In
half an hour that sergeant has a chance bullet through his head.But . . . the cause is good. The
end will come. We make the most of all good things that come our way. We love each other. We
sing and laugh and chat, and eat and drink. We avoid unpleasant thoughts, because unpleasant
things are too close and frequent, [and] we are all homesick.13Shortly after Bland wrote about
his stiff upper lip, the orders covering the big attack were at long last handed down to the
battalion’s company commanders. ‘It is to be quite soon, within a fortnight I believe,’ May wrote in
his diary.14 He had already guessed that the time for the offensive was approaching. Since 7



June, leave had been shortened and granted less frequently, and numerous troops were moving
forward, filling the district around the Bois de Tailles, where the 22nd Manchesters were
resting.15As for the ammunition for the artillery, it was, as May put it: ‘pouring up, that for the
heavies by motor transport, that for the lighter fry, by wagon and limber. Two convoys of the
latter, each of them fully 500 yards in length, passed the Bois at sundown,’ he wrote on 16 June.
‘It was a great sight.’ It inspired him to comment: ‘It is marvellous this marshalling of power, this
concentrated effort of our great nation . . . to the end of destroying our foe. The greatest battle in
the world is on the eve of breaking. Please God it may end successfully for us.’16Even as May
watched, new arrangements were being made by the British and French commanders for the
deployment of all this firepower. Three days earlier, because of the vulnerability of the French at
Verdun, and a linked political crisis in Paris, the date for the Somme attack had been hurriedly
scheduled for 25 June. The attack date was only put back to 29 June late on 16 June, after
situation reports came in stating that circumstances on the ground at Verdun – and in the French
Chamber – had been stabilized.17This correlation between the state of the fighting at Verdun
and the ‘Big Push’ underlined how the two great battles had become inextricably linked. The
Somme offensive may have started off being just another attempt to take the fight to the
Germans. But by mid-June it was as much a diversionary attack as an attempt to break through.
If the offensive achieved nothing else, it was hoped it would at least force the Germans to
transfer their reserves away from Verdun, thereby rescuing the French, and enabling them to
keep fighting.Whether or not the latest date change had anything to do with the 22nd
Manchesters’ move the next day back into the relative comfort of the billets at Bonnay, some six
miles south-west of Albert, the move softened May’s heart and prompted him on 17 June to
write another entry that was particularly aimed at Maude: ‘I must not allow myself to dwell on the
personal . . . But I do not want to die. Not that I mind for myself. If it be that I am to go, then I am
ready. But the thought that I may never see you or our darling baby again turns my bowels to
water. I cannot think of it with even the semblance of equanimity.’18Captain Bland also had cold
feet. The next day he informed Violet: ‘Even after six months of active service, I cannot properly
reconcile my heart to extinction.’19 That did not stop him enjoying the short time he had before
the trial that lay ahead. The fact that he knew survival was not guaranteed made the short period
of respite in Bonnay all the sweeter. While they had the chance, he and the other officers with
horses went out riding. He described the route thus in his letter of 18 June: ‘The way runs
through fields of richest wheat, sprinkled with cornflower and poppy, scabious and charlock,
vetch and clover, our dear geraniaciae, herb Robert . . . and all the sky blue pinks. Below us lies
the river occasionally visible through the deep woodland green, exquisite.’20But Bland appears
to have been even more ecstatic after discovering that he really had triumphed over Major
Merriman. In a letter to Violet that he started on 22 June, just hours before the beginning of the
softening-up bombardment for the big attack, Bland mentioned that: ‘Merriman turns up now and
then . . . He is still technically Officer Commanding [A] Company, but I am king de facto. The C.O.
said the other day, in reference to future movements: “You’ll take the Company, Bland, whether



Merriman comes back before or not. I’m not going to have him upsetting [it] . . . again.” I laugh
inwardly, you know not how much, when I turn back to past events . . . and think of tables
turned.’21By 23 June the build-up had reached fever pitch. The Bray to Corbie road became, in
May’s words, ‘one incessant stream of heavy laden motor lorries’. It was a stirring sight. ‘It should
certainly not be for want of ammunition if this time we do not make a huge success of the
venture,’ he wrote in his diary, little realizing that Rawlinson had been ordered to cut back the
planned bombardment due to a shortage of ammunition. Three days earlier the 4th Army, at
Haig’s request, had cancelled some of the concentrated artillery bombardments Rawlinson had
counted on to destroy the German trenches. The majority of the bombardment by heavy
howitzers on the second day of the softening-up bombardment were also cancelled.22This
further curtailment of the artillery, which had been inadequate enough without the reduction, was
worrying. As Haig stressed in one of his final messages to the 4th Army’s corps, Rawlinson had
been given, if not an open goal to aim at, a never-to-be-repeated window of opportunity: British
intelligence was claiming that the enemy holding the trenches opposite the 4th Army consisted
of a surprisingly small force, just thirty-two battalions belonging to some five divisions. This
meant that when Rawlinson’s troops first attacked, he and the eighteen divisions initially made
available to him would, in Haig’s words, have ‘considerable numerical superiority’.23If Haig had
known the reason for this uncharacteristic German oversight, his exhortation might have been
even more emphatic. The oversight only existed because of an anomaly, an aberration that was
likely to be swept away at any minute: General Erich von Falkenhayn, the fifty-four-year-old
German Chief of the General Staff in charge of the German Army, had temporarily taken leave of
his senses by backing his intuition, and favouring it over the kind of hard-headed analysis of the
facts that is second nature to most Prussians. Falkenhayn was Prussian-born, and before the
war had risen to be his country’s War Minister. It was this extraordinary phenomenon, a Prussian
leader who ignored the facts, that gave Haig’s armies a chance in a lifetime, in spite of all the
errors he and Rawlinson had made.Falkenhayn’s intuition told him to ignore all the evidence
which suggested that the British and French were planning to make their counter-stroke on the
Somme, following on from the German attack at Verdun. Such disregard for the facts horrified his
critics, who feared that if Falkenhayn’s ‘mania’ went unchecked, he could end up losing
Germany the entire war.One of his harshest critics was Prince Rupprecht, the outspoken forty-
seven-year-old Crown Prince of Bavaria and commander of Falkenhayn’s 6th Army. This unit
was located just to the north of the German 2nd Army under General Fritz von Below, which held
the trenches opposite Rawlinson’s troops, and the French to the south. Rupprecht cited a string
of factors at the beginning and in mid-June that all pointed to the Somme being the next Anglo-
French target in the near future. Amongst the most persuasive evidence was a statement by
Arthur Henderson, the Labour Party minister within Britain’s coalition government, who, at the
beginning of June 1916, spoke to a meeting of munition workers. When asked why the Whitsun
holiday should be taken after the end of July rather than in June, he had apparently replied: ‘How
curious we all are. It should suffice to say we have only asked for a postponement until the end



of July. This fact alone should speak volumes.’ ‘This does speak volumes,’ Rupprecht
commented in his diary. ‘It contains the clear proof that in a few weeks there is going to be a
great English offensive.’It appeared to corroborate agent reports stating that the attack would be
made after Whitsun. But it was far from being the only evidence. First and foremost there was the
sharp increase in the number of trains arriving behind the enemy lines, suggesting that troops,
weapons and ammunition were being transported into the area. Then there were the reports that
fresh trenches were being dug, and the French civilians south of the Somme were being moved
out of the area. English troops withdrawn from opposite the 6th Army had been seen moving
towards the Somme. The observation that a crack French regiment had been seen digging in
south of the Somme also looked ominous. Last but not least, shortly before the commencement
of the preliminary bombardment, Rupprecht learned that the French had cancelled all leave prior
to 30 June.Some of what Rupprecht was hearing was probably fed back to him from the first and
second positions on the Somme itself. The German soldiers there could not fail to notice how the
build-up was progressing. In his post-action report Sergeant Karl Eisler of the Reserve Field
Artillery Regiment 29, who occupied an observation post in a tower near the chateau at
Contalmaison, reported: ‘From 20 May onwards we saw the frenzied activity behind the British
front lines. From our observation post . . . we watched endless columns of lorries passing each
day between Bray-sur-Somme and Albert. These convoys often contained 100 vehicles. We
[also] frequently saw vast artillery columns which were so long, it took them more than three
hours to pass a given point.’24Even evidence as compelling as that did not convince the
sceptics. Some of them insisted that the death of Lord Kitchener, Britain’s Secretary of State for
War – who had drowned on 5 June 1916 west of the Orkney Islands after the armoured cruiser
bearing him to Russia for a conference hit a mine and sank – put an end to British offensive
plans, in part because only he knew what the plans were. This was ‘full of inner contradictions
and was based on stupid rumours,’ commented Rupprecht. It was not possible for such a vast
enterprise to rely on just one man.However, Rupprecht only fully appreciated how irrational
Falkenhayn’s views were when the German Chief of the General Staff and the Kaiser, Wilhelm II,
visited the 6th Army’s headquarters at Douai ten days later. In the course of the meeting,
Falkenhayn told Rupprecht he believed that no French general would ever contemplate an
offensive which would involve trampling over French and Belgian soil, and he argued that Alsace-
Lorraine in Germany was a much more likely target for any offensive by the French Army.
Falkenhayn said this even though, as Rupprecht recorded in his diary, Rupprecht told him the
French thought that Alsace-Lorraine was just as French as the Somme.Rupprecht heard
Falkenhayn’s final verdict on the next Anglo-French offensive when he talked to General Max
von Boehn, whose IXth Reserve Corps was part of Rupprecht’s 6th Army. According to Boehn,
the Kaiser, who had just been briefed by Falkenhayn, had beckoned him as he was about to
board his train at Douai’s railway station, and had said to him: ‘I gather you [the 6th Army] are
about to be attacked . . .’ Given such irrational views, it was no wonder that Falkenhayn, who
could only be described by Rupprecht as very ‘stubborn’, had refused to reinforce the German



troops on the Somme, in spite of the frequent requests coming from the local commander there,
the 2nd Army’s General von Below.25Unaware what was going on in the German camp,
Rawlinson’s greatest concern on 23 June 1916 was the weather. At 2.30 p.m. there was such a
violent wind that a British plane was driven before it over enemy lines, and the loud claps of
thunder convinced some soldiers that the preliminary barrage had started already.26That night
A. J. Peters of the 7th Battalion, the South Lancashire Regiment, was sitting in B and D
Company’s mess in the former billiard room of the Café d’Univers in Molliens-au-Bois (seven
miles north-east of Amiens) when an orderly marched in carrying two fat packets. They turned
out to be the preliminary instructions for the two companies. ‘Of course there was at once great
speculation as to what day “Z” would be,’ Peters later recalled:We knew there was to be a 6 day
bombardment which helped us in our calculations . . . The general [consensus] was that it would
be Wednesday or Thursday in the following week.That night we had a game of bridge and
afterwards I sat up pretty late talking . . . When we [finally] turned out to go to our billets, the sky
over Albert was bright with flashes. We could hear nothing although it was a still night, but we
then had no doubt that the show had started.27It seems likely that Peters either misremembered
the day of the week when he saw the flashing in the sky or that he saw some guns firing before
the softening-up bombardment commenced, because the main pre-attack bombardment started
up during the morning of 24 June.The South Lancashires were some 15 miles from the front
lines when it started. Roland Ingle, a thirty-year-old 2nd lieutenant in the 10th Battalion, the
Lincolnshire Regiment, another Pals unit also known as the Grimsby Chums, was closer to the
action; however, being to the west of Albert, he was still to the rear of the area likely to be
targeted by German guns. As a schoolmaster, and one who had come down from Cambridge
with a first in Classics, he was used to reading and writing essays. And at around 5.30 p.m. on
24 June, with the shelling still hotting up, he settled down in the open air and recorded his
impressions thus:The bombardment for the Big Push has just begun. I am sitting . . . on an old
plough in a half-tilled field watching the smoke of the shells rising over the German lines. There
is a very wide view from here . . . and you can see . . . our own bit of front [south of La Boisselle]
beyond the wood I have often mentioned [Becourt Wood], and a mile or more to left and right. In
the hollow straight [ahead] . . . lies the town [Albert] with its broken church. It is a pleasant, rather
cloudy day after a night of heavy rain, and the light breeze blowing from the west lessens for us
the sound of the guns . . . There are poppies and blue flowers in the corn just by, [in] a part of the
field which is cultivated, and on the rise towards the town [there] is a large patch of yellow stuff
that might be mustard and probably isn’t. On the whole the evening is a pleasant one for a stroll
with the larks singing.28Not surprisingly, conditions were completely different on the other side
of No Man’s Land, where the shells were landing.‘The enemy guns suddenly started flashing
brightly,’ artillery observer Sergeant Karl Eisler reported, recording the position as he saw it from
the tower linked to the chateau at Contalmaison:There were countless streaks of lightning above
us accompanied by yelling, moaning, hissing and splintering sounds.The English gunners were
focusing on our rear, and on our . . . observation positions which they knew about already, as well



as the communication trenches leading up to them and the village itself, locations which had
been spared previously.The rushing, splintering and cracking followed by the loud bangs made
by the exploding shells of all types and calibres all around us were louder than anything I had
heard in the previous two years of war. That made it very frightening . . .The Contalmaison
château was targeted by shells of all sorts of shapes and sizes. When it was hit, the whole
building shook, and a cloud of brick dust rose up into the air making it hard to see what was
happening. [Then] more shells came screaming overhead. They landed initially on the outskirts
of Pozières, and subsequently on the village itself so that it disappeared behind clouds of
smoke.Shortly afterwards heavy shells obliterated the last houses in our village [Contalmaison].
And all around us we could see large clouds of smoke caused by the exploding shells . . . and
one could hear the cracking and crashing sounds of the bombardment.29The systematic
destruction of the villages held by the Germans, and their lines of communication, would not
have surprised any of the British soldiers who had seen their artillery’s shells appearing to wipe
out their targets one by one. It was a welcome sight after such a long time waiting. Captain
Charlie May’s diary records how the bombardment was celebrated by some of the 22nd
Manchester officers, still located far away from the action, at Morlencourt (some three miles
south of Albert): ‘Tonight (24 June) we had a little reunion of all the “old boys”,’ he wrote. ‘We sat
round a table and sang all the old mess songs of Morecambe, Grantham and Salisbury [the
places where they had been trained before coming out to France]. It was top-hole, and we all
loved each other.’30The next day May climbed onto the ridge above Morlencourt and watched
with relish as German front-line strongholds in the villages of La Boisselle, Fricourt and the 22nd
Manchesters’ own target, Mametz, disappeared into the clouds of smoke thrown up by the
exploding shells. The following description in his diary enables one to appreciate just how easy it
was for British commanders to be seduced into believing that when the time came to advance
there would be no opposition left to fight:The hillsides over there are under a haze of smoke
already. [It is made by] shells, which bursting, throw up . . . white puffs, black puffs, brown puffs
and grey. Puffs which start as small downy balls and spread sideways and upwards till they dwarf
the woods. Darts of flame and smoke – black smoke these last, which shoot . . . high into the air
like giant poplar trees.The shooting was magnificent. Time and again, the explosions occurred
right in the Hun trenches. By Mametz Wood, an ammunition dump must have been struck. The
[resulting] . . . smoke column was enormous. Mametz itself one cannot see. It is shrouded in a
multi-coloured pall of smoke all of its own.31Perhaps the excessively optimistic British
commanders should have been ordered to watch the bombardment from where the 22nd
Manchesters’ Sergeant Harry Tawney was standing on 25 May. His underwhelmed response to
that evening’s shelling appears in the following extract from the letter he sent to his wife
Jeannette the next day:Far away, [some] . . . miles off, one could see the faint, pale lines of
trenches, and above them the puffs [made] . . . by our shells, like surf on a coast. It was odd to
think that this was war, what the papers call a ‘severe bombardment’, and that . . . [the] Germans
were wondering if they would ever see their families again.On so large a landscape, the wrath of



men seemed extraordinarily ineffective, and life infinitely more powerful than death, so that one
forgot one had come to see the bombardment, and looked instead at the sunset and poplars
and light on the distant downs.32Given that the reason why Tawney had climbed up to the ridge
above Morlencourt was to admire the British bombardment, it was ironic that the one feature in
this huge landscape that really grabbed his attention was Albert’s church, which had been
shelled by the Germans. Its unnatural, awkward, clumsy silhouette, the result of its tower having
been damaged and its transept smashed, reminded him of ‘a windmill with only one sail left’ or
‘a face distorted by disease’, the analogies unconsciously reflecting his fear about what German
guns might do to the limbs and faces of British soldiers during the attack.33The shelling
continued late into the night, and whatever its shortcomings when viewed in daylight from a long
way off, it impressed Roland Ingle that night when he once again climbed the hill west of Albert
and saw how ‘sharp flashes like sheet lightning showed our guns firing’, while ‘all along the
horizon, there were red flashes of the shells falling on their target’.34On 26 June, with just two
clear days remaining before the original date scheduled for the attack (29 June), British soldiers
all along the front were writing their last letters home, warning their families that they might be
out of touch for a while. Charlie May’s was no exception. It began with the words ‘My darling
Maudie’, and carried on: ‘Just one last little note for some days, since after tonight, I will have no
chance of writing for the best part of a week.’ He then referred to the bombardment:The biggest
show of the war is now on. The greatest bombardment the world has ever seen is banging and
booming away in the valley, and on the hill over yonder. No-one has whispered it before, but
you’ll know all about it and what we have achieved by the time you have received this. At
present, we are lying behind the line, waiting to go up for the assault. In the assault, the Battalion
has the position of honour, [on] the right of the Division (7 Division), and B [Company] has been
chosen as the right of the Battalion, in the leading line . . .I little thought in those far off days in
Morecombe that I should ever rise to have such a trust given to me. The Company is the envy of
the Battalion, and the Battalion is [the envy] of the whole Division. To be the right of the finest
division of the British Army is no small honour dearest, and I know you will be as proud of it as
we are.For myself Maudie, I pray [to] God in all humility that I may do my job well, achieve my
objectives, hold them and generally carry out our orders correctly and successfully.He signed off
the letter with the words: ‘All the love and devotion of my heart and soul to you my dear Wife and
to our darling Baby. Know that I will think of you all the time. Au revoir my love. Your loving hubby,
Charlie.’35May’s letter reached Maude on 30 May, the day after the original ‘Z’ day, which as
mentioned in Chapter 5, was postponed until 1 July because of the bad weather. She wrote back
that very night:My darling Charlie . . .For some time past I have been dreading such news as you
have given me in your letter . . . but I have always tried to put it out of my mind and to think that
you might be spared taking part. That your company . . . would hold such an important position in
the assault, I never dreamed of, and . . . when I think of all the danger you are encountering at the
present time, my heart beats with fear. My dearest, I am trusting in God and praying, Baby with
me, that you will be spared to come through these terrible days of fighting safe and well, and



return to us . . .Well, the time we have all been waiting for has come. The papers are full of raids,
artillery work etc . . . but so far no news of a big infantry assault . . .Would it be possible to give
my best wishes to your men? If at all poss., try to do so. And tell any who come to, or near,
London to let me know their whereabouts.My whole soul goes out to you my heart’s dearest
tonight in love and trust and longing. God will be good to us. He will keep little Pauline’s Daddy
safe . . . My own, my love. Your wife Maude.36While all this correspondence was criss-crossing
across France and England, and the English Channel, the British battalions that were to carry
out the assault began to move up towards the front line. This prompted Charlie May on 27 June
to write:The Battle of Mametz I suppose may really be taken as having now commenced. True, it
has been working up, so far as artillery activity is concerned, for the last three days. But as no
infantry have yet come in, I take it that I give no offence to anyone if I call the period ending today
‘preliminary proceedings’.From today, however, the battle should begin to show definite shape.
Infantry are now moving up, small parties as yet it is true, but still the infantry. Runners and wire
cutters, signallers and dump guards have already gone. The assaulting troops follow
tomorrow . . .374: The Build-UpThe Somme, April–June 1916(See map 7)4: The Build-UpThe
Somme, April–June 1916(See map 7)Whatever their views of their leaders, most British soldiers
at least started off believing that their generals could be trusted to support them with an
adequate artillery barrage. Or they gave them the benefit of the doubt. When the 22nd
Manchesters’ Captain Charlie May, whose battalion was holding the front line opposite Mametz,
was told on 13 April 1916 that his unit would have to cover a wider front during the coming attack
than had previously been anticipated, he wrote in his diary: ‘The Staff appear very confident of
our superiority in guns . . . All we can hope is that their confidence may be justified.’1However,
this trust, which meant so much to soldiers in the front line, was quickly dissipated if a
commander blotted his copybook. There was plenty of scope for that to happen during the lead-
up to the big attack, especially in those units ordered to mount preliminary operations. The
battalions holding the front line were frequently ordered to send their men out on probing trench
raids. These raids were partly carried out to capture German soldiers, or to report on the state of
the German barbed wire and their dugouts for intelligence purposes. But they were also viewed
as a test, a kind of dress rehearsal for the big day, to check out the relative strengths of the
opposing forces.In the course of one such raid during the night of 2–3 June, the 22nd
Manchesters attacked the enemy’s trenches at Bulgar Point, the site of a German listening post
near Mametz (see map 7), following what May described as a ‘terrific bombardment’.2 In spite of
this and of intensive training before the operation on a replica of the German trenches, the raid
went spectacularly wrong. Out of the sixty-four men who went out into No Man’s Land, there
were thirty-one casualties including all four officers, two of whom were killed.3Given that all
these officers came from Captain Alfred Bland’s A Company, one can imagine the sense of
foreboding that must have dominated his wife’s thoughts after reading his letter giving her the
bad news. Although Bland did not say it in so many words, he was in effect telling her that by the
law of averages his own days might also be numbered. ‘It’s extraordinary. All the original A



Company officers are gone,’ he wrote:and I alone am left. Yes, at one blow, we have lost 4
officers [in a raid] . . . As a show it was a success. They did considerable damage, obtained two
prisoners and dealt destruction to a great many more. The only hitch was the enemy wire, which
had not been cut [in the right place] by the artillery . . .[Lieutenant Eric] Street, was last to leave
the Boche trench, ran [the] greatest risks and got [caught] fast in the wire. Burchill went across to
help him and received a fatal stomach wound, and [Lieutenant Edmund] Cansino did likewise,
and so far as we know was killed in attempting to save Street.4Given the anguish which such a
letter must have provoked, it was fortunate perhaps that Bland spared his wife the gory details.
Some of them can be reconstructed from Captain May’s record of what he observed through the
trench telescope when he peered over the parapet the next day:Poor Street, Cansino and one
other unidentified [man] can be plainly seen tangled in a heap among the German wire right
under their parapet. A Boche sentry is mounted over them, and keeps popping his head up
every now and then to have a look at them. I saw him first through the telescope, and the sudden
apparition of his great face caused me to think him a fiend from hell gloating over his victims . . .
Street was a married man with three children, and Cansino was also married (with a baby on the
way). It’s a sad business.5But what added insult to injury was the ill-informed explanation
proffered by a major presumably acting under the instructions of Lieutenant-General Henry
Horne, XV Corp’s fifty-five-year-old commander, who as the only artillery officer to command a
corps on the Somme should have known better. Instead of admitting the true cause, which as
May and Bland could have told him was the failure by the artillery to cut through the German
barbed wire in the right place, the following extract from Horne’s condolences sought to blame
faulty intelligence: ‘The fact that the air photo [taken by the Royal Flying Corps] did not reveal the
existence of the trench described as Reserve Supply in the report is most unfortunate. Had it not
been for this, the raid would have been conducted with but little loss.’6The casualties in the
course of the Bulgar Point raid were just one of a series of traumatic events that members of the
22nd Manchesters witnessed before the main attack. At first, much of what went wrong was
swept under the carpet so that their families would not be alarmed. Entries in their diaries and
correspondence are full of statements confirming they were in a relatively safe section of the
front.Lieutenant William Gomersall, another officer from the battalion whose letters survive, even
went so far as to describe his actions in the trenches as if they were a game played during a kind
of action holiday. In one letter that he sent to his younger brother and sisters in December 1915,
he thanked them for their welcome birthday gift of chocolate, adding:I only wish I could send you
a souvenir or something from here . . . Next time I go up into the trenches, I shall have to try and
remember to send a birthday present from each of you through a rifle to those beastly old
Germans, and say that one from Mabel, that one from Enid and that from Eddie. What do you
say? . . .I am getting just like I was when I was your age . . . [I am] mudlarking for all I’m worth. [I
am] up to [my] . . . eyes in it in the trenches. The majority of us couldn’t be seen except [for] our
faces and shoulders for cakes of mud . . . I splash and mess about in [the] mud, and am getting
to enjoy it as much as you . . . [I] feel just like a bunny . . . rabbit when I burrow in[to] my dugout to



go to sleep, or run away from the Germans when they start to be nasty and throw things at us.
They are not sportsmen are they?In another letter that Gomersall sent to young Eddie on
Christmas Day 1915, he wrote:No Eddie old man I am not killed. You needn’t worry. I’m having a
fine time out here, almost as comfortable as being in England. I will write you many more letters
yet, if you only write to me, and then when I come home we shall have a right jolly fine time. What
do you say?I saw [Santa Claus] . . . a few days ago . . . and told him to call at 69 Queen’s Road,
Urmston . . . and leave something there for all of you . . . As he is out here, he may be a little late
in coming, but tell me if he did come in your next letter will you old sport.I hope you are having a
real good time. I am. I have bought . . . a turkey and will have a fine feed tonight and . . . I’ve got
dates, muscatels [raisins], chocolates, butterscotch [and] cakes, and then from May in London,
I’ve got a Christmas pudding, more chocolate, dates and cigars. So you can see I have . . . got
more than my share and I wish you were all here to share . . . them [with me].7But as time
passed, with both sides patrolling No Man’s Land each night and letting off their guns, it was
inevitable that eventually someone would get hurt. Captain Charlie May had a taste of what was
to come, after one of the officers found a dead German sniper during the night of 21 February
1916. ‘They got his rifle, shoulder straps etc.,’ he wrote in his diary. Four days later he recorded
the sequel: ‘Cotton came in to breakfast with us. He brought the little bible which Burchill had
taken from the body of the dead German on the night of his patrol exploit . . . It was a kind of
children’s testament filled with gaudy prints . . . On the fly leaf was the name Hermann
Stampa . . . and over this in a child’s handwriting the word “Dada”. War is very sad . . . I suppose
he had a wife and kiddie somewhere, filled with pride for the daddy who was a soldier, and now
stricken with grief for the daddy who is missing.’8Five and a half weeks later there was another
incident, only this time the injuries were closer to home. On 6 April, the day before the War
Committee finally signed off on the Somme offensive, the Germans shelled the 22nd
Manchesters’ positions opposite Mametz, killing three NCOs and wounding three men. ‘I saw
the killed go down the line,’ May recorded in his diary. ‘It was a pitiful sight . . . English soldiers
battered to pieces . . . Gresty, a lad who was a sergeant of mine before he went to D
[Company] . . . was about the worst. His poor body was full of gaping holes. It was very, very
sad.’9Because most of May’s correspondence is missing, we may never know what, if anything,
he mentioned to his wife Maude about these tragic events. If he kept them from her, one can say
for certain that Gomersall was less reticent. Concerning the 6 April incident, he spelt out the
following details to his family:Towards the end of the strafe, I had been talking to . . . [the] three
[NCOs] cracking jokes and generally making light of the whole thing in front of the men . . . and
during the few moments I was away, one ripping fellow, a lance corporal, passed me and went to
them and, picking up a chunk of a shell quite hot which had just dropped beside him, said:
‘Nearly got a Blighty that time Sergeant’, and then burst into laughter at his escape. At the same
moment my other sergeant, a public school boy, joined the three, accompanied by a private. And
then a high explosive shell . . . burst right bang among them. I returned a few minutes later to find
my platoon sergeant, Sergeant Gresty, killed outright, two corporals . . . also killed, Corporal



Gandy and the private wounded, and my other sergeant . . . an absolute nervous . . . [wreck, his
condition brought on by] . . . the terrific shock. They were soon removed, but . . . I shall never
forget the sight of them as long as I live.10Given the frankness of his disclosures, it is not
surprising to hear that Gomersall’s parents, who had been lulled into complacency by his
previous correspondence, were horrified to hear what he was being subjected to. They were so
unhappy with what he had told them that Gomersall felt obliged to apologize for upsetting them.
‘I am sorry to hear my Thursday letter filled you with sadness,’ he wrote. ‘ . . . I hate to feel I have
made you think of such things, and perhaps I ought not to have mentioned it . . . Please try
and . . . forget all about it. Such things happen daily . . . That happened to be right in my own
platoon. When all is said and done, we were really very fortunate, and I should think that
scarcely 1 per cent of enemy shells ever do any damage.’11Captain Alfred Bland also became
increasingly indiscreet. It had not started that way. He had even gone so far as to withhold a
rather frightening letter he had written to his wife in February 1916. If Violet had received it, she
would have heard how on one occasion German shells rained down on the area he was
inspecting behind the front line, the last missile missing him by just a few yards. Bland, who
always saw the good side of every aspect of life, regarded the fact that he had not been hurt in
spite of the shell landing so close to him as a good sign. Only a direct hit would kill him, the blast
from near misses being smothered by the soft earth. That made it much more unlikely he would
be injured or killed. ‘The chances of walking into one are terribly remote,’ he wrote. ‘It’s [no] . . .
more dangerous than the 5th of November, unless you have . . . bad luck, as in crossing
Piccadilly Circus [an accident] might happen to the civilest of civilians.’Nevertheless the letter
remained with him in France until, hardened by the tragedies he witnessed, Bland eventually
could not understand why he had ever thought his wife should not see it. On 18 June he sent it to
her, along with the letter he was writing to her that day.12Five days earlier Bland had written to
Violet to explain how he only kept sane by making a conscious effort to shut down his emotions.
It was not just the sight of:those two lads as they were last seen the day after [the Bulgar Point
raid] lying dead on the German wire . . . The other day a trench mortar of ours was defectively
charged. Result: the 60 pound projectile just toppled over the gun muzzle, exploded, and ignited
a good 100 in [a] store nearby. The explosion shook the earth for a mile a[round] . . . obliterated
20 yards of trench, [and left behind] . . . a huge crater. One of my men . . . was buried and killed. I
supervised . . . digging [him] . . . out.One becomes absolutely callous. You chat with a sentry,
move on and a moment after he is dead. You send out a wiring party under a trusted sergeant. In
half an hour that sergeant has a chance bullet through his head.But . . . the cause is good. The
end will come. We make the most of all good things that come our way. We love each other. We
sing and laugh and chat, and eat and drink. We avoid unpleasant thoughts, because unpleasant
things are too close and frequent, [and] we are all homesick.13Shortly after Bland wrote about
his stiff upper lip, the orders covering the big attack were at long last handed down to the
battalion’s company commanders. ‘It is to be quite soon, within a fortnight I believe,’ May wrote in
his diary.14 He had already guessed that the time for the offensive was approaching. Since 7



June, leave had been shortened and granted less frequently, and numerous troops were moving
forward, filling the district around the Bois de Tailles, where the 22nd Manchesters were
resting.15As for the ammunition for the artillery, it was, as May put it: ‘pouring up, that for the
heavies by motor transport, that for the lighter fry, by wagon and limber. Two convoys of the
latter, each of them fully 500 yards in length, passed the Bois at sundown,’ he wrote on 16 June.
‘It was a great sight.’ It inspired him to comment: ‘It is marvellous this marshalling of power, this
concentrated effort of our great nation . . . to the end of destroying our foe. The greatest battle in
the world is on the eve of breaking. Please God it may end successfully for us.’16Even as May
watched, new arrangements were being made by the British and French commanders for the
deployment of all this firepower. Three days earlier, because of the vulnerability of the French at
Verdun, and a linked political crisis in Paris, the date for the Somme attack had been hurriedly
scheduled for 25 June. The attack date was only put back to 29 June late on 16 June, after
situation reports came in stating that circumstances on the ground at Verdun – and in the French
Chamber – had been stabilized.17This correlation between the state of the fighting at Verdun
and the ‘Big Push’ underlined how the two great battles had become inextricably linked. The
Somme offensive may have started off being just another attempt to take the fight to the
Germans. But by mid-June it was as much a diversionary attack as an attempt to break through.
If the offensive achieved nothing else, it was hoped it would at least force the Germans to
transfer their reserves away from Verdun, thereby rescuing the French, and enabling them to
keep fighting.Whether or not the latest date change had anything to do with the 22nd
Manchesters’ move the next day back into the relative comfort of the billets at Bonnay, some six
miles south-west of Albert, the move softened May’s heart and prompted him on 17 June to
write another entry that was particularly aimed at Maude: ‘I must not allow myself to dwell on the
personal . . . But I do not want to die. Not that I mind for myself. If it be that I am to go, then I am
ready. But the thought that I may never see you or our darling baby again turns my bowels to
water. I cannot think of it with even the semblance of equanimity.’18Captain Bland also had cold
feet. The next day he informed Violet: ‘Even after six months of active service, I cannot properly
reconcile my heart to extinction.’19 That did not stop him enjoying the short time he had before
the trial that lay ahead. The fact that he knew survival was not guaranteed made the short period
of respite in Bonnay all the sweeter. While they had the chance, he and the other officers with
horses went out riding. He described the route thus in his letter of 18 June: ‘The way runs
through fields of richest wheat, sprinkled with cornflower and poppy, scabious and charlock,
vetch and clover, our dear geraniaciae, herb Robert . . . and all the sky blue pinks. Below us lies
the river occasionally visible through the deep woodland green, exquisite.’20But Bland appears
to have been even more ecstatic after discovering that he really had triumphed over Major
Merriman. In a letter to Violet that he started on 22 June, just hours before the beginning of the
softening-up bombardment for the big attack, Bland mentioned that: ‘Merriman turns up now and
then . . . He is still technically Officer Commanding [A] Company, but I am king de facto. The C.O.
said the other day, in reference to future movements: “You’ll take the Company, Bland, whether



Merriman comes back before or not. I’m not going to have him upsetting [it] . . . again.” I laugh
inwardly, you know not how much, when I turn back to past events . . . and think of tables
turned.’21By 23 June the build-up had reached fever pitch. The Bray to Corbie road became, in
May’s words, ‘one incessant stream of heavy laden motor lorries’. It was a stirring sight. ‘It should
certainly not be for want of ammunition if this time we do not make a huge success of the
venture,’ he wrote in his diary, little realizing that Rawlinson had been ordered to cut back the
planned bombardment due to a shortage of ammunition. Three days earlier the 4th Army, at
Haig’s request, had cancelled some of the concentrated artillery bombardments Rawlinson had
counted on to destroy the German trenches. The majority of the bombardment by heavy
howitzers on the second day of the softening-up bombardment were also cancelled.22This
further curtailment of the artillery, which had been inadequate enough without the reduction, was
worrying. As Haig stressed in one of his final messages to the 4th Army’s corps, Rawlinson had
been given, if not an open goal to aim at, a never-to-be-repeated window of opportunity: British
intelligence was claiming that the enemy holding the trenches opposite the 4th Army consisted
of a surprisingly small force, just thirty-two battalions belonging to some five divisions. This
meant that when Rawlinson’s troops first attacked, he and the eighteen divisions initially made
available to him would, in Haig’s words, have ‘considerable numerical superiority’.23If Haig had
known the reason for this uncharacteristic German oversight, his exhortation might have been
even more emphatic. The oversight only existed because of an anomaly, an aberration that was
likely to be swept away at any minute: General Erich von Falkenhayn, the fifty-four-year-old
German Chief of the General Staff in charge of the German Army, had temporarily taken leave of
his senses by backing his intuition, and favouring it over the kind of hard-headed analysis of the
facts that is second nature to most Prussians. Falkenhayn was Prussian-born, and before the
war had risen to be his country’s War Minister. It was this extraordinary phenomenon, a Prussian
leader who ignored the facts, that gave Haig’s armies a chance in a lifetime, in spite of all the
errors he and Rawlinson had made.Falkenhayn’s intuition told him to ignore all the evidence
which suggested that the British and French were planning to make their counter-stroke on the
Somme, following on from the German attack at Verdun. Such disregard for the facts horrified his
critics, who feared that if Falkenhayn’s ‘mania’ went unchecked, he could end up losing
Germany the entire war.One of his harshest critics was Prince Rupprecht, the outspoken forty-
seven-year-old Crown Prince of Bavaria and commander of Falkenhayn’s 6th Army. This unit
was located just to the north of the German 2nd Army under General Fritz von Below, which held
the trenches opposite Rawlinson’s troops, and the French to the south. Rupprecht cited a string
of factors at the beginning and in mid-June that all pointed to the Somme being the next Anglo-
French target in the near future. Amongst the most persuasive evidence was a statement by
Arthur Henderson, the Labour Party minister within Britain’s coalition government, who, at the
beginning of June 1916, spoke to a meeting of munition workers. When asked why the Whitsun
holiday should be taken after the end of July rather than in June, he had apparently replied: ‘How
curious we all are. It should suffice to say we have only asked for a postponement until the end



of July. This fact alone should speak volumes.’ ‘This does speak volumes,’ Rupprecht
commented in his diary. ‘It contains the clear proof that in a few weeks there is going to be a
great English offensive.’It appeared to corroborate agent reports stating that the attack would be
made after Whitsun. But it was far from being the only evidence. First and foremost there was the
sharp increase in the number of trains arriving behind the enemy lines, suggesting that troops,
weapons and ammunition were being transported into the area. Then there were the reports that
fresh trenches were being dug, and the French civilians south of the Somme were being moved
out of the area. English troops withdrawn from opposite the 6th Army had been seen moving
towards the Somme. The observation that a crack French regiment had been seen digging in
south of the Somme also looked ominous. Last but not least, shortly before the commencement
of the preliminary bombardment, Rupprecht learned that the French had cancelled all leave prior
to 30 June.Some of what Rupprecht was hearing was probably fed back to him from the first and
second positions on the Somme itself. The German soldiers there could not fail to notice how the
build-up was progressing. In his post-action report Sergeant Karl Eisler of the Reserve Field
Artillery Regiment 29, who occupied an observation post in a tower near the chateau at
Contalmaison, reported: ‘From 20 May onwards we saw the frenzied activity behind the British
front lines. From our observation post . . . we watched endless columns of lorries passing each
day between Bray-sur-Somme and Albert. These convoys often contained 100 vehicles. We
[also] frequently saw vast artillery columns which were so long, it took them more than three
hours to pass a given point.’24Even evidence as compelling as that did not convince the
sceptics. Some of them insisted that the death of Lord Kitchener, Britain’s Secretary of State for
War – who had drowned on 5 June 1916 west of the Orkney Islands after the armoured cruiser
bearing him to Russia for a conference hit a mine and sank – put an end to British offensive
plans, in part because only he knew what the plans were. This was ‘full of inner contradictions
and was based on stupid rumours,’ commented Rupprecht. It was not possible for such a vast
enterprise to rely on just one man.However, Rupprecht only fully appreciated how irrational
Falkenhayn’s views were when the German Chief of the General Staff and the Kaiser, Wilhelm II,
visited the 6th Army’s headquarters at Douai ten days later. In the course of the meeting,
Falkenhayn told Rupprecht he believed that no French general would ever contemplate an
offensive which would involve trampling over French and Belgian soil, and he argued that Alsace-
Lorraine in Germany was a much more likely target for any offensive by the French Army.
Falkenhayn said this even though, as Rupprecht recorded in his diary, Rupprecht told him the
French thought that Alsace-Lorraine was just as French as the Somme.Rupprecht heard
Falkenhayn’s final verdict on the next Anglo-French offensive when he talked to General Max
von Boehn, whose IXth Reserve Corps was part of Rupprecht’s 6th Army. According to Boehn,
the Kaiser, who had just been briefed by Falkenhayn, had beckoned him as he was about to
board his train at Douai’s railway station, and had said to him: ‘I gather you [the 6th Army] are
about to be attacked . . .’ Given such irrational views, it was no wonder that Falkenhayn, who
could only be described by Rupprecht as very ‘stubborn’, had refused to reinforce the German



troops on the Somme, in spite of the frequent requests coming from the local commander there,
the 2nd Army’s General von Below.25Unaware what was going on in the German camp,
Rawlinson’s greatest concern on 23 June 1916 was the weather. At 2.30 p.m. there was such a
violent wind that a British plane was driven before it over enemy lines, and the loud claps of
thunder convinced some soldiers that the preliminary barrage had started already.26That night
A. J. Peters of the 7th Battalion, the South Lancashire Regiment, was sitting in B and D
Company’s mess in the former billiard room of the Café d’Univers in Molliens-au-Bois (seven
miles north-east of Amiens) when an orderly marched in carrying two fat packets. They turned
out to be the preliminary instructions for the two companies. ‘Of course there was at once great
speculation as to what day “Z” would be,’ Peters later recalled:We knew there was to be a 6 day
bombardment which helped us in our calculations . . . The general [consensus] was that it would
be Wednesday or Thursday in the following week.That night we had a game of bridge and
afterwards I sat up pretty late talking . . . When we [finally] turned out to go to our billets, the sky
over Albert was bright with flashes. We could hear nothing although it was a still night, but we
then had no doubt that the show had started.27It seems likely that Peters either misremembered
the day of the week when he saw the flashing in the sky or that he saw some guns firing before
the softening-up bombardment commenced, because the main pre-attack bombardment started
up during the morning of 24 June.The South Lancashires were some 15 miles from the front
lines when it started. Roland Ingle, a thirty-year-old 2nd lieutenant in the 10th Battalion, the
Lincolnshire Regiment, another Pals unit also known as the Grimsby Chums, was closer to the
action; however, being to the west of Albert, he was still to the rear of the area likely to be
targeted by German guns. As a schoolmaster, and one who had come down from Cambridge
with a first in Classics, he was used to reading and writing essays. And at around 5.30 p.m. on
24 June, with the shelling still hotting up, he settled down in the open air and recorded his
impressions thus:The bombardment for the Big Push has just begun. I am sitting . . . on an old
plough in a half-tilled field watching the smoke of the shells rising over the German lines. There
is a very wide view from here . . . and you can see . . . our own bit of front [south of La Boisselle]
beyond the wood I have often mentioned [Becourt Wood], and a mile or more to left and right. In
the hollow straight [ahead] . . . lies the town [Albert] with its broken church. It is a pleasant, rather
cloudy day after a night of heavy rain, and the light breeze blowing from the west lessens for us
the sound of the guns . . . There are poppies and blue flowers in the corn just by, [in] a part of the
field which is cultivated, and on the rise towards the town [there] is a large patch of yellow stuff
that might be mustard and probably isn’t. On the whole the evening is a pleasant one for a stroll
with the larks singing.28Not surprisingly, conditions were completely different on the other side
of No Man’s Land, where the shells were landing.‘The enemy guns suddenly started flashing
brightly,’ artillery observer Sergeant Karl Eisler reported, recording the position as he saw it from
the tower linked to the chateau at Contalmaison:There were countless streaks of lightning above
us accompanied by yelling, moaning, hissing and splintering sounds.The English gunners were
focusing on our rear, and on our . . . observation positions which they knew about already, as well



as the communication trenches leading up to them and the village itself, locations which had
been spared previously.The rushing, splintering and cracking followed by the loud bangs made
by the exploding shells of all types and calibres all around us were louder than anything I had
heard in the previous two years of war. That made it very frightening . . .The Contalmaison
château was targeted by shells of all sorts of shapes and sizes. When it was hit, the whole
building shook, and a cloud of brick dust rose up into the air making it hard to see what was
happening. [Then] more shells came screaming overhead. They landed initially on the outskirts
of Pozières, and subsequently on the village itself so that it disappeared behind clouds of
smoke.Shortly afterwards heavy shells obliterated the last houses in our village [Contalmaison].
And all around us we could see large clouds of smoke caused by the exploding shells . . . and
one could hear the cracking and crashing sounds of the bombardment.29The systematic
destruction of the villages held by the Germans, and their lines of communication, would not
have surprised any of the British soldiers who had seen their artillery’s shells appearing to wipe
out their targets one by one. It was a welcome sight after such a long time waiting. Captain
Charlie May’s diary records how the bombardment was celebrated by some of the 22nd
Manchester officers, still located far away from the action, at Morlencourt (some three miles
south of Albert): ‘Tonight (24 June) we had a little reunion of all the “old boys”,’ he wrote. ‘We sat
round a table and sang all the old mess songs of Morecambe, Grantham and Salisbury [the
places where they had been trained before coming out to France]. It was top-hole, and we all
loved each other.’30The next day May climbed onto the ridge above Morlencourt and watched
with relish as German front-line strongholds in the villages of La Boisselle, Fricourt and the 22nd
Manchesters’ own target, Mametz, disappeared into the clouds of smoke thrown up by the
exploding shells. The following description in his diary enables one to appreciate just how easy it
was for British commanders to be seduced into believing that when the time came to advance
there would be no opposition left to fight:The hillsides over there are under a haze of smoke
already. [It is made by] shells, which bursting, throw up . . . white puffs, black puffs, brown puffs
and grey. Puffs which start as small downy balls and spread sideways and upwards till they dwarf
the woods. Darts of flame and smoke – black smoke these last, which shoot . . . high into the air
like giant poplar trees.The shooting was magnificent. Time and again, the explosions occurred
right in the Hun trenches. By Mametz Wood, an ammunition dump must have been struck. The
[resulting] . . . smoke column was enormous. Mametz itself one cannot see. It is shrouded in a
multi-coloured pall of smoke all of its own.31Perhaps the excessively optimistic British
commanders should have been ordered to watch the bombardment from where the 22nd
Manchesters’ Sergeant Harry Tawney was standing on 25 May. His underwhelmed response to
that evening’s shelling appears in the following extract from the letter he sent to his wife
Jeannette the next day:Far away, [some] . . . miles off, one could see the faint, pale lines of
trenches, and above them the puffs [made] . . . by our shells, like surf on a coast. It was odd to
think that this was war, what the papers call a ‘severe bombardment’, and that . . . [the] Germans
were wondering if they would ever see their families again.On so large a landscape, the wrath of



men seemed extraordinarily ineffective, and life infinitely more powerful than death, so that one
forgot one had come to see the bombardment, and looked instead at the sunset and poplars
and light on the distant downs.32Given that the reason why Tawney had climbed up to the ridge
above Morlencourt was to admire the British bombardment, it was ironic that the one feature in
this huge landscape that really grabbed his attention was Albert’s church, which had been
shelled by the Germans. Its unnatural, awkward, clumsy silhouette, the result of its tower having
been damaged and its transept smashed, reminded him of ‘a windmill with only one sail left’ or
‘a face distorted by disease’, the analogies unconsciously reflecting his fear about what German
guns might do to the limbs and faces of British soldiers during the attack.33The shelling
continued late into the night, and whatever its shortcomings when viewed in daylight from a long
way off, it impressed Roland Ingle that night when he once again climbed the hill west of Albert
and saw how ‘sharp flashes like sheet lightning showed our guns firing’, while ‘all along the
horizon, there were red flashes of the shells falling on their target’.34On 26 June, with just two
clear days remaining before the original date scheduled for the attack (29 June), British soldiers
all along the front were writing their last letters home, warning their families that they might be
out of touch for a while. Charlie May’s was no exception. It began with the words ‘My darling
Maudie’, and carried on: ‘Just one last little note for some days, since after tonight, I will have no
chance of writing for the best part of a week.’ He then referred to the bombardment:The biggest
show of the war is now on. The greatest bombardment the world has ever seen is banging and
booming away in the valley, and on the hill over yonder. No-one has whispered it before, but
you’ll know all about it and what we have achieved by the time you have received this. At
present, we are lying behind the line, waiting to go up for the assault. In the assault, the Battalion
has the position of honour, [on] the right of the Division (7 Division), and B [Company] has been
chosen as the right of the Battalion, in the leading line . . .I little thought in those far off days in
Morecombe that I should ever rise to have such a trust given to me. The Company is the envy of
the Battalion, and the Battalion is [the envy] of the whole Division. To be the right of the finest
division of the British Army is no small honour dearest, and I know you will be as proud of it as
we are.For myself Maudie, I pray [to] God in all humility that I may do my job well, achieve my
objectives, hold them and generally carry out our orders correctly and successfully.He signed off
the letter with the words: ‘All the love and devotion of my heart and soul to you my dear Wife and
to our darling Baby. Know that I will think of you all the time. Au revoir my love. Your loving hubby,
Charlie.’35May’s letter reached Maude on 30 May, the day after the original ‘Z’ day, which as
mentioned in Chapter 5, was postponed until 1 July because of the bad weather. She wrote back
that very night:My darling Charlie . . .For some time past I have been dreading such news as you
have given me in your letter . . . but I have always tried to put it out of my mind and to think that
you might be spared taking part. That your company . . . would hold such an important position in
the assault, I never dreamed of, and . . . when I think of all the danger you are encountering at the
present time, my heart beats with fear. My dearest, I am trusting in God and praying, Baby with
me, that you will be spared to come through these terrible days of fighting safe and well, and



return to us . . .Well, the time we have all been waiting for has come. The papers are full of raids,
artillery work etc . . . but so far no news of a big infantry assault . . .Would it be possible to give
my best wishes to your men? If at all poss., try to do so. And tell any who come to, or near,
London to let me know their whereabouts.My whole soul goes out to you my heart’s dearest
tonight in love and trust and longing. God will be good to us. He will keep little Pauline’s Daddy
safe . . . My own, my love. Your wife Maude.36While all this correspondence was criss-crossing
across France and England, and the English Channel, the British battalions that were to carry
out the assault began to move up towards the front line. This prompted Charlie May on 27 June
to write:The Battle of Mametz I suppose may really be taken as having now commenced. True, it
has been working up, so far as artillery activity is concerned, for the last three days. But as no
infantry have yet come in, I take it that I give no offence to anyone if I call the period ending today
‘preliminary proceedings’.From today, however, the battle should begin to show definite shape.
Infantry are now moving up, small parties as yet it is true, but still the infantry. Runners and wire
cutters, signallers and dump guards have already gone. The assaulting troops follow
tomorrow . . .375: Fatal FlawThe Somme, June–early morning 1 July 1916(See map 2)From time
immemorial, monarchs and great leaders have sought out the most efficacious means to make
their troops fight bravely in battle. However, by the time of the Somme, the British Army had
become too big to be inspired by one man. Each corps commander, each major-general and
each lieutenant-colonel had to fire up his men in his own way.Some of the speeches that were
made before what so many referred to as the ‘Big Push’ have been lost with the men who heard
them. However, there are a few that have been immortalized in documents or the accounts of
soldiers who were affected by them.Hubert Rees, the 94th Brigade’s thirty-four-year-old
commander, circulated to the Pals battalions acting under his command an open letter shortly
before sending them in to assault the heights in and around the village of Serre, the 4th Army’s
northernmost target. It included the words:You are about to attack the enemy with far greater
numbers than he can oppose to you, supported by a huge number of guns . . . You are about to
fight in one of the greatest battles in the world, and the most just cause . . . Remember that the
British Empire will anxiously watch your every move . . . Keep your heads, do your duty, and you
will utterly defeat the enemy.1Henry de Beauvoir de Lisle, the fifty-one-year-old major-general in
charge of the 29th Division, whose troops were responsible for the Beaumont Hamel sector,
evidently remembered past exploits of the 1st Battalion, the Lancashire Fusiliers, when two days
before the attack he spoke to them near Mailly Wood.2 This was the unit that had won six
Victoria Crosses in one day during the Gallipoli campaign.3 He started his address to them thus:
‘I cannot allow the Battalion, of which I am so proud, to enter this great battle without coming to
wish you good luck.’ He went on:We are now taking part in the greatest battle in which British
troops have ever fought. At this great time, all the previous engagements during this and former
wars sink into insignificance. The forces that are engaged in this 4th Army are five times as large
as the whole of the original Expeditionary Force. We came out in August 1915 with 4 divisions,
and here we have 21 . . .4All that military thought and science can do to make this a great



success has been done. For the first time we have got into place as many guns as we can, and
with unlimited ammunition.5 In this Corps alone we have 600 guns.6 . . . We are firing away
40,000 tons of artillery ammunition. In other words one and a half million rounds. In this Corps
alone, if all the ammunition were placed in lorries, they would occupy 46 miles of road . . .As you
go into . . . battle, I want you to remember what you are fighting for. You are not only fighting to
add to the glories won by past generations of the Lancashire Fusiliers. You are not only fighting
to maintain the honour of the 29th Division which won its laurels on the Gallipoli Peninsula. You
are fighting for your country . . . You are fighting for humanity. We are fighting against oppression,
fighting for truth, honour and justice . . .Our higher commanders know – I know – that all their
arrangements cannot win victory. Victory must be won by the infantry.Officers and men . . . To
you has been [given] . . . the most difficult task. That of breaking the hardest part of the enemy’s
shell. And I expect you to break that shell in the German first system of trenches.Officers and
men. I wish you the best of luck, and leave you with the highest confidence that what any man
[can] . . . do, you will do for your country.7But perhaps even more impressive was the series of
speeches by Lieutenant-General Sir Aylmer Hunter-Weston, VIII Corps’ fifty-one-year-old
commander, described in the following extract from the 30 June 1916 letter to his wife
Grace:Today, I went round eight battalions of the New Army (31st Division) that are to form part
of my assaulting line. They have never yet been in battle and I therefore went and gave them an
inspiriting address with most excellent results. I felt I had got them.A heavy task to speak to 8
separate battalions and 2 machine gun batteries, over 8000 men, in the open air. It took all the
morning, motoring and walking round and making those speeches. Fortunately my voice stood
the heavy strain, and I was given the power to strike the right note and to enthuse the men. It is a
valuable gift to be able to speak fairly well.8A soldier who heard the speech delivered to the 16th
Battalion, the West Yorkshire Regiment (the 1st Bradford Pals), remembers that Hunter-Weston
‘stood on a box and . . . went on about having the true attack spirit’. Also ‘the old words like
fighting for Britain’s honour came out’. And he underlined that the Germans knew nothing about
honour: it was they who had started the war. That was why ‘God was on our side.’ Fortunately,
the attack’s success was a foregone conclusion, Hunter-Weston had forecast: ‘Not even a rat
would be left alive in the German trenches after our bombardment.’9The only discordant note
was the reference to shirkers. ‘He said anyone who funked the attack and didn’t go forward
would be shot on the spot.’ The military police would be watching.10There were many other
similar speeches. Most reiterated the message: We have destroyed the Germans with our guns.
Now all you have to do is to walk over to their trenches. There will be no opposition.If the British
commanders had any qualms about what they were saying to their men, they certainly put on a
good act. General Hunter-Weston, while talking to Lieutenant-Colonel Freeth of the 2nd
Lancashire Fusiliers on 30 June about the large number of Germans seen in the front line
opposite the 4th Division, interjected: ‘Splendid Freeth. The enemy’s trenches are full of
Germans? They’ll be blown to pieces by the morning.’11 Another officer, who overheard the
conversation, passed on this welcome news to the men in his company. ‘It put us all in good



heart,’ he said later. ‘In fact, we thought this must be the start of the end of the War!’12However,
not everyone was convinced. General Beauvoir de Lisle may have spoken optimistically to his
men, but he claims he was less sanguine when talking to his superiors. After reading the official
historian’s version of his division’s actions at Beaumont Hamel, de Lisle sent him the following
comments:Before the attack, Rawlinson came to visit me . . . I told him I was gravely dissatisfied
with the artillery plan which in my opinion was inadequate, and too prolonged to be effective. I
also highly disapproved of the [Hawthorn Redoubt] mine being exploded 10 minutes before the
attack, as this would give the Germans warning. He said he would consider this last point, but I
would find the artillery preparation more than sufficient.A few days later Haig came with
Rawlinson and I repeated my objections. Haig appeared to agree with me and seemed anxious
about the success of the attack north of the Ancre.13If survivors’ accounts are to be believed,
there were also a substantial proportion of assault troops who did not believe what their
commanders were telling them. Take Percy Jones, a private soldier in the 1st/16th Battalion, the
London Regiment (Queen’s Westminster), for example. Scribbled into his diary under 26 June is
a description of how his battalion had been rehearsed again and again on how they were going
to snatch Gommecourt, at the extreme north of the line, from the Germans. To make the
rehearsal more realistic, a piece of land near Halloy (11 miles north-west of Amiens) had been
commandeered, and marked with the relative positions of the British front line and the German
trenches. Then Jones and his brothers in arms were required to take them ‘several times a
day’.His account continues: ‘General Snow (the VII Corps commander) and his staff . . . [tell] us
that we shall have practically no casualties, because all the Germans will have been killed by our
artillery barrage . . . We know, however, that the Germans have dugouts 40 feet deep, and I do
not see how the stiffest bombardment is going to kill them all off . . . If the Germans obstinately
refuse to die and make way for us, our scheme will become impractical.’When Jones mentioned
this to his sergeant-major, he at least had the decency to come clean: ‘Sergeant Major
Froome . . . agreed with me, and called our practices “Damned foolery and [a] waste of good
corn” [the practices involved trampling over fields full of wheat]. Nearly all the boys have no faith
in the carefully drawn up plans of attack and consolidation.’That being the case, it seems almost
incredible that no one objected. ‘They are all determined to go on until something stops them,’
Jones concluded.14Given his pessimistic analysis of their prospects, it is not surprising that
Jones took care to write a last letter to his family, only to be delivered if he failed to come back. In
the letter he described how on 29 June, the night before they moved up for the attack, the men in
his battalion had met up in a café behind the front line: ‘We . . . sang all the old songs, perhaps
for the last time. We are . . . true friends, because the trials of trench life have made us know one
another. We hope to meet again in a day or two, but it is quite plain that in the meantime, some of
us will have gone west.’He terminated his correspondence with the words: ‘I am afraid I have
been rather slack in answering letters. So when you meet any of my friends, please apologize for
me and say that I know I have always had better friends than I deserved. Goodbye, and good
luck to all.’15Jones and his colleagues were far from being the only British soldiers who did not



take their commanders’ assurances at face value. Even more worrying was the demoralizing
effect that the generals’ ill-informed forecasts were having on some of the more discerning mid-
ranking officers. They could hardly be expected to back the attack plan by putting their men’s
lives on the line, if they did not agree that what was proposed was feasible.While writing to his
wife Hilda, Lieutenant-Colonel Kyme Cordeaux, the newly appointed commanding officer of
Roland Ingle’s battalion (10th Lincolns), contrasted the vulnerability of the Somme’s unprotected
bird life with that of the Germans in the ‘fortresses’ they had hewn out of the chalk on the other
side of No Man’s Land. Cordeaux, who had inherited his interest in birds from his father, an
eminent ornithologist, wondered ‘what the little fledgling swallows in the nest above my bed think
of it all. They will be deaf for the natural time of their lives. We shall soon know . . . what the effect
is on the Boche. I am inclined to believe that his dugouts are too deep down for him to have
suffered much.’16If only Haig and his generals had been as perspicacious. But perhaps that is a
criticism which can only be made with the benefit of hindsight. Even now it is hard to find
detailed German accounts that describe exactly what was going on in the German trenches
during the bombardment. One of the most revealing was written by F. L. Cassel, a twenty-seven-
year-old Jewish lieutenant, who was serving in the 99th Reserve Regiment, part of the 26th
Reserve Division, at the end of June 1916. He was based in the Thiepval South sector of the line
when the bombardment started.Unlike some accounts, which puffed up the bravery of German
soldiers in an effort to appeal to the supporters of Adolf Hitler, during whose dictatorship many
were written, Cassel’s was written during the 1920s, before the rise of National Socialism made
the glorification of German physical – and martial – exploits an obsession or a cult. It was then
translated into English, after he had somehow survived the Holocaust and emigrated to
England. That, together with the way Cassel was treated while he was in the Army, meant he had
little incentive to write a romanticized version of what had really taken place on the German side
of No Man’s Land.His account starts by revealing that during World War I, a form of
institutionalized anti-semitism was already built into the culture fostered within the German Army.
The staff at the school where he was training to be an officer during 1915 were not allowed to
recommend that a Jewish soldier could be promoted above the rank of NCO. As a result Cassel
was promoted later than his peers, only becoming a lieutenant after being awarded the Iron
Cross for bravery in the wake of a defensive action following the explosion of a mine under his
trench.Before being accepted into the regimental fold, Cassel also had to endure weeks of being
ostracized at meal times because he refused to comply with the old-fashioned custom, still
prevailing in some regiments, which required him to address his superiors in the third person.
However, by the time the bombardment commenced on 24 June 1916, these teething problems
had been long forgotten, and he had become the commander of one of his regiment’s positions
in the front system, consisting of several lines of trenches interspersed with deep dugouts.
These dugouts, which were some three metres beneath the surface, and were entered by
climbing down eighteen to twenty stairs, were believed to offer complete protection from the
blast of the enemy’s shells, although the jury was out over whether soldiers inside could survive



a direct hit. Dugout entrances were certainly vulnerable, which was why with typical German
efficiency many of the dugouts had at least two exits.When the bombardment started on 24
June, Cassel, along with the others in his trench, had no idea that this was the preliminary
softening-up process before a big attack. The shells sailed overhead into the regiment’s back
areas, leaving the front line unscathed. ‘We thought it was not our business,’ he commented. ‘We
perhaps even enjoyed the thought that people behind there, who [until then had] had it so good,
should get a bit of the medicine we usually had to accept.’It was only after the shelling continued
all day and all night, and then carried on for several more days and nights, that the penny
dropped. During the first three days and nights, no food could be brought up to the front-line
position, and the Germans had to make do with the ‘iron rations’ they always carried around with
them. At that point, ‘we began to look at the situation as critical,’ Cassel reported. ‘It appeared
they wanted first to starve us and then to shoot us out of our positions.’ It was only during the
third night that the German lines of communication were re-established, enabling food to be
supplied during hours of darkness.However, no sooner had this need been satisfied than their
lives were made uncomfortable for another reason. The shelling began to focus on destroying
their trenches. Given that the German regiment were spending most of the time inside their
dugouts, this did not represent a direct existential threat. But according to Cassel, ‘it was not
very pleasant!’ The almost continuous banging made by the ‘drum fire’ was not only
monotonous but made it hard to sleep, in spite of his men feeling very tired. Officers such as
Cassel were also kept awake by the suspicion that the sentries who had been ordered to stand
near the top of the dugout steps, so that they could warn their superiors if the enemy was
approaching, would not do their job properly. Cassel was only being realistic when he observed,
‘Not all men are heroes.’One evening, during the bombardment, there was a gas alarm, which
was accompanied by the cry: ‘Everyone into the trenches with gas masks!’ ‘In front of us all
along the line, a greenish yellow cloud rolled slowly towards us,’ Cassel recalled. ‘ “She” was
hesitating. “She” did not want to go uphill.’ Luckily for him, and his men, the artillery fire on the
trench was not too intense at that moment, and within an hour or so the gas had been dispersed
by the wind, enabling them to resume their hibernation in their dugouts.But were the dugouts
secure? In the following extract from his account, Cassel describes how he found out:One
afternoon [during the bombardment], I was lying on my wire bedstead. I heard the . . . boom of a
heavy gun, the awesome whiz and swish of a rising heavy missile. Then the earth was quaking,
and while the dirt was falling through the boards, [overhead] I saw the beams above me bend
and slowly descend by about 10 cm. My heart seemed to stop. Now comes the end. But the
catastrophe did not come. After the momentary paralysis was gone, I left my bed and went into
the trench. Rather die in the open air, than be crushed between the boards. In the evening, I
went and inspected the rampart above my dugout, and found a crater with a diameter of several
meters made by . . . [an 8-inch shell], a dud. Had it exploded, whoever was in the dugout would
[not] have seen daylight . . . before the day of resurrection!17Cassel’s testimony suggests that
the larger British shells probably could destroy at least some of the German dugouts, but only if



there was a direct hit. The dugout exits were also vulnerable. However, the problem for the
British, as General Rawlinson had pointed out following the Battle of Loos (September–October
1915), was that ‘it is impossible to locate even from air photographs where these exits are . . .
Their destruction is therefore a matter of chance.’18Rawlinson’s clear-sighted analysis as early
as 1915 made it all the more surprising that, almost a year later, many of the senior officers in his
army were still training their men, and basing their tactics, on the assumption that all front-line
opposition would be neutralized before the attack on the Somme.Even Rawlinson was not aware
of another problem, which threatened to be just as damaging to the attack’s prospects. German
records made available after the war have revealed the stunning results produced by their
intelligence officers during the big attack’s preliminary bombardment. Thanks in part to the
streamlined procedures in place for interrogating captured British prisoners and disseminating
what they disclosed, the intelligence officers were able to extract crucial information from those
soldiers apprehended in No Man’s Land, and to circulate it quickly enough for it to play a
significant role in the blunting of the much-anticipated big attack.5: Fatal FlawThe Somme, June–
early morning 1 July 1916(See map 2)5: Fatal FlawThe Somme, June–early morning 1 July
1916(See map 2)From time immemorial, monarchs and great leaders have sought out the most
efficacious means to make their troops fight bravely in battle. However, by the time of the
Somme, the British Army had become too big to be inspired by one man. Each corps
commander, each major-general and each lieutenant-colonel had to fire up his men in his own
way.Some of the speeches that were made before what so many referred to as the ‘Big Push’
have been lost with the men who heard them. However, there are a few that have been
immortalized in documents or the accounts of soldiers who were affected by them.Hubert Rees,
the 94th Brigade’s thirty-four-year-old commander, circulated to the Pals battalions acting under
his command an open letter shortly before sending them in to assault the heights in and around
the village of Serre, the 4th Army’s northernmost target. It included the words:You are about to
attack the enemy with far greater numbers than he can oppose to you, supported by a huge
number of guns . . . You are about to fight in one of the greatest battles in the world, and the most
just cause . . . Remember that the British Empire will anxiously watch your every move . . . Keep
your heads, do your duty, and you will utterly defeat the enemy.1Henry de Beauvoir de Lisle, the
fifty-one-year-old major-general in charge of the 29th Division, whose troops were responsible
for the Beaumont Hamel sector, evidently remembered past exploits of the 1st Battalion, the
Lancashire Fusiliers, when two days before the attack he spoke to them near Mailly Wood.2 This
was the unit that had won six Victoria Crosses in one day during the Gallipoli campaign.3 He
started his address to them thus: ‘I cannot allow the Battalion, of which I am so proud, to enter
this great battle without coming to wish you good luck.’ He went on:We are now taking part in the
greatest battle in which British troops have ever fought. At this great time, all the previous
engagements during this and former wars sink into insignificance. The forces that are engaged
in this 4th Army are five times as large as the whole of the original Expeditionary Force. We
came out in August 1915 with 4 divisions, and here we have 21 . . .4All that military thought and



science can do to make this a great success has been done. For the first time we have got into
place as many guns as we can, and with unlimited ammunition.5 In this Corps alone we have
600 guns.6 . . . We are firing away 40,000 tons of artillery ammunition. In other words one and a
half million rounds. In this Corps alone, if all the ammunition were placed in lorries, they would
occupy 46 miles of road . . .As you go into . . . battle, I want you to remember what you are
fighting for. You are not only fighting to add to the glories won by past generations of the
Lancashire Fusiliers. You are not only fighting to maintain the honour of the 29th Division which
won its laurels on the Gallipoli Peninsula. You are fighting for your country . . . You are fighting for
humanity. We are fighting against oppression, fighting for truth, honour and justice . . .Our higher
commanders know – I know – that all their arrangements cannot win victory. Victory must be won
by the infantry.Officers and men . . . To you has been [given] . . . the most difficult task. That of
breaking the hardest part of the enemy’s shell. And I expect you to break that shell in the
German first system of trenches.Officers and men. I wish you the best of luck, and leave you with
the highest confidence that what any man [can] . . . do, you will do for your country.7But perhaps
even more impressive was the series of speeches by Lieutenant-General Sir Aylmer Hunter-
Weston, VIII Corps’ fifty-one-year-old commander, described in the following extract from the 30
June 1916 letter to his wife Grace:Today, I went round eight battalions of the New Army (31st
Division) that are to form part of my assaulting line. They have never yet been in battle and I
therefore went and gave them an inspiriting address with most excellent results. I felt I had got
them.A heavy task to speak to 8 separate battalions and 2 machine gun batteries, over 8000
men, in the open air. It took all the morning, motoring and walking round and making those
speeches. Fortunately my voice stood the heavy strain, and I was given the power to strike the
right note and to enthuse the men. It is a valuable gift to be able to speak fairly well.8A soldier
who heard the speech delivered to the 16th Battalion, the West Yorkshire Regiment (the 1st
Bradford Pals), remembers that Hunter-Weston ‘stood on a box and . . . went on about having
the true attack spirit’. Also ‘the old words like fighting for Britain’s honour came out’. And he
underlined that the Germans knew nothing about honour: it was they who had started the war.
That was why ‘God was on our side.’ Fortunately, the attack’s success was a foregone
conclusion, Hunter-Weston had forecast: ‘Not even a rat would be left alive in the German
trenches after our bombardment.’9The only discordant note was the reference to shirkers. ‘He
said anyone who funked the attack and didn’t go forward would be shot on the spot.’ The military
police would be watching.10There were many other similar speeches. Most reiterated the
message: We have destroyed the Germans with our guns. Now all you have to do is to walk over
to their trenches. There will be no opposition.If the British commanders had any qualms about
what they were saying to their men, they certainly put on a good act. General Hunter-Weston,
while talking to Lieutenant-Colonel Freeth of the 2nd Lancashire Fusiliers on 30 June about the
large number of Germans seen in the front line opposite the 4th Division, interjected: ‘Splendid
Freeth. The enemy’s trenches are full of Germans? They’ll be blown to pieces by the morning.’11
Another officer, who overheard the conversation, passed on this welcome news to the men in his



company. ‘It put us all in good heart,’ he said later. ‘In fact, we thought this must be the start of
the end of the War!’12However, not everyone was convinced. General Beauvoir de Lisle may
have spoken optimistically to his men, but he claims he was less sanguine when talking to his
superiors. After reading the official historian’s version of his division’s actions at Beaumont
Hamel, de Lisle sent him the following comments:Before the attack, Rawlinson came to visit
me . . . I told him I was gravely dissatisfied with the artillery plan which in my opinion was
inadequate, and too prolonged to be effective. I also highly disapproved of the [Hawthorn
Redoubt] mine being exploded 10 minutes before the attack, as this would give the Germans
warning. He said he would consider this last point, but I would find the artillery preparation more
than sufficient.A few days later Haig came with Rawlinson and I repeated my objections. Haig
appeared to agree with me and seemed anxious about the success of the attack north of the
Ancre.13If survivors’ accounts are to be believed, there were also a substantial proportion of
assault troops who did not believe what their commanders were telling them. Take Percy Jones,
a private soldier in the 1st/16th Battalion, the London Regiment (Queen’s Westminster), for
example. Scribbled into his diary under 26 June is a description of how his battalion had been
rehearsed again and again on how they were going to snatch Gommecourt, at the extreme north
of the line, from the Germans. To make the rehearsal more realistic, a piece of land near Halloy
(11 miles north-west of Amiens) had been commandeered, and marked with the relative
positions of the British front line and the German trenches. Then Jones and his brothers in arms
were required to take them ‘several times a day’.His account continues: ‘General Snow (the VII
Corps commander) and his staff . . . [tell] us that we shall have practically no casualties, because
all the Germans will have been killed by our artillery barrage . . . We know, however, that the
Germans have dugouts 40 feet deep, and I do not see how the stiffest bombardment is going to
kill them all off . . . If the Germans obstinately refuse to die and make way for us, our scheme will
become impractical.’When Jones mentioned this to his sergeant-major, he at least had the
decency to come clean: ‘Sergeant Major Froome . . . agreed with me, and called our practices
“Damned foolery and [a] waste of good corn” [the practices involved trampling over fields full of
wheat]. Nearly all the boys have no faith in the carefully drawn up plans of attack and
consolidation.’That being the case, it seems almost incredible that no one objected. ‘They are all
determined to go on until something stops them,’ Jones concluded.14Given his pessimistic
analysis of their prospects, it is not surprising that Jones took care to write a last letter to his
family, only to be delivered if he failed to come back. In the letter he described how on 29 June,
the night before they moved up for the attack, the men in his battalion had met up in a café
behind the front line: ‘We . . . sang all the old songs, perhaps for the last time. We are . . . true
friends, because the trials of trench life have made us know one another. We hope to meet again
in a day or two, but it is quite plain that in the meantime, some of us will have gone west.’He
terminated his correspondence with the words: ‘I am afraid I have been rather slack in answering
letters. So when you meet any of my friends, please apologize for me and say that I know I have
always had better friends than I deserved. Goodbye, and good luck to all.’15Jones and his



colleagues were far from being the only British soldiers who did not take their commanders’
assurances at face value. Even more worrying was the demoralizing effect that the generals’ ill-
informed forecasts were having on some of the more discerning mid-ranking officers. They could
hardly be expected to back the attack plan by putting their men’s lives on the line, if they did not
agree that what was proposed was feasible.While writing to his wife Hilda, Lieutenant-Colonel
Kyme Cordeaux, the newly appointed commanding officer of Roland Ingle’s battalion (10th
Lincolns), contrasted the vulnerability of the Somme’s unprotected bird life with that of the
Germans in the ‘fortresses’ they had hewn out of the chalk on the other side of No Man’s Land.
Cordeaux, who had inherited his interest in birds from his father, an eminent ornithologist,
wondered ‘what the little fledgling swallows in the nest above my bed think of it all. They will be
deaf for the natural time of their lives. We shall soon know . . . what the effect is on the Boche. I
am inclined to believe that his dugouts are too deep down for him to have suffered much.’16If
only Haig and his generals had been as perspicacious. But perhaps that is a criticism which can
only be made with the benefit of hindsight. Even now it is hard to find detailed German accounts
that describe exactly what was going on in the German trenches during the bombardment. One
of the most revealing was written by F. L. Cassel, a twenty-seven-year-old Jewish lieutenant, who
was serving in the 99th Reserve Regiment, part of the 26th Reserve Division, at the end of June
1916. He was based in the Thiepval South sector of the line when the bombardment
started.Unlike some accounts, which puffed up the bravery of German soldiers in an effort to
appeal to the supporters of Adolf Hitler, during whose dictatorship many were written, Cassel’s
was written during the 1920s, before the rise of National Socialism made the glorification of
German physical – and martial – exploits an obsession or a cult. It was then translated into
English, after he had somehow survived the Holocaust and emigrated to England. That, together
with the way Cassel was treated while he was in the Army, meant he had little incentive to write a
romanticized version of what had really taken place on the German side of No Man’s Land.His
account starts by revealing that during World War I, a form of institutionalized anti-semitism was
already built into the culture fostered within the German Army. The staff at the school where he
was training to be an officer during 1915 were not allowed to recommend that a Jewish soldier
could be promoted above the rank of NCO. As a result Cassel was promoted later than his
peers, only becoming a lieutenant after being awarded the Iron Cross for bravery in the wake of
a defensive action following the explosion of a mine under his trench.Before being accepted into
the regimental fold, Cassel also had to endure weeks of being ostracized at meal times because
he refused to comply with the old-fashioned custom, still prevailing in some regiments, which
required him to address his superiors in the third person. However, by the time the bombardment
commenced on 24 June 1916, these teething problems had been long forgotten, and he had
become the commander of one of his regiment’s positions in the front system, consisting of
several lines of trenches interspersed with deep dugouts. These dugouts, which were some
three metres beneath the surface, and were entered by climbing down eighteen to twenty stairs,
were believed to offer complete protection from the blast of the enemy’s shells, although the jury



was out over whether soldiers inside could survive a direct hit. Dugout entrances were certainly
vulnerable, which was why with typical German efficiency many of the dugouts had at least two
exits.When the bombardment started on 24 June, Cassel, along with the others in his trench,
had no idea that this was the preliminary softening-up process before a big attack. The shells
sailed overhead into the regiment’s back areas, leaving the front line unscathed. ‘We thought it
was not our business,’ he commented. ‘We perhaps even enjoyed the thought that people
behind there, who [until then had] had it so good, should get a bit of the medicine we usually had
to accept.’It was only after the shelling continued all day and all night, and then carried on for
several more days and nights, that the penny dropped. During the first three days and nights, no
food could be brought up to the front-line position, and the Germans had to make do with the
‘iron rations’ they always carried around with them. At that point, ‘we began to look at the
situation as critical,’ Cassel reported. ‘It appeared they wanted first to starve us and then to shoot
us out of our positions.’ It was only during the third night that the German lines of communication
were re-established, enabling food to be supplied during hours of darkness.However, no sooner
had this need been satisfied than their lives were made uncomfortable for another reason. The
shelling began to focus on destroying their trenches. Given that the German regiment were
spending most of the time inside their dugouts, this did not represent a direct existential threat.
But according to Cassel, ‘it was not very pleasant!’ The almost continuous banging made by the
‘drum fire’ was not only monotonous but made it hard to sleep, in spite of his men feeling very
tired. Officers such as Cassel were also kept awake by the suspicion that the sentries who had
been ordered to stand near the top of the dugout steps, so that they could warn their superiors if
the enemy was approaching, would not do their job properly. Cassel was only being realistic
when he observed, ‘Not all men are heroes.’One evening, during the bombardment, there was a
gas alarm, which was accompanied by the cry: ‘Everyone into the trenches with gas masks!’ ‘In
front of us all along the line, a greenish yellow cloud rolled slowly towards us,’ Cassel recalled. ‘
“She” was hesitating. “She” did not want to go uphill.’ Luckily for him, and his men, the artillery
fire on the trench was not too intense at that moment, and within an hour or so the gas had been
dispersed by the wind, enabling them to resume their hibernation in their dugouts.But were the
dugouts secure? In the following extract from his account, Cassel describes how he found
out:One afternoon [during the bombardment], I was lying on my wire bedstead. I heard the . . .
boom of a heavy gun, the awesome whiz and swish of a rising heavy missile. Then the earth was
quaking, and while the dirt was falling through the boards, [overhead] I saw the beams above me
bend and slowly descend by about 10 cm. My heart seemed to stop. Now comes the end. But
the catastrophe did not come. After the momentary paralysis was gone, I left my bed and went
into the trench. Rather die in the open air, than be crushed between the boards. In the evening, I
went and inspected the rampart above my dugout, and found a crater with a diameter of several
meters made by . . . [an 8-inch shell], a dud. Had it exploded, whoever was in the dugout would
[not] have seen daylight . . . before the day of resurrection!17Cassel’s testimony suggests that
the larger British shells probably could destroy at least some of the German dugouts, but only if



there was a direct hit. The dugout exits were also vulnerable. However, the problem for the
British, as General Rawlinson had pointed out following the Battle of Loos (September–October
1915), was that ‘it is impossible to locate even from air photographs where these exits are . . .
Their destruction is therefore a matter of chance.’18Rawlinson’s clear-sighted analysis as early
as 1915 made it all the more surprising that, almost a year later, many of the senior officers in his
army were still training their men, and basing their tactics, on the assumption that all front-line
opposition would be neutralized before the attack on the Somme.Even Rawlinson was not aware
of another problem, which threatened to be just as damaging to the attack’s prospects. German
records made available after the war have revealed the stunning results produced by their
intelligence officers during the big attack’s preliminary bombardment. Thanks in part to the
streamlined procedures in place for interrogating captured British prisoners and disseminating
what they disclosed, the intelligence officers were able to extract crucial information from those
soldiers apprehended in No Man’s Land, and to circulate it quickly enough for it to play a
significant role in the blunting of the much-anticipated big attack.
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Gerry, “A Book on the Somme Not For the Faint of Heart. The author dedicated this book to his
Father who had fought during this troublesome battle. The opening chapter in this Historical and
detailed accounting begins on the first day – the reader is pushed to Map #4 which lay directly
following the overall index of the book. Early one can see there is no love that is going to be shed
for Field Marshall Douglas Haig; Commander in Chief of the British Expeditionary Forces. Nor
was there any love for General Sir Henry Rawlinson, an assistant to FM Haig. Mr. Sebag-
Montefiore takes a meticulous path across the whole of the Battlefield that lay just outside the
small town of Albert and near the River Somme. In this manner, the appreciation that the reader
gains are that the whole of the battlefield location (with many descriptive maps) provides a walk
across the locations to which all contained “No Man’s Land”. One will therefore read many
firsthand accounts of the blood shed by the “Lost Generation”; within the pages of this Historical
account we find out exactly “why” these lads became the “Lost Generation” and the real sad
matter here is that this was not the first battle of expended youth, and certainly to the future of
the time there would be many more. There are in effect many descriptive parts that of the scenes
written in letters home by low ranking Privates to Colonels while the Generals sat with push-pin
maps in comfortable positions behind the scenes of the battle front. However, there were some
Generals (rare) that confronted FM Haig on decisions and these were soon sacked and sent
home to the UK. The author took critical exception to the process of the comfort of FM Haig
while so many young to mid-range lives were expended for a plan that hadn’t been thought out
nor planned more effectively. Taking a critical look at this battle and reading what planning had
gone into effect one can surmise that egos were more at play than any other component.
Assuming one’s enemies would capitulate or be lost to artillery is a strawman argument; though
it was arguably a strong consideration of the time – plenty directly below Field Marshall Sir
Douglas Haig fit this description to a “T” where direct line Officers held criticisms and some
attempted to push up the ladder to no avail against of plans ill conceived. We finish the first day
of battle only when one reads to page 230; again, a meticulous and careful and very well thought
out tribute to the British, Canadian, and Australian Forces that fought within the confines of this
meat grinder. The book by Mr. Sebag-Montefiore is not for the faint of heart, descriptions of the
battle, the residual effects of those that witnessed the account day after bloody day is telling –
the question yet remains “why?”The pace in this book is convenient for readers of all types. Each
chapter can be completed in a day (if one so desires) and yet one can just as easily read
through several chapters a day dependent on how busy one’ schedule is managed. For myself, I
took one chapter a day until I reached the last 8 chapters or so – I read 2 chapters a day toward
the near end and was able to maintain the focus that was required to keep the information fresh
regardless of how busy my day had been. Mr. Sebag-Montefiore is that sort of author – it is
apparent to me that he intended to leave a lasting impression on this masterpiece and overall
work. As I sit pondering the many accounts of young troops it is rather unfortunate that the



British Cabinet War Committee hadn’t pursued a tougher stance with FM Haig on the many
casualties of those killed, missing, and/or maimed following the first day of the Battle of the
Somme on 1 July 1916; the official record states that 19 November 1916 was the conclusion of
this bloodletting – for many of the soldiers who would survive and the parents and relatives of
the dead I doubt that 11 November 1918 would let this battle pass from memory. By the end,
both sides would count between 500,000 – 750,000 lost; the shame of course is that this war
was just under 2 years away from Armistice at the conclusion. Further battles were yet to arrive
and at this point the Gallipoli (Dardanelles) Campaign was over before the Somme began. It is
well known that until the American Forces arrived in France that the Canadian Expeditionary
Forces that were for the time the highest paid soldier. What had been kept from the official
records but written in “Merry Hell” is that the British had to keep the Australian and New Zealand
Army Corps (ANZAC’s) away from Canadian Forces following a large fight among these Allied
Forces. Following the Dardanelles when after Gallipoli the advanced parties of the ANZAC’s
arrived to France in Bailleul. Advanced party discussions ensued and following the first day’s
business the less formal but no less important discussions continued in café’s and pubs. The
town was filled with hundreds of Canadians and Australians when one Australian Soldier
claimed they had landed in France to clean up what the Canadians could not finish – a return
negative comment was passed from a Canadian soldier replied with an equally loud insult of
why the Australians could not finish the job in Gallipoli – boys will be boys, tensions were of
course high and the stress level of these fighting forces were beyond any imaginable peak. As
the story went – like dominoes – the fighting between Canadian and Australians crept from café
to café and from pub to pub to where the British had to send in a cavalry outfit to break the fights
up throughout the streets. Roughly 100 soldiers of each side ended up in field hospitals for
injuries sustained and though not confirmed “officially” scuttlebutt had it that several died. From
this time forward the Canadians and Australians never fought side by side; but, were separated
by British Forces in between held positions as objectives could not sustain further damage
among friends. Public or transparent accounts were never provided and Captain Clements of the
25th Battalion of the Nova Scotia Regiment wrote this account from a firsthand perspective. Mr.
Sebag-Montefiore doesn’t go into this “away from the battle scenes” sort of excursion; he
needn’t go there given the state of History he records for posterity on the Somme.As an
American, reading this account it was rather plain to see that this sort of fighting that had gone
on for so long when (later) Germany and Russia ceased hostilities due to the Russian Civil War
and the oust of Czar Nicolas. Those able-bodied German Forces then went to the Western Front
and hence, the exhaustion of the British and French Forces could readily be understood – in
steps the United States arrived to assist and this was both timely and necessary to the future of
the era. It is here at this point and time that the U.S. would build a lasting friendship with the
United Kingdom that still stands the test of time today; our relationship with France is a different
one from the U.K.; however, none the less important. As we recall our collaborative History we
also know the outcome of the Second World War and that what occurred at the Versailles Treaty



in 1919 would not be repeated at the Potsdam Conference nearly 30 years later. The countless
amounts of lives lost between 1914 and 1945 were devastating to the world; as a Marine I will
make no apology for the creed I myself carry – but, I do expect and demand that politicians
whether Liberal or Conservative answer to the people and to the service men and women and
their families when “they” send the people off to fight for the policies that sovereign nations must
keep; whether as individual nations or collectively through alliances – it is the “grunt” that knows
the “grunt” life and no politician sitting in a comfortable office can dictate demands of society to
be placed upon the service members unless they have fully understood and examined the
combat effectiveness of the same. Sir Winston Churchill and President Roosevelt and Prime
Minister McKenzie-King were the three that understood this best in the Western Civilized world
from 1939 onward. The British War Cabinet did not keep FM Haig to the fire nor to the
microscope and nor did they of General Sir Rawlinson – anti-war material published after this
war would; and, it seems further works that arrived in the early 1960’s would provide a prism into
the past.The author introduces the reader to accounts of the German side in terms of stories,
letters home etc. One story encapsulated that I personally found interesting was that of
Lieutenant F.L. Cassel: Lieutenant Cassel was a German citizen of Jewish background – he rose
through the ranks and did so against discrimination of the time from his countrymen. Lt. Cassel
later survives the Holocaust of WW II and moves to England after that war. He then writes of his
account as a German Soldier in WW1, Post WW1, and that of a Dachau Concentration Camp
survivor – though I looked for the documents at the Imperial War Museum on-line the charge
associated (or so I was to believe) was something I chose not to do. But Mr. Sebag-Montefiore
provided a service in this manner to the opposing forces – what occurred to these veterans of
the German nation (of the First World War) prior to and during the Second World War was a
matter of pure disgrace; this accounting comes at a time when I had most recently completed
the “Nuremberg Diary” by Dr. Gustav Gilbert of the U.S. Army – Psychologist to the prisoners of
the Nuremberg (Major) Trials. Within the “Nuremberg Diary” Dr. Gilbert has a discussion with
Hermann Goering on this particular subject – in his usual arrogant manner Herr Goering
dismissed this propaganda from the “Victors.”Maps: 21 total battlefield maps - maybe confusing
to some persons not familiar with map reading but overall outstanding and how this author links
the maps to each chapter of the book.Photos: High quality resolution of persons discussed
within the book and overall field conditions - adds quality value for the reader and thus makes
this book a collector’s item in my opinion.Overall - excellent detailed account for any person
interested in understanding the battle and how the British and French Forces would be morally
drained by the time the United States would enter the war later.”

Cynthia Smith, “Armchair revisionism. A solid work of research. Very revisionist in it's
conclusions. Armchair generals have no concept of the difficulty changing tactics in the middle
of a battle. "Butchers" have long been the bywords for Haig, and the other general officers at the
Somme. Some did learn from the lengthy battle. Some did not. I believe the valid criticism of



the leadership would be they stayed too far away from the front to actually see what was going
on.  Communications were only a step above the mounted messenger of Wellington's time.”

SingeSavante, “Must reading -- especially for political candidates!. Having lost two dozen family
members during the First World War, I'm surprised that so few Americans know anything about it
- and the role it played in TODAY's current events! This- along with "All Quiet on the Western
Front" should be MUST reading for anyone who resides on this planet. Especially in an election
year, with two dubious candidates. They should be reading about the First World War.”

Maria Espinosa, “Four Stars. Really good book but very dense.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great Read, very educational and a tremendous book. Great Read, very
educational and a tremendous book. Shipping was difficult, be prepared to wait for their time, no
next day or week.”

Checked, “Excellent read!. This book did a great job of giving me the feeling of being down in the
trenches of the First World War.”

Alan Robinson, “A good account. A new account of probably the most iconic of battles fought by
the British in the Great War. It is written from the point of view of those who fought in the battle.
Through the letters of those who served on the Somme you can get a strong feel of the terror
experienced by so many as well as a glimpse of the appalling conditions in which the battle was
fought. However, there are already a number of books which also look at the experience of the
soldier in the battle, such as Martin Middlebrook's ground breaking account of the fated first day
of the Somme and Peter Hart's excellent account based on oral histories gathered by the
Imperial War Museum. This new book stands alongside them, but doesn't displace them. It
provides a sound narrative of the course of the battle.Where I have some reservations is the
wider picture of why the British didn't achieve what they set out to do. The author attempts to pin
much of the blame on the conflict between Haig and Rawlinson and particularly the domination
by Haig of his subordinate. Whilst conflict of aims and methods at a high level may have played
a part in the stuttering British performance certainly during the early part of the battle, there were
other factors at work. The first is That Britain entered into a continental war totally unprepared in
terms of weapons, particularly heavy artillery pieces, and in well trained massed manpower
properly led at all levels of command. Britain was still playing catch up when the Somme
campaign began. Second, the Germans had been left to their own devices for over eighteen
months on the Somme. During that time, the Germans had made full use of the chalk beneath
the fields to dig deep dugouts and to construct redoubts. To suppress the German defences
would have required many more heavy guns than the British possessed and a much better
trained and led infantry. Surprisingly, the author devotes relatively little time to the Germans on
the Somme.The book is well illustrated with photographs, some of which I have not come across



before. It also contains some excellent maps which are clearly drawn. If only all military histories
contained such good maps!All in all, a good account which stands alongside existing accounts
but we still await the definitive account of this dreadful battle.”

Denis Marks, “Accurate account of the Somme 1916. Excellent, well researched and crafted. A
high content of eyewitness accounts of the July 1916 offensive gives this book real credibility. A
must for anyone looking for an accurate account of this battle. This book examines and explains
the events, decisions taken and tactics which resulted in the horrific loss of life.”

Zenouf the Birdcatcher, “A Pragmatic View. In many ways this is a balanced account of the
battle. Sebag-Montefiore tries, through the accounts of the troops who fought it, to convey some
idea as to what it was like. He leaves open the on going debate about Haig and Rawlinson to the
reader. One criticism is the lack of a German perspective.”

Alan Cook, “Very good. Very good”

John Thompson, “Well written. A very well written and easy to read book!”

The book by Hugh Sebag-Montefiore has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 160 people have provided
feedback.
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